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.. .1 confess that [ could have lingered for weeks in the company of 
these fascinating birds, wondering mer their loss of flight, large eggs 
and contracted range, watching the lillIe creatures, brown like Autumn, 
harmless as Autumn's fa//en leaves. There was something extra-
ordinarily allractive in their trustfulness, an irresistable appeal in their 
absence of fear. We were back to the days of our first parents, to 
the golden dawn of the world, to that delectable garden where fear 
and pain and anger and sorrow were sti// unnamed, unknown. They 
were forms who//y lovable, who//y beautiful, living. movin g and 
having their being in fu// view of us, to be adored like winter 
blossoms, to be touched as brides are touched. We could not but 
grieve that a few field naturalists on one long isle should be in sole 
enjoyment of what would hal'e been a happiness to hundreds of 
pleasant people the world over. 
Guthrie-Smith (1936: 188) 
For Dorothy, Win and Carolyn, 
for their love, support and encouragement 
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Abstract 
New Zealand Snipe Coenocorypha auck7andica on the Snares Islands occurred 
at high densities and many males were unable to obtain territories. 
Territory ownership was a prerequisite for obtaining a mate, and most 
matings were monogamous. Territorial males guarded their mates, but did 
not exclude subordinate birds from territories. Females were courtship-
fed by their mates for three weeks before laying; laying occurred earlier 
in years when food was more abundant, as females reached threshold laying 
weights sooner. Incubation was shared and took 22 days. Females that 
mated with males that were already paired incubated unaided; an egg in 
one such nest hatched after about 38 days. 
The earliest hatch dates coincided with the annual peak in food 
availability. Broods were split at hatching, each parent caring for one 
chick independently. Chicks were fed by their parents for at least 41 
days. Food availability during the period that chicks were reared was 
significantly higher than during the pre-chick period. 
During chick-rearing, territories were usurped by subordinate males, 
which courted available females and sometimes bred. Failed pairs 
frequently renested, but no pairs were double-brooded. Some breeders of 
both sexes that lost their dependent chick bred a second time with a new 
mate while their first mate continued rearing the surviving chick. 
Territory and mate fidelity of breeding adults were very high, and 
were not affected by breeding success in the previous year. Nonbreeding 
adults obtained a permanent territory and mate only if a territorial bird 
died. Prior residency was an important factor in acquiring a territory 
both within and between seasons. Mortality of adults during the 
nonbreeding season was density-dependent. However, exceptionally high 
mortality occurred in the winter following the 1982-83 El Nino event. 
Widespread reproductive failure and late breeding by snipe in 1982-83, 
and high mortality during the 1983 winter were probably caused by 
climate-induced reduction in their invertebrate food supply. 
Compared with other snipe, New Zealand Snipe had much higher parental 
investment by both sexes, and much lower per pair potential reproductive 
output. The highly K-selected breeding system of New Zealand Snipe is 
considered an evolutionary response to high intraspecific competition for 
food during the breeding season. The low reproductive rate, and density-
dependent mortality during the nonbreeding season indicate that New 
Zealand Snipe were limited by food throughout the year. These findings 
support Ricklefs' (1980) contention that bird populations in stable 
environments are limited by intraspecific regulatory processes. 
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Introduction 
The ecology of landbirds on oceanic islands 
The ecology of island landbirds has attracted the attention of biologists 
since Darwin (1859) used the Galapagos finches (Emberizidae: Geospizinae) 
to illustrate the principle of adaptive radiation through natural 
selection. Although the role played by the finches during the evolution 
of Darwin/s ideas has probably been overstated (Sulloway 1982), island 
avifaunas have continued to playa seminal role in the development of 
ecological theory. Concepts that arose from studies of island faunas 
include species-area relationships (based on MacArthur & Wilson 1967), 
taxon cycles (e.g. Ricklefs & Cox 1972), density compensation (e.g. 
MacArthur et a7. 1972, Wright 1980), adaptive radiation (e.g. Ford et a7. 
1973, Grant 1981), character release (e.g. Nilsson & Ebenman 1981, Boag & 
Grant 1984), and character displacement (e.g. Grant & Grant 1982, 
Schluter et a7. 1985). 
The reasons why ecologists have focussed on island ecosystems are 
many and varied (MacArthur & Wilson 1967, King 1985). Apart from their 
intrinsic appeal, islands are discrete ecosystems where populations and 
environmental changes can be monitored more readily than in mainland 
ecosystems. Island ecosystems often have a comparatively simple 
structure, allowing investigations of ecological principles and processes 
that may help us to understand more complex continental ecosystems. In 
addition, archipelagos may provide natural experiments where variation in 
size, isolation and ecology of different islands permits testing of 
evolutionary hypotheses (see MacArthur & Wilson 1967). However, perhaps 
the most compelling reason to study island birds is that many are 
endangered, and basic ecological information is required when formulating 
management policies. 
About 93% of the bird species that have become extinct since AD 1600 
lived on islands. Almost all these extinctions were the direct or 
indirect result of human activity (C. King 1984, W.B. King 1985, Moors 
1985, Fuller 1987). Historically, the major causes of extinction have 
been habitat modification, and the deliberate or accidental introduction 
of predators and competitors. Avifaunas most affected by introduced 
predators were (and are) those on oceanic islands, e.g. the Mascarenes, 
the Seychelles, Hawaii and New Zealand (C. King 1984, Atkinson 1985, W.B. 
King 1985, Fuller 1987). The high proportion of endangered endemic bird 
species on oceanic islands (islands surrounded by deep water, never part 
of a continental landmass) compared with continental islands (islands 
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that were connected to a continental landmass at Pleistocene times of low 
sea-level; see Williams 1981, Diamond 1984) has led to a dichotomy in 
ecological research on islands. Ecologists on continental islands 
(mainly in the northern hemisphere, the neotropics and around New Guinea) 
have focussed on ecological processes controlling community structure 
(e.g. Diamond 1969,- Ebenman & Nilsson 1982, stamps & Buechner 1985), 
while ecologists on oceanic islands (mainly in the southern hemisphere, 
Hawaii and the Indian Ocean) have focussed on conservation-based research 
(see reviews in Moors 1985). 
Attempts to include oceanic island avifaunas within the framework of 
continental island models (e.g. Abbott & Grant 1976, Abbott 1978, 
Williams 1981, Diamond 1984) have not been successful, as intrinsic 
differences in the ecology of oceanic island landbirds have been 
overlooked. The models listed above are nearly all based on the premise 
that interspecific competition is the major factor governing the ecology 
and evolution of landbirds on islands (see Abbott 1980). This is clearly 
not the case for oceanic islands (Williams 1981, Diamond 1984). 
Two important characteristi~s separate oceanic and continental 
islands. First, oceanic islands are more distant from potential sources 
of colonisation than continental islands. Isolation is recognised as the 
driving factor behind nonequilibrial avifaunas on oceanic islands (Abbott 
& Grant 1976, Williams 1981, Diamond 1984) as relatively few species are 
able to colonise new islands. A corollary of this is that interspecific 
competition will be less on oceanic islands, as fewer niches are 
occupied. Isolation was also (indirectly) a cause of the extremely high 
extinction rate of landbirds on oceanic islands in historic time. 
Predatory land mammals are not able to cross large stretches of ocean 
unaided; oceanic island birds evolved in the absence of carnivorous 
mammals, and were morphologically, behaviourally and ecologically unable 
to cope when mammals were introduced by humans (see King 1984, Moors 
1985). 
The second characteristic difference between continental and oceanic 
islands is that the climate of oceanic islands is moderated by the 
surrounding ocean, reducing seasonal variation in temperatures. Climatic 
moderation has had several subtle effects on oceanic island ecosystems 
(see Chapter 1). Year-round plant and invertebrate production has 
obviated the need for migration; very few landbirds that breed on oceanic 
islands are migratory, and this has undoubtedly contributed to the low 
rate of colonisation compared with continental landbirds. 
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Ricklefs (1980) demonstrated that clutch size in birds is directly 
related to seasonal variation in actual evapotranspiration; species in 
stable environments laid smaller clutches. Following Ashmole (1963), 
Ricklefs reasoned that population size during the breeding season was 
limited by density-dependent mortality during the nonbreeding season, and 
that the reproductive rate was determined by intraspecific competition 
for food during the breeding season. Landbirds on oceanic islands tend 
to be K-selected (e.g. Sagar 1985, McLean & Miskelly 1988), and their low 
rate of reproduction has compounded their vulnerability to increased 
predation. 
As effective predators are absent from most unmodified oceanic 
islands, landbirds can occur at very high densities (e.g. Sagar 1985, 
Stamps & Buechner 1985, McLean & Miskelly 1988, Chapter 3). Since other 
factors that might regulate density (e.g. interspecific competition, 
predation) are relaxed or absent, intraspecific regulatory processes are 
probably more important for landbirds on oceanic islands than on 
continental islands. 
Snipe breeding systems 
I investigated the breeding ecology of New Zealand Snipe Coenocorypha 
auck7andica on the predator-free Snares Islands, to determine whether the 
population was limited by intraspecific competition for food. The main 
questions addressed were: (1) Did the breeding ecology of New Zealand 
Snipe show evidence that snipe were food limited? (2) How did variation 
in population density affect access to mates, and mortality rates? and 
(3) How was the timing of breeding related to food availability? The 
effects of annual variations in weather conditions on mortality and 
natality were also assessed. This is the first detailed field study of 
the ecology of Coenocorypha snipes. 
Snipe belong to the family Scolopacidae, a diverse assemblage of 
about 87 extant species of shorebirds (Table 1). Most scolopacids are 
transequatorial migrants that breed in northern temperate to arctic 
latitudes. Only 13 species (9 snipe, 3 woodcock and 1 sandpiper) breed 
south of the equator. 
Coenocorypha snipes are endemic to the New Zealand region (but see 
Balouet & Olson 1989); formerly they occurred throughout the three main 
islands of New Zealand, but local extinctions have confined them to four 
isolated island groups (Appendices 1 & 3). Extinctions on the New 
Zealand mainland occurred following Polynesian colonisation, and have 
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Table 1. Summary of breeding distribution, clutch size and 
migratory habits within the family Scolopacidae. Genera 
are separated by subfamily following Cramp & Simmons 1983. 
Breeding distribution is divided into three broad regions: 
Holarctic, Tropics and Southern. Separate entries are 
made for those genera (Sco7opax and Ga77inago) that have 
members breeding in more than one region. Most tropical 
species breed in the southern hemisphere, and are included 
as southern species in the text. Data from Maclean 1972, 
Johnsgard 1981, Cramp & Simmons 1983, Hayman et a7. 1986, 
and S~ther et a7. 1986. 
Number of Breeding Clutch 
Genus Common name species distribution size Migratory? 
Limosa godwits 4 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Numenius curlews & whimbrels 8 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Bartramia Upland Sandpiper 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Tringa 'shanks' & sandpipers 10 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Catoptrophorus Wi 11 et 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Xenus Terek Sandpiper 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Aetitis sandpipers 2 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Heterosee7us tattlers 2 Hol arctic 4 Yes 
Prosobonia Tuamotu Sandpiper 1 Tropics 2 No 
Arenaria turns tones 2 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Pha7aropus phalaropes 3 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Seo7opax woodcock 3 Holarctic 4 2 spp. 
3 Tropics 2 No 
Coenoeo ryph a New Zealand snipe 2 Southern 2 No 
Ga77inago snipe 7 Holarctic 4 Yes 
6 Tropics 2-3 No 
2 Southern 2 No 
Lymnocryptes Jack Snipe 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Limnodromus dowitchers 3 Holarctic 2-4 Yes 
Aphri za Surfbird 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Ca7idris arctic sandpipers 19 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Eurynorhynehus Spoon-billed Sandpiper 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Limieo7a Broad-billed Sandpiper 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Mi cropa 7 ama Stil t Sandpiper 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Tryngites Buff-breasted Sandpiper 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
Phi70machus Ruff 1 Holarctic 4 Yes 
been attributed to introduced kiore Rattus exu7ans (Holdaway 1989). 
Extinctions of the Little Barrier Snipe C.a. barrierensis (c.1870) and 
Stewart Island Snipe C.a. ireda7ei (1920 - 1964) coincided with 
introductions of cats Fe7is catus to Little Barrier Island, and cats, 
Weka Ga77ira77us austra7is and ship rats Rattus rattus to several islands 
off Stewart Island (Appendices 1 & 3). Clearly, these snipe are 
extremely vulnerable to introduced predators, although there is no direct 
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evidence of eggs, chicks or adults being taken. 
Although Goenocorypha snipes are numerous on most islands where they 
occur (Fleming 1939 & 1948, Warham 1967, Bell in Edgar 1972, Warham & 
Bell 1979) they have attracted little attention due to the infrequent 
(and often short) visits made to the islands, the thick ground cover, 
their cryptic plumage colouration and 'skulking habit' (Stead 1948, 
Warham & Bell 1979). Published information on the breeding biology of 
Goenocorypha snipes is anecdotal. No nests of Auckland Island Snipe G.a. 
auck7andica or Antipodes Island Snipe G.a. meinertzhagenae have been 
described, but Oliver (1955) described an egg and nestling of Auckland 
Island Snipe, and there is an egg and chick of Antipodes Island Snipe in 
the British Museum (Natural History) (Warham & Bell 1979). Forbes (1893) 
described the eggs and chick of Chatham Island Snipe and gave the clutch 
size as three. 
in Gaze 1986). 
Booth 1983). 
A nest found more recently contained two eggs (Tennyson 
Eggs were found from September to December by Munn (in 
The extinct Stewart Island Snipe was studied on Big South Cape Island 
in November 1923 by Guthrie-Smith (1936), and in December 1931 by Stead 
and Wilson (Wilson 1959). Both parties found at least two and three 
nests respectively, all with two eggs. Guthrie-Smith described nests and 
eggs, and observed that both sexes incubated, and that each pair cared 
for a single chick. Photographs of snipe nests and eggs were published 
by Guthrie-Smith (1936) and Wilson (1959). 
Four nests of Snares Island Snipe G.a. huege7i were found in December 
1947 (Stead 1948). Stead described eggs and nests, and gave the laying 
interval of the two eggs as two days. Anderson (1968) studied Snares 
Island Snipe during January and February 1967. He did not find any 
nests, but captured six chicks a total of 10 times. Anderson never saw 
more than one chick with an adult, and suggested that each parent 
accompanied one of the chicks. He also reported that parents fed chicks 
until they were well-feathered, although chicks also foraged for 
themselves. Horning & Horning (1974) reported a newly-hatched chick on 4 
May 1972. Sagar (in Edgar 1977) found three nests of Snares Island 
Snipe, each with two eggs, in November and December 1976. 
Information on the breeding systems of most other snipes is even more 
scant. Of the 15 species in the genus Ga77inago, clutch sizes are known 
for 14, but sample sizes for all seven southern hemisphere species are 
probably less than five (see Maclean 1972, Tuck 1972, Johnsgard 1981, 
S~ther et a7. 1986). The breeding system of Common Snipe G. ga77inago is 
well known (see Table 1.1): matings are monogamous, the clutch of four 
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eggs is incubated by the female, and both parents assist with brood 
rearing. A similar system has been claimed for Swinhoe's Snipe G. 
mega7a, Pintail Snipe G. stenura and Japanese Snipe G. hardwickii, but 
accounts are contradictory (see Tuck 1972, Johnsgard 1981). The Great 
Snipe G. media is a lek-breeder (Lemnell 1978, Avery & Sherwood 1982, 
H6glund & Lundberg 1987) in which the female incubates unaided (L0faldli 
1985). Claims that the male Great Snipe assists with brood-rearing 
(Niethammer in Tuck 1972) seem doubtful as males do not assist with brood 
care in any other lek-breeding bird. Mating and parental care systems 
are not known for the other 10 Ga77inago snipes. 
Other members of the family Scolopacidae have been studied in greater 
detail (see reviews in Pitelka et a7. 1974, Johnsgard 1981, Dring & Lank 
1984, Walters 1984). Almost all are migratory shorebirds that breed in 
the holarctic and winter in the tropics or southern hemisphere (Hayman et 
a7. 1986 and Table 1). Mating systems are extraordinarily variable, and 
include monogamy, double clutching, serial polygamy, sequential polygyny, 
sequential polyandry, simultaneous polygyny, simultaneous polyandry, and 
lek-breeding (some species use more than one strategy, depending on the 
availability of mates; Emlen & Dring 1977, Dring 1982). Parental care is 
shared in most species, but is performed entirely by one or other sex in 
several species (see references above). However, all but two of the 
scolopacid species breeding in the holarctic lay clutches of four eggs 
(see Table 1 and Chapter 1). The primitive breeding system is presumed 
to be monogamy, with shared incubation of the four-egg clutch, and shared 
brood care (Jenni 1974, Pitelka et a7. 1974). 
No published study describes in detail the breeding system of any of 
the 13 scolopacid species that breed in the southern hemisphere. 
Thesis format 
This thesis is a collection of nine papers, each written in the style of 
the journal Ibis. Five papers form the main body of the thesis, and four 
are given as appendices. Each paper is complete in itself, although a 
single reference list is given before Appendix 1. This format has, 
inevitably, led to some repetition in the 'Study area and methods' 
section of each paper. Appendices 1 and 3 are reprints of published 
papers, and so have separate acknowledgements and reference lists. 
In the first paper (Chapter 1), I describe the breeding systems of 
New Zealand Snipe and Chatham Island Snipe, focussing on features of 
their breeding ecology that could be affected by food availability. 
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Comparisons are made with the breeding system of Common Snipe, the only 
other snipe species that has been studied in detail (see above). Further 
details of Coenocorypha breeding ecology are given in Appendix 2, where I 
describe breeding seasons, nests, eggs, incubation patterns, and chick 
development for Snares Island Snipe and Chatham Island Snipe. Chapter 1 
and Appendix 2 provide background information for the remaining four 
chapters. 
In Chapter 2, I describe incubation patterns associated with polygyny 
in New Zealand Snipe. Most snipe were monogamous, with shared incubation 
and biparental care of the chicks. However, two males were polygynous, 
and did not assist at supernumerary nests. This system appeared 
analogous to resource defense polygyny in passerines (e.g. Orians 1961, 
1969, Verner 1964, Verner & Willson 1966) but was considered unusual for 
a species with (apparently) obligate biparental care. 
The social structure and population dynamics of New Zealand Snipe are 
described in Chapter 3. Dispersal of breeders and juveniles is discussed 
in terms of mating opportunities. The high degree of natal philopatry, 
mate fidelity and territory fide)ity were considered consequences of the 
non-migratory natu~e of the population, and the high population density. 
Mortality in the nonbreeding season was found to be density dependent, 
except for during the winter after the severe 1982-83 El Nino event. The 
effects of El Nino are further discussed in Chapter 4. These two 
chapters demonstrate that while high density snipe populations may be 
regulated by density-dependent processes, stochastic events can 
drastically alter natality and mortality rates. 
In Chapter 5, I investigate the relationship between food 
availability and breeding by snipe. If snipe are limited by food, then 
variation in food availability should influence the timing and success of 
breeding. Samples of soil invertebrates collected before and during two 
snipe breeding seasons were used to demonstrate the stability of the food 
resource for snipe within and between seasons. The effect of 
environmental stability on breeding is discussed. 
Appendices 1, 3 and 4 provide information on the distribution, 
history, conservation, mythology and behaviour of Coenocorypha snipes. 
Appendix 5 gives an analysis of the diet of snipe on the Snares Islands, 
based on faecal remains (from Miskelly 1984). 
Chapter 1 
Breeding systems of New Zealand and Chatham Island Snipes: 
are they food limited? 
Ibis (accepted manuscript). 
Abstract 
'j 
New Zealand Snipe Coenocorypha auck7andica were studied over six breeding 
seasons on the Snares Islands. The study area (7.5 hal held about 20 
pairs at a density of 3.2 ± 0.5 pairs/ha, plus 5 to 25 nonterritorial 
birds. Most matings were monogamous, but simultaneous polygyny was 
recorded in one territory (by two different males) in four consecutive 
seasons. Males courtship fed females before egg-laying. The typical 
clutch was two eggs, laid three days apart. Incubation was shared 
equally by the sexes in monogamous pairs and took 22 days. Some females 
with polygynous mates attempted to incubate unaided, which took about 38 
days. Broods were split at hatching, with the male caring for the first 
chick to leave the nest. Chicks were fed by adults for at least 41 days, 
and did not become independent until about 65 days old. Growth rates 
were slow compared to CORmon Snipe Ga77inago ga77inago and full plumage 
took about 54 days to attain. No pairs were double-brooded, but 43% of 
pairs that failed during incubation or early chick-rearing renested 
together. Some breeders of both sexes who had lost their dependent chick 
bred a second time with a new mate while their first mate continued 
rearing the surviving chick (sequential polygyny and polyandry). 
Hatching success was 80%, and fledging success was 48%. Each pair 
produced, on average, 0.6 fledglings per year, and about a third of these 
were controlled at age one year (0.2 per pair). 
Chatham Island Snipe C. pusi77a were studied on Rangatira Island 
during the 1983-84 breeding season. Breeding density was about 5.6 
pairs/ha. The breeding system was very similar to that for C. 
auck7andica, but chicks became independent at about 41 days old. 
Hatching success was 89%. 
Compared to Common Snipe, Coenocorypha snipes occurred at high 
densities, had courtship feeding, large eggs, a long egg interval, a 
small clutch, shared incubation and a long incubation period. Nest 
desertion rates were high, but overall hatching success was also high, 
chick growth rates were slow, there was a long period of chick dependence 
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and a long relaying interval following nest failure or chick loss. 
Survival rates of both adults and chicks were high. These differences 
are attributed to the absence of predation, and to intense intraspecific 
competition for food in a stable environment. 
Introduction 
Most shorebirds in the family Scolopacidae typically lay clutches of four 
eggs. Of the 72 species breeding in the holarctic, only two dowitcher 
species Limnodromus spp. usually lay smaller clutches (Maclean 1972, 
Walters 1984, S~ther et al. 1986). In contrast, at least ten of the 13 
species breeding in the southern hemisphere lay modal clutches of between 
one and three eggs (clutch sizes of three species unknown; Maclean 1972, 
Walters 1984); nine of the scolopacid species that breed in the southern 
hemisphere are snipe (Hayman et al. 1986). Breeding systems of 
scolopacids that lay small clutches are poorly known (Maclean 1972, Jehl 
& Murray 1986, S~ther et al. 1986). Furthermore, it is not clear why 
reduced clutches are a feature. of shorebirds breeding in the southern 
hemisphere (Maclean 1972, Winkler & Walters 1983, Walters 1984). 
The snipe genus Coenocorypha comprises two extant species found on 
outlying islands of New Zealand (Appendix 1). New Zealand Snipe C. 
aucklandica and Chatham Island Snipe C. pusilla are non-migratory and are 
considered the most morphologically primitive snipes (Lowe 1915, Strauch 
1978). As Coenocorypha snipes occur at high densities in environments 
free of effective predators or foraging competitors (McLean & Miskelly 
1988, Chapter 3), populations may be limited by intraspecific competition 
for food. In this study I investigate parameters of the breeding systems 
of New Zealand and Chatham Island Snipes that could potentially be 
constrained by food availability. Their breeding systems are compared 
with that for Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago, the only other snipe 
species that has been studied in sufficient detail. An hypothesis for 
the reduced clutch size and other K-selected traits of Coenocorypha 
snipes is outlined. 
Study areas and methods 
Snares Islands 
New Zealand Snipe (race huegeli; Fig. 1.1) were studied on Main Island, 
Snares Islands Nature Reserve (48°02'S 166°36'E) in the New Zealand 
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Figure 1.1. Adult female New Zealand Snipe, Snares I;lands. 
subantarctic during seven expeditions between December 198, and December 
1987. Observations spanned the months September to March (total 477 days 
and 134 nights in the field), and included parts of six brEeding seasons. 
A 7.5 ha study area of 07earia 7ya77i forest north of the Biological 
Station (Warham 1967) containing about 20 snipe territories was marked 
out in a 20 m grid. Snipe of all ages were captured with ~ handnet 
during the day, or with a spot-light and handnet at night. All adult 
snipe (n = 93) resident in the study area were individually colour-banded 
for the duration of the study, and 73 chicks were given nu~bered metal 
bands or year colour-codes. Adult snipe were sexed by measurements and 
by sex-specific displays recorded after marking (unpubl. data). Pairs 
were identified by prolonged consorting, courtship feeding, mating, or 
attendance at the same nest, as observed during daily surveys of the 
study area. 
All breeding attempts in 1985-86 and 1986-87 were detec:ed by 
observing behaviour of adults and by regular monitoring of female body-
weight, cloacal swelling and brood patch condition. Forty-Pive nests 
were located by tracing the source of calls (n = 20), syste~atic 
searching (n = 19), chance disturbance of incubating adults (n = 4), or 
following returning adults (n = 2). The 14 nests that were not found in 
1985-86 and 1986-87 (11 successful, 3 unsuccessful) were in·:luded in 
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overall analyses of breeding success, but not in the analysis of hatching 
success. Eighty-one eggs were measured to 0.1 mm and weighed to 0.5 g 
when found. Forty eggs were weighed subsequently to determine rates of 
water loss during incubation. Fresh egg-weights were measured directly 
(n = 9) or estimated by adding est imated water loss (0. 18 gjday) to the 
weight when found (n = 68). Weights for four eggs at two nests where 
incubation was not shared were estimated from linear measurements 
(Chapter 2), as water loss was less at nests with l ower incubation 
constancy. Nests were checked daily, or more frequently during lay i ng 
and hatching. Hides were erected at four nests (three with shared 
incubation and one with solo incubation). Five 24-h observations of 
incubation constancy (percent of time a bird was on the nest) were 
undertaken in the middle of the incubation period. A chart recorder, 
light beams and photo-electric cells were installed at two nests in 
addition to those above, and gave two 24-h tracings of incubation 
constancy. 
Chicks were banded in the nest or when first captured. Developmen ~ al 
data were obtained from 35 known-age chicks between hatching and age 71 
days. As dependent young were always present when I left the island 
(February or March), fledging success and survival to independence cou ld 
only be calculated for chicks that hatched out at least 30 and 65 days 
respectively before my departure. However, survival from hatching to 1ge 
one-year-old did not differ for chicks aged more or less than 30 days It 
my departure (X2 = 0.004, n.s.). Breeding success was only determined in 
detail for 1985-86 and 1986-87, when observations spanned four months lnd 
covered the entire laying season (but see Chapter 4). 
Chatham Islands 
Chatham Island Snipe (Fig. 1.2) were studied on Rangatira (South East) 
Island Nature Reserve (44°21'S 176°10'W), Chatham Islands, from 25 
November 1983 to 18 January 1984 and 7 to 15 July 1986 (61 days, 20 
nights). The main study area was 4.3 ha of 07earia traversi and 
P7agianthus regius forest around the field hut, and contained about 24 
snipe territories. Methods of capture and observation were similar to 
those for New Zealand Snipe. 
Thirty-five adults were individually colour-banded, and 47 chicks 
were given numbered metal bands. Fourteen nests were found by systemat ic 
searching, and 28 eggs were measured. Fresh egg weights were estimate( 
from linear measurements using the equation from Chapter 2. 
Developmental data were obtained from 28 known-age chicks 0etween 
hatching and age 89 days. 
l3 
Measurements are given as mean ± s.d., with range in plrentheses, 
unless otherwise stated. 
Figure 1.2. Adult male C~atham Island Snipe, Rangatira Island. 
Results 
Breeding density 
The density of New Zealand Snipe in the study area over six breeding 
seasons was 3.2 ± 0.5 territorial pairs/ha (2.6 - 3.8 pairs,'ha). Total 
density (including nonterritorial bi rds) was 8.2 ± 2.2 bird ;/ha (range 
over six years 5.4 - 11.5 birds/hal. Some nonterritorial b rds attempted 
to breed during chick-rearing of territorial pairs (Chapter 3). 
The density of Chatham Island Snipe in the study area 01 Rangatira 
Island was about 5.6 pairs/ha, but I was not able to confir I the presence 
of nonterritorial birds due to my late arrival on the islanc. 
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Mating system 
Of 83 territory-holding male New Zealand Snipe from six breeding seascns, 
79 (95.2%) had a single mate at the start of the breeding season. In 
each of four breeding seasons, one male had two or three mates 
simultaneously (see Chapter 2). Two different males on the same 
territory were involved; both held the territory for two consecutive 
years each. This territory was on a peninsula and had only a small 
defended boundary at its base, allowing the territory holders to defend a 
large area of high quality habitat. Both males had been monogamous fo~ 
at least two breeding seasons before being polygynous. These 
simultaneously polygynous males assisted in incubation at one nest only, 
leaving the supernumerary females to incubate by themselves (Chapter 2). 
The other 19 territories occupied each season had 3 - 7 adjoining 
territories, and all held monogamous pairs. Although 2 - 7 unpaired 
females were present in these 19 territories between 1985 and 1987, n01e 
attempted to breed with a male that was already paired. Two males wer! 
observed to court additional females around the date that their mates 
were laying; neither attempt at polygyny was successful, and the males 
shared incubation at their first mates' nests. 
Some breeders of both sexes which had lost their dependent chick 
paired with new mates and attempted to breed again while their original 
mate continued to rear the surviving chick from the first brood 
(sequerntial polygyny and polyandry; see Renesting). 
Incubation was shared at all ten nests of Chatham Island Snipe for 
which incubation patterns were determined, suggesting that all females 
observed were in monogamous relationships (though it is possible that ihe 
males had other mates). 
Courtship and copulation 
New Zealand Snipe pairs consorted for up to 108 days before laying, but 
it is not known if pairs stayed together during autumn and winter. 
Courtship feeding was observed for eight different pairs on eight 
days (total number of food passes = 41, 1 - 22 per bout). All food 
passes were from male to female. Courtship feeding occurred from 62 d~ys 
before the first egg of the pair was laid to the day before the second 
(final) egg was laid. Excluding the one outlier, courtship feeding was 
seen only in the three weeks before laying. Copulation was observed or 
ten days, ranging from 62 to four days before the first egg of the pair 
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was laid. Ignoring the one outlier (a different pair to the record of 
early courtship feeding), copulation occurred 14.4 ± 6.3 days (4 - 21 
days, n ~ 9) before the first egg was laid. Courtship feeding was not 
required to solicit copulation; only one pair was seen to courtship feed 
and copulate on the same day, but in this case courtship feeding 
immediately preceeded copUlation. 
No pairs of Chatham Island Snipe were seen together during nine days 
on Rangatira Island in July 1986 (austral winter). Courtship feeding was 
observed on two days in 1983-84: on 28 November a male fed his mate nine 
times immediately after they had mated (the only copulation seen for 
Chatham Island Snipe); on 4 December a pair with recently independent 
young was seen courtship feeding (this pair was not observed to breed 
again during the ensuing 45 days). 
Laying 
Egg intervals were determined within 16 hrs for five nests of New Zealand 
Snipe. The mean egg interval was 72 h 24 min (range 67 h 40 min ± 3 h 15 
min to 76 h 23 min ± 1 h 13 min). The shortest and longest egg intervals 
(also the most accurate) were for the same female in consecutive breeding 
seasons. 
No information on laying was obtained for Chatham Island Snipe. 
Eggs 
Of the 42 New Zealand Snipe nests with complete clutches found during 
this study, 41 had two eggs and one had three eggs. Fourteen snipe nests 
with complete clutches have been found by previous workers on the Snares 
Is; all had two eggs (Stead 1948, B.R. Keeley in 7itt., P.M. Sagar in 
7itt., P.E.N. Wright in 7itt.). Thus, of 56 complete clutches, 55 
(98.2%) had two eggs and one (1.8%) had three eggs. 
Fresh weight for nine New Zealand Snipe eggs was 24.0 ± 1.0 g (22.3 -
25.5 g). Estimated fresh weight for all 81 eggs was 23.7 ± 1.1 g (21.1 -
26.7 g). Thus, each egg was about 20.4% of the mean adult female body-
weight (i.e. 116.0 g, n ~ 62). 
Between 1971 and 1985 at least 51 nests of Chatham Island Snipe were 
found on Rangatira and Mangere Islands; 49 nests (96.1%) contained two 
eggs (pers. obs., Gaze 1986, M.D. Dennison in 7itt., C.H. Hay in 7itt., 
D.V. Merton in 7itt., R.B. Morris pers. comm.). Forbes (1893) reported 
the clutch size of Chatham Island Snipe to be three eggs, but did not 
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state the number of nests on which this was based; his figure has been 
repeated often (eg. Oliver 1955, Maclean 1972, Falla et al. 1979). A 
three-egg nest was found on Rangatira Island on 27 December 1971 (L.B. 
McPherson pers. comm.) and a pair with three recently hatched chicks was 
seen c.S December 1979 (H.A. Robertson in litt.). A four-egg nest on 
Mangere Island on IS October 1976 (R.B. Morris pers. comm.) was possibly 
laid by two females. 
Eggs of Chatham Island Snipe were about 32% smaller than those of New 
Zealand Snipe. Mean estimated fresh egg-weight was 16.1 g, i.e. about 
18.9% of the mean adult female weight of 85.4 g (n = 24). 
Incubation 
/ 
Inyubation began when the second egg was laid (observed at five nests). 
lhcubation was shared equally by the sexes at 95% of nests (Appendix 2), 
(but was undertaken solelY by the female at two nests (where the male was 
I simultaneously polygynous; see Mating system, and Chapter 2). Incubation 
( constancy was 100% at five nests with shared incubation, but was 60 - 83% 
\ at the two nests with female single-sex incubation (Chapter 2). 
Incubation period (from laying of the last egg to hatching of either 
egg) was determined within eight hours for three nests with shared 
incubation. The mean incubation period was 22 d 2 h (range 21 d 11 h ± 8 
h to 22 d 13 h ± 6 h). One female incubating by herself successfully 
hatched an egg after 37 - 39 days of incubation (Chapter 2). 
Incubation period was not determined for Chatham Island Snipe. 
Care of young 
Broods were always split as soon as the young left the nest; the two 
chicks were never seen together, and no adult was seen with more than one 
chick (n = 26 two-chick broods for New Zealand Snipe; n = 7 two-chick 
broods for Chatham Island Snipe). The male cared for the first chick to 
leave the nest in both New Zealand (n = 10) and Chatham Island (n = 5) 
Snipes. An adult that lost its chick (or never had one) did not assist 
its mate to rear the other chick. 
New Zealand Snipe chicks were not seen probing for themselves during 
the first 12 days. After this, they continued to be fed partly by their 
parents until at least 41 days old, and consorted with their parents for 
a further 2 - S weeks. The youngest independent chick seen was 57 days 
old, but another chick was still with its parent at 78 days old. The 
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minimum estimate for age of independence for 15 chicks was 65 ± 6 days 
(57 - 79 days). 
The energetic cost of chick-rearing by New Zealand Snipe was 
estimated by comparing body-weights of successful versus failed breeders 
during the 65 days after hatching (or nesting failure). Body-weight did 
not vary with time for any of the four groups considered (successful 
females r19 = -0.19, failed females r15 = -0.27, successful males 
r27 = -0.36, failed males rS = 0.05; all P > 0.05). Successful female 
breeders weighed 111.4 ± 5.S g (103.0 - 120.0 g, n = 21), significantly 
less than failed female breeders (119.3 ± 6.S g, range 109.3 - 133.0 g, 
n = 17; Mann-Whitney U test P = 0.001). The difference in weight between 
successful and failed male breeders was not significant, but showed the 
same trend; successful male breeders weighed 100.S ± 4.6 g (92.5 - 112.0 
g, n = 29), failed male breeders weighed 103.S ± 5.0 g (95.0 - 110.0 g, 
n = 10; Mann-Whitney U test P = O.OS). There was no significant 
difference between weights of successful and failed breeders of both 
sexes before hatching or nesting failure occurred. The lower 
body-weights of successful breeders indicates that there was an energetic 
cost to chick-rearing. 
Although I never saw more than one Chatham Island Snipe chick with an 
adult, H.A. Robertson (in 7itt.) recorded a pair with three recently 
hatched chicks (see Eggs). 
The youngest Chatham Island Snipe chick seen to feed itself (probing) 
was IS days old. Chicks continued to be fed by their parents until at 
least 29 days old, and consorted with their parents for a further 1 - 3 
weeks. The youngest independent chick seen was 33 days old, and the 
oldest accompanied chick was 46 days old. The minimum estimate for age 
of independence for 12 chicks was 41 ± 5 days (33 - 47 days). 
Development of young 
The mean weight of 2S New Zealand Snipe chicks just after hatching was 
15.5 ± 0.9 g (14.0 - lS.0 g), which was about 65.4% of fresh egg-weight, 
and 14.3% of mean adult weight. Plumage development and down loss took 
about 54 days, and flight was first recorded at 30 days (Appendix 2). 
Recently hatched Chatham Island Snipe chicks weighed 11.0 ± 0.7 g 
(10.0 - 12.0 g, n = 12), which was about 6S.3% of fresh egg-weight, and 
13.9% of mean adult weight. Plumage development and down loss took about 
47 days, and flight was first recorded at about 21 days (Appendix 2). 
New Zealand and Chatham Island Snipe chicks grew much more slowly in 
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relation to their weight asymptotes than Common Snipe chicks (Fig. 1.3). 
Growth constants (KG) for the three species are given in Table 1.1. 
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Figure 1.3. Weight growth rates of three species of snipe 
as a proportion of their growth asymptotes. Common Snipe 
(Ga77inago) chicks were about 25% smaller in relation to 
adult body-weight at hatching compared with Chatham Island 
Snipe and New Zealand Snipe (Coenocorypha spp.). However, 
Common Snipe chicks grew much faster, reaching 95% of the 
asymptote after only 35.4 days (cf. 48.7 days for Chatham 
Island Snipe and 59.6 days for New Zealand Snipe). 
Gompertz growth equations obtained from Green (1985a; 
Common Snipe) and Appendix 2 (Chatham Island Snipe and New 
Zealand Snipe). 
Renesting 
60 
Of 14 New Zealand Snipe pairs whose breeding attempts failed during 
incubation or when the chicks were less than five days old, six (43%) 
renested together. Pairs that failed after 8 January did not renest (n = 
5). If a bird of either sex lost its chick (or one of the eggs had not 
hatched) while its original mate was still carin~ for a chick, it would 
attempt to obtain a new mate. Of seven emancipated males whose mates 
still had chicks, three obtained new mates and one of these pairs laid 
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(sequential polygyny). Of 12 emancipated females whose mates still had 
chicks, six obtained new mates and three laid a second clutch (sequential 
polyandry) . 
Table 1.1. Comparison of the breeding systems of New Zealand 
Snipe, Chatham Island Snipe and Common Snipe. Data on 
incubation for New Zealand Snipe do not include the two 
nests with female single-sex incubation (see Chapter 2). 
Data for Common Snipe from Tuck 1972, Cramp & Simmons 
1983, Green 1985a, 1985b & 1988, SiEther et al. 1986, Green 
et al. submitted MS. 
New Zealand Chatham Island Common 
Snipe Snipe Snipe 
Breeding density (prs/ha) 3.2 5.6 0.4 
Mating system 95% monogamy monogamy monogamy 
Courtship feeding yes yes no 
Egg interval (days) 3 1 
Clutch size 2 2 4 
Egg size as % of ~ weight 20.4 18.9 16.5 
Incubation shared shared female only 
Incubation constancy (%) 100 100 78.2 
Incubation length (days) 22 18 - 20 
Hatching success by nest (%) 80 89 36 
Brood splitting male takes male takes male takes 
first chick first chick first 2 chicks 
Neonate weight as % of 14.3 13.9 10.6 
adult weight 
Weight growth constant (KG) 0.070 0.074 0.111 
Fl edg"j ng (days) 30 21 20 
Independence (days) ~.65 ~.41 ~.21 
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Seven females relaid 36 ± 13 days (19 - 53 days) after failure of 
their first breeding attempt. The length of the relaying interval was 
not correlated with the date or year of failure. No female laid more 
than two clutches in a season, but two polygynous males sired three and 
four clutches respectively in a season. None of the pairs was double-
brooded, but one male commenced incubating at a nest with a different 
female after raising his first chick for eight weeks (see Chapter 2). Of 
the three sequentially polyandrous females that laid a clutch with their 
second mate, only one female successfully hatched an egg from the second 
clutch. This female raised one chick from the second clutch, and her 
first mate raised one chick from the first clutch. 
One female Chatham Island Snipe laid a second clutch about nine days 
after the artificial termination of her first breeding attempt. 
Breeding success 
Of62 pair-years of New Zealand Snipe in the study area over four 
breeding seasons, 42 pairs (68%) attempted to breed. Of 4·0 nests 
studied, 26 (65%) hatched both eggs, 32 (80%) hatched at least one egg, 
and eight (20%) failed totally. Of the eight nests that failed, seven 
were deserted and one (the only three-egg nest found) was destroyed by a 
Sooty Shearwater Puffinus griseus attempting to scratch out a nest 
burrow. 
Of the 79 eggs laid in these 40 nests, 58 (73.4%) hatched (a mean of 
1.45 eggs per nest, and 1.81 eggs per successful nest). Six eggs that 
were incubated full term failed to hatch; one was infertile, three were 
slightly cracked and addled (cause of damage unknown) and two chicks died 
at hatching. 
Some chicks came from nests that were not found, or were still 
dependent when I left the Snares Islands, hence sample sizes differ for 
each age class in the following summary. 
Twelve out of 25 (48%) chicks banded in the nest survived to fledging 
(age 30 days) and ten fledglings all survived to independence (age 65 
days). Of 15 chicks that disappeared between hatching and fledging, nine 
were last seen on the day of hatching, and the others were last seen on 
days 2, 4, 10, 15, 16 & 30. [Note that living chicks were seen every 3.6 
± 5.0 days; n = 384, range 0 - 41 days.] No study chicks were found 
dead, however, a juvenile Red-billed Gull Larus novaeho77andiae 
regurgitated a pair of legs of a small snipe chick on the edge of the 
study area on 6 February 1984. Gulls rarely used the same habitat as 
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snipe on the Snares Is, and so were unlikely to have been significant 
predators of chicks. 
Three of 29 chicks (10.3%) that were banded in the nest survived to 
one year of agej 15 of 33 fledglings (45.5%) were found as one-year-olds. 
This compares with annual adult survival of about 83.3%. 
In 1985-86 19 pairs produced 13 fledglings, of which four survived to 
age one year; in 1986-87 20 pairs produced 11 fledglings, of which four 
survived to age one year (Table 1.2). 
Table 1.2. Breeding success of New Zealand Snipe on the Snares Islands 
over two breeding seasons. Sample sizes are given in parentheses. 
% pairs % eggs % chi cks fledglings % survival l-year-olds 
breeding hatched fledged per pair to 1 year per pair 
1985-86 78.9 81.8 54.2 0.68 30.8 0.21 
(19) (22) (24-) (19) (13) (19) 
1986-87 85.0 75.6 42.3 0.55 36.4 0.20 
(20) (41) (26) (20) (11 ) (20) 
TOTAL 82.1 77 .8 48.0 0.62 33.3 0.21 
(39) (63) (50) (39) (24) (39) 
Of nine two-egg nests of Chatham Island Snipe studied, seven (77.8%) 
hatched both eggs, eight (88.9%) hatched at least one egg, and one 
(11.1%) failed (deserted the day after an addled egg wai ejected from the 
nest). The one egg incubated full term that failed to hatch was cracked 
and addled. Of the 18 eggs laid in nine nests, 15 (83.3%) hatched (a 
mean of 1.67 eggs per nest, and 1.88 eggs per successful nest), 
Discussion 
Snipe breeding systems 
The breeding systems of New Zealand Snipe and Chatham Island Snipe were 
very similar (Table 1.1); both species occurred at high densities, and 
laid small clutches of eggs that were large in relation to female 
body-weight. Incubation was shared, and there was high hatching success. 
Chick weights increased at a similar rate, but Chatham Island Snipe 
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chicks became independent when about three weeks younger than New Zealand 
Snipe chicks (Table 1.1). 
Common Snipe occur at much lower densities than New Zealand Snipe and 
Chatham Island Snipe (Table 1.1; figure of 0.4 ± 0.7 pairs/ha for Common 
Snipe based on 21 estimates of density given by Tuck 1972 and references 
therein, and Green 1985b). The high density of New Zealand Snipe was 
associated with high annual survival of adults (83.3%). The highest 
estimate of survival for adult Common Snipe is 62.5% (Spence 1988). 
Courtship feeding has not been recorded previously for any scolopacid 
(Lack 1940, Tuck 1972, Johnsgard 1981, Sutton 1981, Cramp & Simmons 
1983). Although New Zealand Snipe pairs consorted together for up to 15 
weeks before laying, courtship feeding was only seen in the last three 
weeks and was not directly associated with mating attempts. These 
observations suggest that courtship feeding of females by male 
Coenocorypha snipes evolved to decrease energy demands on the female 
during egg formation, rather than simply to maintain the pair-bond (see 
Cullen & Ashmole 1963, Royama 1966, Lack 1968, Nisbet 1973, Tasker & 
Mills 1981). The long interval between successive clutches laid by New 
Zealand Snipe that failed during their first breeding attempt also 
suggests that nutrient availability during egg formation was limiting. 
Common Snipe females that failed during their first breeding attempt 
relaid after 14 days (n = 5, range 11 - 19 days; Green 1988), compared 
with a mean of 36 days for New Zealand Snipe. 
A small clutch size is characteristic of birds in environments with 
low food availability (Lack 1954, Stearns 1976). As New Zealand Snipe 
feed their young for up to six weeks, clutch size may be limited by the 
ability of parents to rear young (Winkler & Walters 1983) as well as the 
cost of egg formation (Lack 1954, 1968, Stearns 1976). 
Common Snipe lay eggs that are only slightly smaller than expected 
for a 112 g charadriiform (Table 1.1; Rahn et a7. 1975, S~ther et a7. 
1986), and these are laid only one day apart (Cramp & Simmons 1983). New 
Zealand Snipe eggs are 22.8% larger than expected for a 116 g 
charadriiform (Rahn et a7. 1975). Large eggs are considered an 
adaptation to a poor or unpredictable food supply, as the young hatch 
more fully developed and/or with a large yolk supply to compensate for 
the low rate of food consumption following hatching (Martin 1987 and 
references therein). Large egg-size and low food availability may have 
been the cause of the long (three day) egg interval of New Zealand Snipe. 
The long egg intervals of passerines in Tasmania and south-east Australia 
have been attributed to low food availability during egg formation 
(Thomas 1974, Woinarski 1985). 
Large eggs take longer to hatch than small eggs (Rahn & Ar 1974, 
S~ther et al. 1986). Under the same incubation regime, New Zealand Snipe 
eggs would be expected to take 5.5% longer to hatch than Common Snipe 
eggs (Equation 1 in Rahn & Ar 1974). However, New Zealand Snipe had an 
incubation period 15.8% longer than Common Snipe, even though incubation 
was shared (100% constancy). A female New Zealand Snipe incubating by 
herself (analogous to incubation by Common Snipe) took about 38 days to 
hatch an egg, twice as long as Common Snipe. 
Single-sex incubation is associated with lower incubation constancy, 
as the incubating parent must leave the nest to feed (L~faldli 1985, 
Chapter 2). The low incubation constancy (c.70%) and long incubation 
period of female New Zealand Snipe incubating by themselves suggests that 
food availability on the Snares Islands was insufficient for the short 
foraging excursions required to keep eggs above physiological zero 
temperature (L~faldli 1985, Kalas 1986). Shared incubation by New 
Zealand Snipe (95% of pairs) may be interpreted as an adaptation to low 
food availability, as the eggs were maintained above physiological zero 
temperature, yet both parents had up to 50% of the day in which to forage 
(cf. c.22% for an incubating female Common Snipe; Green et al. submitted 
MS). 
Altho~gh New Zealand Snipe chicks were about 37% heavier than Common 
Snipe chicks on hatching, their rate of growth was 37% slower (Fig. 1.3; 
Table 1.1). New Zealand Snipe chicks took about 1.5 times longer to 
fledge and about three times longer to reach independence as Common Snipe 
chicks (Table 1.1). Lack (1968), Case (1978) and Ricklefs (1968, 1983) 
argued that growth rates are adjusted to the amount of food that is 
available. Low body-weights of adult New Zealand Snipe during the 
prolonged period of parental care provide direct evidence of energy 
limitation during chick-rearing. 
The durations of incubation and fledging periods are positively 
correlated (Lack 1968: 292, Drent 1975); chicks that take longer to 
develop before hatching also take longer to fledge. The growth rates 
(KG) of Coenocorypha snipes are exceptionally low for birds with an 
incubation period of 22 days (Figure 2 in Drent 1975). The rate of 
development determines the period during which young are vulnerable to 
predation (Lack 1968). As predation of snipe chicks is rare on the 
Snares or Rangatira Islands, growth rates may be lowered to an energetic 
optimum. However, Ricklefs (1969, 1973) has argued that growth rate and 
mortality are not correlated and that in most species growth rates are 
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driven to a physiological maximum. 
Hatching success for New Zealand Snipe and Chatham Island Snipe was 
far higher than Green (1988) found for Common Snipe. The main causes of 
nest failure for Common Snipe in his study were egg predation, trampling 
of nests by livestock and flooding (Green 1988); none of these factors 
was present on the Snares Islands or Rangatira Island during this study. 
The main cause of nest failure for both New Zealand and Chatham Island 
Snipes was desertion. Of the seven New Zealand Snipe clutches deserted 
over five years (17.5% of nests), two were during the severe El Nino 
event of 1982-83 (Chapter 4), one was in a nest with female single-sex 
incubation (Chapter 2), one was laid and deserted before the annual 
summer increase in prey availability in early December 1986, and three 
were deserted following a decline in prey abundance in mid February 1987 
(Chapter 5). Thus all seven desertions may have been due to inability of 
the incubating birds to obtain sufficient food. Desertion rates of . 
Common Snipe were much lower (6.7%; data from Green 1988). The higher 
desertion rates of Coenocorypha snipes suggest that incubating birds were 
more subject to food shortages than Common Snipe. 
There are no data available on the number of chicks reared per year 
by Common Snipe. Green (1988) used estimated chick mortalities of 
6 - 12% per day to model relaying frequency of Common Snipe, and 
estimated that each female hatched between four and eight eggs. Using 
these figures, each breeding female would have produced between 0.3 and 
2.2 fledglings per year. These figures encompass the 0.6 fledglings per 
year reared by New Zealand Snipe pairs on the Snares Is. The low 
mortality of New Zealand Snipe chicks (c.l.6% per day until fledging) was 
presumably due to the almost total absence of predation. 
Environmental constraints on breeding of Coenocorypha snipes 
Ten features of the breeding system of New Zealand Snipe indicate that 
the population on the Snares Is is severely limited by food availability 
during the breeding season. Several of these features have not been 
recorded for other scolopacids, suggesting that they arose as functional 
responses to recent environmental conditions, rather than being 
plesiomorphic traits. Compared with Common Snipe, New Zealand Snipe have 
courtship feeding, large eggs in relation to female body-weight, a long 
egg interval, a small clutch, shared incubation, a long incubation period 
in relation to egg size, slower chick growth rates, a long period of 
chick dependence, a higher nest desertion rate, and a long relaying 
interval following breeding failure. At least eight of these features 
are shared by the less studied Chatham Island Snipe. The only aspects of 
Coenocorypha life histories that appear, at first glance, to run counter 
to this argument are their high population densities, high hatching 
success and high survival rates; I suggest that these features are due to 
the absence of predation. 
Other shorebirds breeding in southern temperate latitudes lay small 
clutches (Maclean 1972, Winkler & Walters 1983), but it is not known 
whether their breeding systems share other features with Coenocorypha 
snipes. Why are the breeding systems of New Zealand snipes (and, 
presumably, other southern hemisphere shorebirds) limited by food to a 
greater extent than holarctic shorebirds? A positive correlation between 
latitude and clutch size has long been recognised for northern hemisphere 
birds (Lack 1968, Klomp 1970, Ricklefs 1980). Small clutches of tropical 
birds are thought to be due to reduced seasonality in the tropics 
(Ashmole 1963, Ricklefs 1980, Winkler & Walters 1983). Species living in 
a stable environment are expected to be at or near carrying capacity 
(Cody 1966) and hence to invest reproductive energy into producing fewer, 
more competitive offspring. 
The correlation between latitude and clutch size does not apply to 
New Zealand birds (Oliver 1955, Cody 1966, Niethammer 1970). The New 
Zealand climate is highly moderated by the southern ocean, with mild 
winters and cool, protracted summers (Hurnard 1978). Most New Zealand 
plants have year-round leaf production (Dumbleton 1967, Wardle 1978) and 
insect diapause is rare (Roberts 1978). Reduced seasonality in food 
availability is likely to increase winter survival of non-migratory 
shorebirds, and create intense competition for food resources during the 
breeding season. Reduced climatic seasonality may be the driving force 
behind small clutch sizes of southern hemisphere shorebirds (see also 
Ricklefs 1980, Woinarski 1985). 
Small oceanic islands are very stable environments (Cody 1966, Stamps 
& Buechner 1985). Annual mean monthly temperature range on the Snares 
Islands is about 6.6°C (New Zealand Meteorological Service 1972), and is 
about 7.1°C on the Chatham Islands (Thompson 1983). The absence of 
predators of snipe on Snares and Rangatira Is has permitted snipe to 
occur at very high population densities; these high densities in a stable 
environment are likely to result in severe food limitation during the 
breeding season. I suggest that the breeding systems of New Zealand and 
Chatham Island Snipes have been constrained through intense intraspecific 
competition for a limited food supply. 
Chapter 2 
Flexible incubation system and prolonged incubation 
in New Zealand Snipe. 
Wilson Bulletin 101 (1989): 127-132. 
Introduction 
f-U 
Shorebirds of the family Scolopacidae (Charadriiformes) have a wide 
variety of mating systems (Jenni 1974, Pitelka et al. 1974, Pienkowski & 
Greenwood 1979). Monogamy, with shared incubation of the same clutch, is 
presumed to be the primitive mating system (Jenni 1974, Pitelka et al. 
1974). However, in a number of species, male or female emancipation has 
led to uniparental care by either sex (Hogan-Warburg 1966, Norton 1972, 
Pitelka et al. 1974, Reynolds 1987), or both sexes incubate different 
clutches simultaneously (Parmelee & Payne 1973, Hilden 1975, Pienkowski & 
Greenwood 1979). Species with shared incubation of the same clutch keep 
the eggs covered almost continuously (Norton 1972), while shorebirds with 
single-sex incubation have an incubation constancy of 80-90% (Drury 1961, 
Parmelee 1970, Norton 1972, Cartar & Montgomerie 1985, L~faldli 1985), as 
the incubating parent must divide time between nest attentiveness and 
food gathering (White & Kinney 1974, L~faldli 1985). The incubating 
parent may take frequent foraging excursions which are short enough to 
maintain the eggs above physiological zero temperature (L~faldli 1985, 
Kalas 1986), or it may take longer feeding trips, allowing the eggs to 
cool (Lill 1979). 
New Zealand sni pe Coenocorypha are typi cally monogamous, with shared 
incubation (Chapter 1). However, in a study of 20 pairs of Snares Island 
Snipe C. aucklandica huegeli over six years, I observed simultaneous 
polygyny by two different males in separate field seasons. The remaining 
males were all monogamous. Here I document the incubation system 
associated with polygyny (three nests) and compare it with that of 
typical, monogamous pairs (37 nests). The polygynous males devoted 
almost all of their parental effort to one nest. The additional females 
incubated by themselves, thus the incubation system became more like that 
found in other snipes (i.e., female single-sex, intermittent incubation; 
Tuck 1972, Cramp & Simmons 1983, L~faldli 1985). Both solo-incubating 
females paired monogamously and shared incubation with their mates in 
previous seasons. 
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Study area and methods 
Snares Island Snipe were studied in 01earia forest on the Snares Islands 
(48°01'S 166°36'E) south of New Zealand. Six visits to the study area 
were made each summer beginning in 1982. The most intensive work was 
carried out from 2 Nov. 1985 to 10 Mar. 1986, and from 22 Oct. 1986 to 20 
Feb. 1987. All adult snipe within the 7.5 ha study area were 
individually colour-banded for the duration of the study. Territories 
and home ranges of snipe were plotted in relation to a 20 m grid system 
during daily surveys of the study area. Pairs were identified by mating, 
courtship feeding, or prolonged consorting. Snipe were sexed by 
measurements during handling (females are larger; unpublished data) and 
by sex-specific calls and displays after marking. Most breeding attempts 
were detected during incubation; laying dates for nests with shared 
incubation were recorded directly, or calculated from hatching dates by 
subtracting 22 days for incubation (determined from three nests) and 
three days for egg interval (determined from five nests; the typical 
clutch is two eggs). Incubation length was taken as the time from laying 
of the second egg to hatching of either egg. Eggs, when found, were 
weighed to 0.5 g and measured to 0.1 mm. Fresh egg masses were obtained 
before incubation for 9 eggs. For nests with single-sex incubation, 
fresh egg masses were calculated using the equation: M = 0.000526 x L x 
82, where M is initial egg mass (g), L is egg length (mm) and 8 is 
maximum egg breadth (mm). The constant was obtained empirically from the 
9 fresh eggs mentioned above. Nests were checked at least once daily, 
and more frequently during hatching. If no bird was sitting, the eggs 
were touched to determine whether they were warm. Hides were erected 
near four nests (one with female single-sex incubation), and five 
continuous 24 h watches were undertaken. A chart recorder, light beams 
and photo-electric cells were used to record incubation constancy at two 
nests with shared incubation in November-December 1987. Daily air 
temperatures were taken within the study area. 
Results 
Case 1 
Of 20 territory-holding males in the study area in 1985-86, one (Male A) 
had two mates simultaneously. Initially he courted only Female A, his 
mate of the previous three seasons. Female A was suspected to have 
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commenced incubation about 24 Nov., as she was not seen during surveys of 
the study area after 23 Nov.; her nest (Nest 1) was not found until 5 
Dec. The male commenced courting Female B on 22 Nov., the day after the 
estimated first egg-laying date of Female A. Male A and Female B shared 
incubation at Nest 2, which was found on 9 Dec. Both eggs in Nest 2 
hatched on 21 Dec., giving estimated laying dates of 27 and 30 Nov. 
Female A at Nest 1 incubated by herself. No other birds were seen 
during 57 spot checks over 28 days at Nest 1. Female A frequently left 
the nest for extended periods to feed (over 100 min on one occasion), 
during which the eggs cooled to ambient temperature (7.5 - 19.0°C). Egg 
mass loss at this nest over 23 days averaged 69% of that found for nests 
with shared incubation (Table 2.1). Using my equation to obtain fresh 
egg weights, and assuming a constant rate of water loss (Drent 1970, Rahn 
& Ar 1974), it appeared that incubation at Nest 1 started about 26 Nov. 
(cf. 24 Nov. determined by behaViour). Water loss probably occurred 
mainly during active incubation in the humid environment of the Snares 
Islands, as a fresh egg which was deserted had lost no measurable mass 
after seven days in the nest; 
Nest 1 was approximately 69%. 
although one chick died while 
this suggests that incubation constancy at 
Both eggs in Nest 1 developed fully, 
hatching. Hatching occurred 28 days after 
the nest was found, and 37 - 39 days after the estimated start of 
incubation, which is 68 - 77% longer than normal. The survlvlng chick 
from Nest 1 and both chicks from Nest 2 were raised to fledging. 
TABLE 2.1 
INCUBATION DETAIL'> FOR NEW ZEALAND SNIPE UNDER Two DIFffRENT INCUBATION 
REGIMES 
Shared 
Case I 
Incubalion regime N = 37 (Ncsi I) 
Clutch size 2 2 
% Female incubation 38 c lOOd 
Incubation constancy (%) lOW ca 69" 
Egg mass loss (gd- I ) 0.182 0.125 
Incubation length 22 37-39 
Male reproductive succcssb ~2 3 
Female reproductive success ~2 
• For firs I 5 days only, aner which incubalion was shared. 
b Measured as number or young raised 10 fledging in one breeding season. 
'Obtained rrom 24·h recordings al 5 ditrerenl neSlS. 
d From 57 neSI checks over 28 days. 
c Eslimaled rrom rale or egg mass-loss (see lex I). 
r From I wo 24-h walches. 
, From 7 nesl checks over 5 days. 
, Cases 2 and 3 rerer 10 Ihe same male and remale in Ihe same breeding season. 
Solo 
Case 2 Case 3' 
(NesI4) (NeSI5) 
2 2 
99.9 f 100& 
72f 
Failed Unknown 
~4h 
~2h 
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Case 2 
Male A and 'Female B disappeared between Mar. and Oct. 1986. In 1986-87 
Male B from an adjoining territory defended an enlarged area combining 
both males' territories. He courted three females: Female A, the 
solo-incubating female of 1985-86; Female C, his mate from 1985-86; and 
Female D, a female from another previously adjoining territory, whose 
mate had also disappeared. Male B was seen mating with Female A on 13 and 
14 Nov. Female A laid eggs on 22 and 25 Nov. (Nest 3) and shared 
incubation with Male B; the eggs hatched on 17 and 18 Dec. 
Between incubation shifts at Nest 3, Male B courted Females C and D, 
and was seen mating with Female D on 26 and 27 Nov. Female C probably 
laid eggs soon after 15 Dec., when she was captured and determined (by 
palpation) to be near egg-laying condition. Female C is presumed to have 
deserted early in incubation, since she was paired with another male by 
21 Jan. 
Female D was found incubating two eggs (Nest 4) on 27 Dec., although 
she was suspected (by behaviour and egg masses) to have commenced 
incubation about 16 Dec. Male B was caring for a nine-day-old chick from 
Nest 3 when Nest 4 was found. Female D incubated largely by herself for 
the next 11 days, although the male visited the nest up to four times a 
day and incubated for short periods (e.g. a five min shift during a 24 h 
watch on 30 Dec.). The female fed for long periods (up to 11 h 55 min) 
after replacement at the nest by the male; but as the male left the nest 
soon after the female, the eggs were uncovered for much of this time. 
Incubation constancies during 24 h watches at Nest 4 on 30 Dec. and 5 
Jan. were 60% and 83% respectively. Nest 4 was deserted about 7 Jan., 
about 22 days after incubation started. Both eggs contained 
half-developed embryos; I do not know if the embryos were alive when the 
nest was deserted. 
Case 3 
Female D relaid in a new nest (Nest 5) on 5 and 8 Feb. 1987, and 
incubated solo for the next five days. Male B continued to care for his 
7.5-week-old chick from Nest 3 until 13 Feb., when he commenced his full 
share of incubation at Nest 5. Incubation at Nest 5 was continuing when 
I left the island on 20 Feb., so Male B potentially fathered four chicks 
during the breeding season (cf. a maximum of two for a monogamous male). 
.)u 
Discussion 
other shorebirds have flexible mating and incubation systems. Spotted 
Sandpiper Actitis macu7aria (Hays 1972, Maxson & Dring 1980) and Eurasian 
Dotterel Charadrius morine77us (Kalas 1986) usually have male single-sex, 
intermittent incubation, but females occasionally assist. Incubation 
constancy at Eurasian Dotterel nests where both sexes incubated was 
similar to nests where the male incubated alone; no decrease in 
incubation length with shared incubation was found (Kalas 1986). Solo 
incubating male Wilson's Plovers Charadrius wi7sonia increased their time 
on the nest significantly, but there was a decrease in total incubation 
constancy compared with nests where incubation was shared (Bergstrom 
1981). There was no concomitant increase in incubation length with 
single-sex incubation in Wilson's Plovers, possibly because the change in 
incubation pattern occurred late in incubation, and the ambient 
temperatures were much higher than on the Snares Islands (Bergstrom 
1981). Lessells (1983) experimentally induced extended, successful 
incubation by one parent in Kentish Plover Charadrius a7exandrinus, 
analogous to the situation for New Zealand Snipe. Warriner et a7. (1986) 
also recorded slJccessful single-parent incubation by Kentish Plovers, for 
up to 10 days (by one male) and 7 days (one female), but this occurred 
only if the mate deserted after the 16th day of incubation. Erckmann 
(1983) found that neither males nor females were able to incubate alone 
in Western Sandpiper Ca7idris mauri. 
New Zealand Snipe incubating by themselves did not achieve incubation 
constancies of other scolopacids with single-sex intermittent incubation 
(80-90%; Norton 1972, Cartar & Montgomerie 1985, L0faldli 1985), although 
solo incubating females did increase the time spent at the nest compared 
with females at nests with shared incubation (Table 2.1). Eggs cooled to 
ambient temperature during feeding excursions, and did not remain above 
physiological zero temperature as found during the shorter excursions of 
shorebirds with single-sex incubation (L0faldli 1985, Kalas 1986). 
Decrease in incubation constancy at nests with single-sex incubation 
caused a concomitant increase in incubation length. Delayed development 
is also the main effect of egg neglect in other birds (Boersma & 
Wheelwright 1979, Boersma 1982 and references therein, Murray et a7. 
1983, Sealy 1984). However, increase in incubation length in New Zealand 
Snipe resulted from a change in incubation regime rather than by periods 
of egg neglect within the normal incubation pattern (as occurs in all 
other species with variable incubation length; see references above). 
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Female New Zealand Snipe incubating by themselves had low hatching 
success. Males benefitted from emancipation as additional breeding 
opportunities increased their reproductive success compared with 
monogamous males. However, male emancipation was rare, and female 
single-sex incubation was only observed for two of 43 female-years. The 
change from shared to single-sex incubation resulted in a decreased 
incubation constancy and delayed embryonic development, with one female 
successfully hatching an egg after an incubation length 68 - 77% longer 
than normal. 
Chapter 3 
Social constraints on access to mates in a high density, 
non-migratory wader population. 
Abstract 
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A colour-banded population of New Zealand Snipe Coenocorypha auck7andica 
was studied on the Snares Islands over six breeding seasons. Snipe 
occurred at densities up to 11.5 birds/ha. Up to 47% of males and 30% of 
females were excluded from breeding each year, although they were 
tolerated within breeding territories. Breeding adults were highly 
faithful to their territories and mates regardless of previous breeding 
success. About 83% of adults were recovered in the study area the year 
after banding. No males moved to different territories, and only 11% of 
females moved, all to adjacent territories. Less than 9% of breeders 
changed partners between years if their previous mate was still present. 
Territory area was not influenced by intruder density; in years of 
high population density a higher proportion of birds was excluded from 
breeding. Nonbreeding adults obtained a territory or mate only if a 
territorial bird died. Prior residence was an important factor in 
acquiring a territory both within and between breeding seasons. 
Mortality was density-dependent, and a relatively constant proportion of 
nonbreeding birds was assimilated into the breeding population each 
winter. 
New Zealand Snipe were faithful to their natal area; 46% of 
fledglings were recovered subsequently in the study area. There was no 
sex bias in return rates, but females tended to disperse slightly further 
than males. About 11% of males and 57% of females bred as one-year-olds. 
Young males were prevented from breeding by a large pool of 
nonterritorial males. No cases of inbreeding were recorded. 
Introduction 
Dispersal patterns of birds and mammals are closely linked with social 
structure (Greenwood 1980, Dring & Lank 1984). Greenwood (1980) 
concluded that sex-biased dispersal was driven largely by reproductive 
enhancement through increased access to mates or resources and the 
avoidance of inbreeding. In birds, where the predominant social system 
involves resource defence by males, females tend to disperse further than 
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non-migratory members of the family breed in the southern hemisphere 
(Hayman et aI. 1986). The New Zealand Snipe Coenocorypha auckIandjca is 
a non-migratory wader that is now confined to three small oceanic, island 
groups, each with an endemic subspecies (Hayman et aI. 1986). New 
Zealand Snipe on the Snares Islands occur at high densities and many 
birds are unable to obtain a territory or mate (Chapter 1). This paper 
describes social structure, dispersal patterns and mortality rates in a 
colour-banded population of New Zealand Snipe on the Snares Islands, 
focussing on factors that limit access to mates. Differences in breeding 
dispersal patterns between New Zealand Snipe and other scolopacids are 
discussed with regard to the constraints imposed by a sedentary habit and 
intense competition for mating opportunities. 
Study area and methods 
A colour-banded population of New Zealand Snipe was studied on the Snares 
Islands Nature Reserve (48"02'S 166°36'E) during all breeding seasons 
from 1982-83 to 1987-88. Fieldwork was carried out between September and 
March, which encompassed all egg-laying and early stages of chick-
rearing (Chapter 1). A total of 541 days of observations was made, 
including 64 days by G.J. Eller in 1983-84, when I was absent from the 
island. 
The study area was situated just north of the Biological Station on 
Main (North East) Island and was marked out in a 20 m grid. For the 
first two field seasons the study area was about 4 ha in area, but it was 
extended to 7.5 ha in 1984-85. About 61% of the study area was under a 
tight 6 - 10 m canopy of 0Iearja IyaIIj, with some BrachygIottjs 
stewartjae; 28% was open, and 12% was under a 2 - 4 m canopy of Hebe 
eIIjptjca. Ground cover was a mosaic of bare peat (32%) and tussock 
(29%, mainly Poa tennantjana), with smaller areas of fern (13%, mainly 
Polystjchum vestjtum) , swards of CaIIjtrjche antarctjca and CrassuIa 
moschata (10%), bare rock (6%), mud (5%), and StjIbocarpa robusta, 
penguin colonies and open water (2% each). 
Adult snipe were captured with a handnet during the day, or with a 
spot-light and handnet at night. All 21 - 64 adult snipe resident in the 
study area each year were individually colour-banded (total = 93) and 
assigned to one of five social classes (see Results) on the basis of 
intraspecific interactions. Adults were sexed by measurements and sex-
specific displays (unpubl. data). Locations of marked birds were 
recorded in relation to the grid system dur·ing daily surveys of the study 
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area. Territory boundaries were identified by observing territorial 
disputes and by plotting sightings of calling males during the courtship 
and incubation stages of the breeding cycle. Territory areas (and the 
area of zones of overlap between years for each male's territory) were 
estimated with a polar planimeter (mean of three replicates from each of 
two pole positions). Pairs were identified by prolonged consorting, 
courtship feeding, mating or attendance at the same nest. 
Forty-five nests were found in the study area (Chapter 1). Chicks 
were banded in the nest (n = 29) or while accompanying an adult (n = 59). 
An adult known to have had a dependent chick was considered to have 
failed if the adult was seen three or more times unaccompanied by a 
chick, and the chick was not seen subsequently. Areas of suitable 
habitat in a band 400 m wide around the study area were searched 
regularly (every 2 - 3 days) for banded snipe. Snipe seen by expedition 
members elsewhere on the island (maximum of 2.3 km from the study area) 
were routinely checked for bands. 
Measurements are given as mean ± s.d. unless otherwise stated. 
Results 
Social structure 
Territory defence by New Zealand Snipe was performed solely by males. At 
the start of each breeding season the study area was divided into 
contiguous, non-overlapping territories of 0.078 - 0.530 ha (0.258 ± 
0.121 ha, n = 82). Males defended their territories by Loud Calling 
(Appendices 2 & 4) and, occasionally, by fighting (Miskelly 1984). Those 
males that maintained exclusive territories at the start of a breeding 
season (November) were defined as alpha males, and comprised 53 - 83% of 
the resident males each year (Table 3.1). 
Territory ownership by a male was a prerequisite for obtaining a 
mate, but 7 of 82 alpha males (9%) did not have mates for one breeding 
season. The remaining alpha males were monogamous, with the exception of 
one simultaneously polygynous male in each of four years (Chapters 1 & 
2):'~All mates of alpha males at the start of a breeding season were 
defined as alpha females, and comprised 70 - 91% of the resident females 
each year (Table 3.1). The remaining 9 - 30% of females were referred to 
as beta females. 
Table 3.1. Density of snipe (birds/ha) in the study area 
1982-83 to 1987-88. For each season, densities were 
calculated for only those birds whose entire territory or 
home range was contained within the artificial boundaries 
of the study area, hence areas given in the table are 
slightly less than for the full study area, i.e. 4 ha for 
1982-84 and 7.5 ha for 1984-88. 
Area Males Females Total 
Year (h a) 
Gamma Beta Alpha Total Beta Alpha Total 
1982-83 3.91 0.77 1. 28 2.56 4.60 0.77 1. 79 2.56 7.16 
1983-84 3.91 0.77 2.81 3.58 0.51 1. 28 1. 79 5.37 
1984-85 5.59 0.18 0.89 3.04 4.11 0.72 2.15 2.86 6.98 
1985-86 5.59 0.54 2.68 3.58 6.80 1. 25 3.40 4.65 11.45 
1986-87 5.28 0.38 1.14 3.79 5.30 0.38 3.98 4.36 9.66 
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1987-88 5.16 0.19 0.58 3.68 4.46 0.39 3.88 4.26 8.72 
During courtship and incubation, alpha males defended their 
territories against all other Loud Calling males. Silent males (and all 
females) fed unchallenged within any territory, although alpha males, 
before incubation commenced, chased any male approaching within 2 m of 
the alpha female. Forty-four different nonterritorial males were seen 
within alpha males' territories on 641 occasions; on 68 occasions the 
intruder was seen within 10 m of the resident alpha male. Alpha males 
attacked or chased 14 intruders that called, plus a further two that 
approached the alpha female; 52 intruders were ignored or displayed to, 
without being attacked or chased from the territory. 
Following hatching, alpha males attempted to maintain their territory 
while caring for one of the two chicks, but most were unable to evict 
other Loud Calling males, and after 1 - 2 days devOted all their time to 
chick-rearing. Only one alpha male successfully defended his territory 
while raising a chick (the simultaneously polygynous male in 1986-87; 
Chapter 2). Territories of the remaining 24 alpha males with dependent 
young were usurped by one or more previously nonterritorial males, each 
of which then maintained an exclusive territory. A male that did not 
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hold a territory in November, but who challenged an alpha male and/or 
claimed a territory while the previous owner was raising a chick, was 
classified as a beta male. Beta males that obtained territories late in 
the season invariably had home ranges that had overlapped with the 
previous owner's territory, i.e. prior residency was a prerequisite for 
obtaining a territory within a breeding season. 
Beta males comprised 13 - 40% of the resident male population each 
year (Table 3.1). After obtaining a territory, beta males courted any 
resident female that did not have a dependent chick - either an alpha 
female that had lost her chick (n = 5), or a beta female (n = 5). One 
beta male in 1985-86 and another in 1986-87 obtained mates that 
subsequently laid; both females were alpha females whose original mates 
were still raising a chick. 
The remaining 0 - 17% of males each year, termed gamma males, did not 
have fixed home ranges and did not attempt to gain territories (Table 
3.1). 
Alpha males that lost their dependent chick immediately reclaimed 
their former territory (n = 1.6) and courted any resident female that did 
not have a dependent chick - usually their previous mate (n = 12, 6 of 
which laid again), but occasionally another alpha female (1, which laid) 
or a beta female (2, 1 of which laid). 
Movement between social classes and age of first breeding 
Movement between social classes occurred in one direction only, although 
25 - 33% of the beta status birds of both sexes retained that status for 
two breeding seasons (Table 3.2). All gamma males were probably one-
year-old; the beta male class was comprised of almost equal numbers of 
one- and two-year-olds. All males aged three years or older were alpha 
males. Two one-year-old males defended territories (alpha male status) 
but neither obtained a mate. 
The youngest male recorded breeding was a one-year-old beta male; the 
same bird also bred as an alpha male at age two- and three-years. The 
only other known-age male breeders were a beta male at age two-years and 
an alpha male at age three-years. 
Females entered the breeding popUlation younger than did males: 71% 
were paired at one-year-old (Table 3.2). The beta female class was 
comprised of similar numbers of one- and two-year-olds. Ali f~males 
aged three years or older were alpha females. 
Table 3.2. Movement of snipe through social classes. Social 
status in the first year (Year N) is given across the top 
of each column; social status in the following year (Year 
N + 1) is given in each row. For example, social status 
was determined for 12 one-year-old males that had been 
banded as chicks: 2 were gamma males, 8 were beta males 
and 2 were alpha males. 
A. Males 
Year N+1 
B. Females 
Year N+1 
Chick 
Gamma 2 
Beta 
Alpha 
Beta 
Alpha 
8 
2 
Chick 
4 
10 
Year N 
Gamma Beta Alpha 
1 6 
2 18 76 
Year N 
Beta Alpha 
3 
6 65 
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Once a bird of either sex attained alpha status, it retained that 
status until it disappeared from the study area (presumed dead). 
Four of seven one-year-old females bred (57%), compared with one of 
nine one-year-old males (ll%)(Fisher's exact test, P = 0.1058). Three 
females first bred as two-year-olds, and two as three-year-olds. 
Natal philopatry, dispersal and inbreeding 
In birds, natal philopatry is usually estimated by banding a large number 
of chicks, then recording the number of each sex subsequently found as 
breeders in the study area (Oring & Lank 1984). If natal dispersal is 
low, an estimate of natal philopatry may simply reflect sexual 
differences in prebreeding survival. However, prefledging mortality in 
shorebirds is usually very high (e.g. Green 1988, Thompson & Hale 1989), 
therefore the age at which chicks are marked greatly influences estimates 
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of natal philopatry and survival to breeding age (Thompson & Hale 1989). 
Of 98 snipe chicks handled on the Snares Islands, 29 were banded on 
the day of hatching (usually within the nest bowl) and 69 were banded at 
1 78 days old. Three (10.3%) chicks banded in the nest were recovered 
in or near the study area at breeding age (one or more years old); 26 
(37.7%) chicks banded away from the nest were recovered at breeding age. 
Chicks banded away from the nest were more likely to be recovered in 
subsequent years than chicks banded on the day of hatching (X2 = 7.32, 
P = 0.007), because most nestling mortality occurred within a day of 
hatching (Chapter 1 and Table 3.3). Late hatching chicks were just as 
likely to be recovered in subsequent years as early hatching chicks 
(Chapter I), About 46% of fledglings were found as one-year-olds. 
Table 3.3. Sightings of known-age adult snipe in or near the 
study area in relation to age of last capture (or sighting) 
as a chick. Recovery rates at age one year did not differ 
for early and late hatching chicks (Chapter 1). 
Age at last No. of chicks No. recovered 
capture (days) captured at age 1+ years % recovered 
0 (in nest) 16 1 6.3 
1 - 20 20 4 20.0 
21 - 40 16, 6 37. 5 
41 - 60 23 7 30.4 
61 80 11 5 45.5 
The 29 one-year-olds recaptured in or near the study area were 
divided equally by sex: 14 males (14% of chicks banded) and 15 females 
(15%). Natal dispersal distances of the sexes was estimated by measuring 
the distance between the centres of natal and first own-territories for 
17 known-age snipe. Nine females moved 202 ± 87 m (range 80 - 350 m), 
significantly further than eight males (113 ± 86 m; range 0 - 260 m) 
(tIS = 2.14, P 0.049). Note that territories averaged about 58 m in 
diameter. 
Sex-biased natal dispersal is often claimed to be an inbreeding 
avoidance mechanism (Bischof 1975, Packer 1979, Greenwood 1980). 
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Although natal dispersal distances of male and female snipe overlapped, 
sibling-sibling inbreeding was unlikely to occur due to the low 
probability of two siblings of opposite sex surviving to breeding age 
(about 1.4%) combined with the low probability of the members of an alpha 
pair both dying at the time when the two siblings were attempting to 
obtain their respective territories (about 2.2%). Parent-sibling 
inbreeding was also unlikely due to the low probability of an alpha 
status bird dying the same year that its same-sex offspring was looking 
for a territory (about 2.4% for males and 1.9% for females). 
No instances of inbreeding were recorded during the six years of this 
study. However, only two pairings were recorded where both birds were of 
known parentage, along with 15 pairings where one bird was of known 
parentage. Adults of unknown parentage were either raised outside the 
study area (n = 40) or were adults when the study began (n = 35). 
Breeding dispersal and survival of adults 
Alpha males and alpha females that held territories within the study area 
were never subsequently found on territories outside the study area. 
Estimated breeding site fidelity (Table 3.4) is probably an accurate 
estimate of the mean annual survival rates of breeding males and females. 
A few nonbreeders (beta and gamma status) banded in the study area were 
subsequently found on territories up to 180 m outside the study area (see 
Natal philopatry), but recovery rates of these birds (Table 3.4) are also 
considered accurate estimates of between-year survival, as none was found 
further than 180 m from the study area. No snipe of any age was seen 
further than 350 m from where it was banded. 
Social status had no effect on the probability of a bird being 
recovered in the subsequent year (Table 3.4). Mean adult breeding site 
fidelity (= survival) was 83.3%. 
Territory and mate fidelity 
Alpha males never lost their territory-holding status between seasons 
(n = 76; Table 3.2). To determine whether alpha males changed territory 
location between seasons, I compared territory overlap between 
consecutive years. If a male retained the same territory in consecutive 
years, overlap would be 100%; if a male moved to a new part of the study 
area, overlap would be zero. Territory maps for the same male in 
consecutive years were obtained for 23 different males (1 - 3 cases each, 
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Beta 
Table 3.4. Sightings of adult snipe of known breeding status 
in or near the study area one year after banding. Birds 
were counted more than once if present in the study area 
for two or more years. All between group comparisons of 
return rates were nonsignificant (P > 0.05). 
No. present No. present 
X2 Year N Year N+l % P 
Alpha male 78 64 82.1 
1 0.16 0.69 & gamma males 43 34 79.1 
Alpha female 64 56 87.5 
1 0.21 0.65 Beta female 18 15 83.3 
Total male 121 98 81.0 I 1.10 0.30 Total female 82 71 86.6 
Total 203 169 83.3 
total = 44 cases). Mean percent overlap between consecutive years was 
53.1 ± 19.1% (range 9.9 - 94.7%). Once a male obtained a territory, he 
always retained at least 10% of that territory in the subsequent year; no 
male shifted his territory entirely during the six years of the study. 
There were 50 cases where the mates of territorial male Snares Island 
Snipe were known for two consecutive seasons. Of 47 cases where both 
members of the pair were still present in the study area in the second 
season, 43 (92%) males retained the same partner as at the start of the 
previous breeding season, and four (8.5%) had new mates. The four 
females that changed mates all moved to adjacent territories; three had 
bred successfully the previous year. 
Breeding success the previous year did not affect mate fidelity. 
There were 39 cases where both members of a pair were alive in the 
subsequent season, and where it was known whether the pair had succeeded 
in raising at least one chick to a minimum age of five days old. 
Eighteen of 21 successful pairs, and 17 of 18 failed pairs remained 
together for the second season (X2 = 0.803, n.s.). One pair that 
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failed for three consecutive years was still together the following year. 
A female whose mate disappeared between breeding seasons either 
paired with the male that claimed the vacant territory (n = 8) or moved 
to an adjacent territory (n = 2). 
Effect of population density on territory size 
If territory size is determined by intruder pressure, there should be a 
strong negative correlation between the density of potential territory 
holders and territory area (Krebs 1971, Myers et a7. 1979). In contrast, 
if a territory holder defends an area that contains sufficient resources 
(e.g. space, food, nest sites) to obtain a mate and raise young, then 
territory area should vary independently of intruder pressure (Hinde 
1956). A third possibility is that minimum territory size is set by 
resource abundance, but at low intruder pressures territory holders may 
defend as large an area as possible (Verner 1977, Parker & Knowlton 
1980). 
There was no clear relationship between the density of male snipe in 
the study area and mean territory area (Fig. 3.1). Although there was a 
slight tendency towards larger territories at low male densities (r4 = 
-0.102, n.s.), it appears that territory size was not controlled solely 
by intruder pressure. Mean territory area did not drop below 0.24 ha, 
which suggests that a minimum resource requirement determines territory 
size at high male densities. In other words, during years of high male 
densities, beta and gamma males should find it harder to obtain a 
territory than in years of low male density. 
How males obtained territories 
There were three potential ways that beta or gamma males could obtain a 
territory: 'replacement' of an alpha male that died, 'eviction' of an 
alpha male by fighting, or by forming a new territory between two or more 
previously contiguous territories ('intercalation'). As already noted, 
every alpha male retained his territory until he disappeared (presumed 
dead); eviction was never observed. However, if alpha males were killed 
or severely injured during fights with beta males, it would be impossible 
to distinguish eviction from replacement without observing the conflict. 
One fight between an alpha and beta male continued for over 63 min, but 
all 'prehatch' contests seen were won by alpha males. One alpha male was 
found dead (within his territory); I was not able to determine the cause 
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of death. As no vanquished alpha males were observed, and mortality 
rates for males were no different than for females (Table 3.4), it is 
likely that alpha males retained their territories until death from 
causes other than fighting. 
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Figure 3.1. The relationship between total male density and 
mean territory area. Error bars represent one standard 
deviation of the mean. Numbers above each estimate give 
the number of territories that the estimate was based on. 
Territory boundaries were not determined accurately in 
1983-84, and so the mean territory area was calculated by 
dividing the total area occupied by the number of alpha 
males present, hence there was no estimate of variability 
for that year. 
Eighteen males attained alpha status (i .e. gained a territory) during 
this study: 12 by replacement and six by intercalation (Table 3.5). 
Twelve of the males that claimed new territories, including all six that 
obtained territories by intercalation, previously had home ranges that 
overlapped with their new territory (Table 3.5). To obtain a territory 
by intercalation required significantly longer prior residency than to 
acquire a territory by replacement (X22 ~ 7.2, P = 0.027). [This result 
should be used with caution, as four of the six cells in the contingency 
table contained values below 5; see Table 3.5, and Everitt 1977.] In 
every case (n ~ 6) where beta males had home ranges that overlapped with 
a territory that became vacant, one of them took control of the 
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territory. If there was no 'resident' beta male the territory was 
absorbed by surrounding alpha males (n = 4) or taken over by a male not 
previously resident there (n = 6). 
Table 3.5. How new alpha males obtained their territories. 
"Eviction" = the previous territory owner was forced to 
abandon the territory. "Replacement" = the previous owner 
disappeared (probably died). "Intercalation" = the new 
territory was formed between existing territories, i.e. 
neighbours shifted their territory boundaries to 
accommodate the new territory. 
Years of prior How the territory was obtained 
residence as 
a beta male Eviction Replacement Intercalation 
0 0 6 0 
1 0 6 4 
2 0 0 2 
Tota 1 0 12 6 
All males attempting to obtain a new territory were constrained by 
alpha male mortality, as the number of territories in the study area was 
relatively constant at all male densities (Fig. 3.1). Even males 
obtaining territories by intercalation could do so only if an alpha male 
had disappeared from a nearby territory, allowing adjacent alpha males to 
adjust their territory boundaries. As alpha male 'mortality' was about 
18% per annum, only 0 - 7 territories were available to the 3 - 18 beta 
and gamma males each year (Table 3.6). The relatively constant ratio 
between alpha male mortality and number of nonterritorial males (Table 
3.6) suggests that mortality of snipe may have been density-dependent. A 
similar relationship was not apparent for alpha and beta females, 
possibly because of the low density of beta females (Table 3.1). Most 
new alpha females were one-year-olds or of unknown history. 
Density-dependent mortality 
The effect of density of conspecifics on overall mortality rates of New 
Zealand Snipe during the non-breeding season is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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Table 3.6. Number of alpha males that disappeared between 
breeding seasons in relation to the number of beta and 
gamma males vying for territory ownership. 
Number of beta and Proportion of beta 
gamma males present Number of alpha and gamma males 
in the previous males that able to obtain 
breeding season disappeared a territory 
8 3 0.375 
3 0 0 
6 2 0.333 
18 7 0.389 
8 3 0.375 
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Figure 3.2. Density-dependent mortality in New Zealand 
Snipe. The very high mortality during the 1983 winter 
followed the severe }982-83 El Nino Event. The regression 
line was fitted to the data for the remaining four years. 
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Mortality rates were, apparently, density-dependent; the one outlier was 
the high mortality in the winter following the severe 1982-83 El Nino 
event (Chapter 4). For the remaining four years, snipe density explained 
about 97% of mortality during the following winter (r2 = 0.98, P = 
0.011); this implies that there was intense intraspecific competition for 
a limiting resource, presumably food (see Chapters 1, 4 and 5). 
Discussion 
Territory defence 
New Zealand Snipe on the Snares Islands had many life history features 
characteristic of insular vertebrates (Stamps & Buechner 1985): they 
occurred at high densities, adult and juvenile survival was high, clutch 
size was small and there was high parental investment per offspring 
(Chapter 1), onset of breeding was delayed (at least for males) and alpha 
males accepted subordinate (beta and gamma) males on their territories. 
The presence of beta and gamma males within alpha males' territories 
appears inconsistent with evidence that New Zealand Snipe were food 
limited during the breeding season (Chapter 1). If food within a 
territory is a limiting resource, why share it with unrelated 
conspecifics? Alpha males maintained contiguous territories that 
included all suitable habitat within the study area; there were no 
interstices between territories, and no dispersal sinks (sensu Emlen 
1979) for nonterritorial birds to occupy. Given that nonterritorial 
birds had no choice but to intrude into established territories, they 
could do so by being inconspicuous (e.g. Dhondt & Schillemans 1983) or by 
being blatant (Myers et al. 1979, Davies & Houston 1981). In the 
visually disruptive habitat of the Snares Islands, snipe were difficult 
to detect at distances over 10 m from my eye level; from the ground, 
detection distances often would be much shorter. An intruder that did 
not call could avoid detection by the alpha male much of the time. Beta 
males called rarely (and gamma males never did) and so were 
inconspicuous. However, intruding beta and gamma males made no attempt 
to avoid alpha males, and sometimes fed alongside them. 
Assuming that expulsion of intruders is costly in terms of time or 
energy (Myers et al. 1979, 1981, Davies & Houston 1981), high rates of 
intrusion may lead to the cessation of territory defence (see also Gibb 
1956, Davies 1976). Expulsion of intruding subordinates by alpha male 
snipe may be futile, as other subordinates could simultaneously be 
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present, undetected, within the territory. While territory ownership was 
a prerequisite for obtaining a mate, alpha males did not defend food 
resources within their territories. Alpha males guarded their mates 
during courtship and laying, and defended their territories against those 
intruders that attempted to claim territory ownership (i .e. by calling). 
Nonterritorial birds had no social constraints on where they established 
their home ranges, but could only breed when the resident alpha male 
stopped defending his territory - temporarily (while chick-rearing) or 
permanently. 
Breeding site fidelity 
Migration (or non-migration) is a factor that has received little 
attention in studies of breeding dispersal by waders, yet it undoubtedly 
affects return rates of adults and young. Dring & Lank (1984) explicitly 
ignored migratory dispersal in their review, as all the species that they 
discussed were migratory, breeding did not occur on the wintering grounds 
and II ••• the birds were capable of precise homing from wintering to 
breeding areas". Migratory birds are expected to have lower return rates 
due to a combination of: (1) migration-induced mortality, (2) increased 
opportunities to assess alternative breeding sites, (3) association with 
conspecifics from other populations while on the wintering grounds or on 
migration, leading to recruitment to a different breeding site, and (4) 
vagrancy due to navigational error (Baker 1978). All four factors are 
probably positively correlated with the distance travelled during 
migration, hence return rates should be negatively correlated with the 
distance between breeding and wintering areas. While there is no a 
priori reason to expect sexual differences in return rates to vary with 
migration distance (unless the sexes winter in different areas), 
interspecific comparisons of breeding site fidelity and natal philopatry 
could be affected greatly. 
An appraisal of breeding site fidelity rates for sandpipers given by 
Dring & Lank (Table I, 1984) supports the contention that migration 
distance affects return rates. Using mean breeding site fidelity rates 
for each species, short distance migrants (Redshank, Willet 
Catoptrophorus semipa7matus, Long-billed Curlew, and Black-tailed Godwit 
Limosa 7imosa) had the highest return rates (70 - 74%, mean 72%), while 
long distance migrants (Semipalmated Sandpiper, Stilt Sandpiper, 
Red-necked Phalarope Pha7aropus 7obatus, and Grey Phalarope P. 
fu7icarius) had the lowest return rates (4 - 50%, mean 31%) regardless of 
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their social systems. Medium distance migrants (Spotted Sandpiper 
Actitis macu7aria, Western Sandpiper, Least Sandpiper Ca7idris minuti77a, 
Temminck's Stint C. temminckii, Dunlin, and Ruff Phi70machus pugnax) had 
intermediate return rates (34 - 76%, mean 57%). 
A sedentary species, such as New Zealand Snipe, would not only avoid 
the detrimental effects of migration on return rates, but continuous 
residency at the breeding site would enhance familiarity with the 
territory and prevent take-over attempts in the territory-owner's 
absence. Breeding site fidelity rates for New Zealand Snipe (males 82%, 
females 88%) are considered equivalent to mean annual survival rates, as 
territory fidelity was so high (males 100% of birds that 'returned', 
females 89%; the six females that changed territories between seasons all 
moved to adjacent territories, ie. about 58 m). The much lower breeding 
site fidelity rates for migratory scolopacids (see above) must be due to 
higher mortality rates, plus an unknown percentage of birds that change 
breeding sites between seasons. 
In many birds breeding site fidelity decreases following nesting 
failure (e.g. Richdale 1957, Darley et a7. 1977, Harvey et a7. 1979), 
including waders (Oring & Lank 1982, Redmond & Jenni 1982, Gratto et a7. 
1985, Thompson & Hale 1989). Only in the Dunlin, which has high breeding 
site fidelity, were return rates independent of breeding success in the 
previous year (Holmes 1966, Soikkeli 1967, 1970a & b). 
Previous breeding success and experience did not affect breeding site 
fidelity, territory fidelity or mate fidelity in New Zealand Snipe. 
Failed breeders had very few opportunities to change mates or 
territories, as all available habitat was contained in contiguous 
territories and mortality rates of territory holders were so low (about 
17% per annum). A breeding bird that chose to abandon its territory or 
mate (and therefore move location) would have had difficulty replacing it 
due to competition from the pool of nonbreeding birds (Baker 1978, 
Greenwood 1980). Some beta males may have even held a competitive 
advantage over an hypothetical alpha male that had left his territory: a 
prior resident (if present) always obtained a territory that was vacated. 
The reluctance of failed breeders to undergo breeding dispersal even 
though their breeding site or mate was possibly inadequate was not 
surprising as the costs of dispersal were high. The best option for a 
breeder with a low quality mate or territory may have been to stay on the 
territory until death of the mate or a neighbour permitted access to a 
new mate or a change in the territory boundaries. 
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Nonbreeding birds benefitted from occupying the same potential 
breeding site each year because prior residency was an important factor 
in the acquisition of a territory (see Greenwood 1980). Even within a 
breeding season, a nonterritorial bird that maintained a topographically 
fixed home range occasionally bred (as a beta male or female) whereas a 
transient bird (gamma male) never did. The most profitable strategy for 
a male unable to obtain a territory was to maintain a home range 
overlapping 2 - 3 territories, thus permitting a low chance of breeding 
that season (with a failed alpha female) and a high chance of acquiring 
one of the territories over the next 1 - 2 years. 
Natal philopatry 
New Zealand Snipe chicks return to the vicinity of their natal territory 
to breed. The return rate of snipe chicks (30% overall, and 46% of 
fledglings) was far higher than recorded for scolopacids elsewhere (1 -
11% for ten species; Dring & Lank 1984). In the only other study that 
has looked at the effect of prefledging mortality on the rates of return, 
Thompson & Hale (1989) recorded an overall return rate of 2.2% for 
Redshank chicks, but suggested that up to a third of fledglings return to 
breed near their birth site. Prefledging mortality for New Zealand Snipe 
(about 1.6% per day; Chapter 1) was much lower than for Redshank (13.2% 
per day for the first 20 days; data from Thompson & Hale 1989), 
presumably due to the effective absence of predators on the Snares 
Islands (see Chapter 1). The low levels of natal philopatry recorded for 
other waders are probably due mainly to higher mortality in their first 
year of life, although a proportion of birds would disperse to other 
breeding sites (e.g. Soikkeli 1967, 1970a & b, Hilden 1978). 
As with most other monogamous scolopacids, New Zealand Snipe showed 
no sex bias among returning young (Soikkeli 1970a & b, Holmes 1971, 
Gratto et a7. 1985, but see Redmond & Jenni 1982). However, there was a 
slight male bias in natal dispersal distances. Most young males 
established territories within two territory diameters of their natal 
territory after 1 - 2 years of maintaining a home range adjacent to their 
natal territory. Males chose where to live as beta males; there were no 
constraints on where a male established his home range. The location of 
a male's eventual territory was determined by the disappearance of alpha 
males within or adjacent to his home range during his first three years. 
Most young female snipe were paired as one-year-olds, 3 - 4 territory 
diameters from their natal territory. The location of a female's 
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territory was determined largely by the disappearance of alpha females 
from the study area during her first two years. The sex bias in natal 
dispersal distances was due to young males choosing to live near their 
natal territories, while young females moved to wherever there was an 
unpaired alpha male. Sex biased natal dispersal in New Zealand Snipe was 
driven by the presence of a pool of nonterritorial males, while there 
were relatively few nonterritorial females. The underlying cause of the 
male-biased sex ratio within the study area (range 0.50 - 0.96 females 
per male) was not determined, but it was present during the six years of 
this study. 
The island environment 
Stamps & Buechner (1985) concluded that as other ecological factors that 
might regulate density are relaxed or absent on islands, intraspecific 
regulative processes are probably more important than for mainland 
populations. Intraspecific competition (density) was positively 
correlated with mortality rates in New Zealand Snipe. Access to breeding 
opportunities for males and females was constrained by deaths of alpha 
males and females leaving vacancies to be filled. Thus, intraspecific 
competition in New Zealand Snipe not only determined what proportion of 
non breeders gained access to mates, but also the total number of 
nonbreeders able to enter the breeding population. 
Chapter 4 
Effects of the 1982-83 El Nino event on two endemic landbirds 
on the Snares Islands. New Zealand. 
Emu (in press). 
Abstract 
The major El NiAo/Southern Oscillation event of 1982-83 disrupted 
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weather patterns at the Snares Islands in the New Zealand subantarctic. 
There was an abnormal preponderance of westerly and south-westerly winds, 
rainfall was 3.6 times greater than the mean for the succeeding four 
summers, and temperatures were significantly cooler than three of the 
four subsequent summers. Compared with four succeeding years, the few 
Snares Island Snipe Coenocorypha auck7andica huege7i that bred in 1982-83 
did so 24 days later on average, breeding was successful in significantly 
fewer territories (20% cf. 46 - 84%) and 3.1 times fewer young per 
territory left nests (0.4 cf. 0.91 - 1.90). Adult mortality measured by 
density in the winter following the El Nino was 2.5 times greater than 
the mean for the 1984 to 1987 winters. High adult mortality and low 
recruitment of juveniles following the 1982-83 season resulted in a low 
density of snipe in the study area in 1983-84. Only one Black Tit 
Petroica macrocepha7a dannefaerdi nest was found in 1982-83. The first 
tit fledglings seen in 1982-83 were a full month later than the mean date 
for three subsequent years. Widespread reproductive failure and delayed 
breeding by Snares Island Snipe and Black Tit in 1982-83 and high 
mortality of adult snipe during the 1983 winter were probably caused by a 
reduction in their invertebrate food supply. 
Introduction 
El Nino is the name applied to the periodic appearance of anomalously 
warm surface water in the eastern Pacific Ocean. The El Nino Current is 
driven by a larger atmospheric phenomenon known as the Southern 
Oscillation (Philander 1983, Rasmusson & Wallace 1983). El Nino/Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO) episodes occur at irregular intervals of two to ten 
years, with a periodicity of about four years (Cane 1983). ENSOs in the 
eastern tropical Pacific are characterised by high sea-surface 
temperatures, high sea levels, depressed thermoclines and nutriclines, 
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and greatly increased rainfall (Barber & Chavez 1986) and are typically 
accompanied by large reductions in plankton, fish and seabirds (Murphy 
1936, Cushing 1982, Barber & Chavez 1983). 
The EN SO event of 1982-83 was the strongest oceanographic disturbance 
in the eastern Pacific this century (Cane 1983, Rasmusson & Wallace 
1983). Biological consequences of the 1982-83 ENSO included a 20-fold 
decrease in phytoplankton production in the eastern tropical Pacific, 
with drastic ecological consequences to higher trophic levels (Barber & 
Chavez 1983 & 1986, Grove 1984). Failure of food supply resulted in huge 
mortality and total reproductive failure of many seabird species along 
the Peruvian coast (Arntz 1984), on the Galapagos Islands (Gibbs et a7. 
1987, Robinson 1987, Valle & Coulter 1987) and on Christmas Island in the 
central Pacific Ocean (Schreiber & Schreiber 1984). Five age classes of 
Galapagos fur seal Arctocepha7us ga7apagoensis were wiped out almost 
entirely, as was the youngest age class of Galapagos seal ions Za70phus 
ca7ifornianus wo77ebaeki (Trillmich & Limberger 1985). 
The meteorological effects of the 1982-83 ENSO were felt throughout 
the Pacific Basin, and possibly as far afield as North America, the 
Indian subcontinent, Africa and Eurasia (Rasmusson & Wallace 1983, Glantz 
1984, Gowan 1984, Rasmusson 1984, Ward 1985). During December 1982 to 
March 1983 New Zealand experienced frequent strong west and south-west 
winds, resulting in low temperatures over the whole country, floods in 
Otago, Southland, Nelson, Marlborough and the southern North Island, and 
severe drought in Canterbury, Gisborne and Hawkes Bay (New Zealand 
Meteorological Service 1982 & 1983, Gordon 1985, Ward 1985). Although 
the 1982-83 ENSO is known to have affected New Zealand weather patterns, 
there are no records of the biological consequences of the event in New 
Zealand. This paper outlines anomalies in the breeding seasons of two 
endemic landbirds: Snares Island Snipe Coenocorypha auck7andica huege7i 
and Black Tit Petroica macrocepha7a dannefaerdi, and associated weather 
conditions on the Snares Islands (48·02 /S 166°36 / E) in the New Zealand 
subantarctic during the 1982-83 ENSO. 
Methods 
Daily weather data were recorded on Station Point on the east coast of 
Main (North East) Island, Snares Islands Nature Reserve during six 
University of Canterbury expeditions: 2 December 1982 - 20 February 1983; 
30 November 1983 - 29 February 1984; 26 November 1984 - 16 February 1985; 
2 November 1985 - 10 March 1986; 22 October 1986 - 20 February 1987 and 7 
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November - 8 December 1987. Weather data summarised here are wind 
direction and dry bulb temperature at 0900 hrs (NZST), and total rainfall 
for the months December and January between 1982-83 and 1986-87. 
Snares Island Snipe were studied intensively during all of the 
expeditions, with the exception of the period 30 November 1983 - 2 
February 1984. The study area of 07earia 7ya77i forest north of Station 
Point held ten territories in 1982-83 and 1983-84, and was expanded to 
include 20 territories in subsequent years. All resident adults were 
individually colour-banded, and 45 nests were found within the 7.5 ha 
study area between 1982 and 1987. Seventy-three chicks of study pairs 
were captured. Ages of 38 were estimated by comparison of their 
measurements with measurements of the 35 chicks of known age (Appendix 
2). First-egg laying dates for all 64 nests known to have been initiated 
by study pairs were recorded directly, or estimated from hatching dates 
(Chapter 1), egg weights (Chapter 2) or chick sizes. Density of resident 
adult snipe (breeders and nonbreeders) and between-season mortality were 
calculated each study season. 
Casual observations of Black Tits were made each season, with the 
exception of November-December 1987, when they were studied intensively 
(McLean & Miskelly 1988). Information recorded ;n earlier years included 
the number of nests found, and the date when fledglings were first seen. 
Results 
The Snares Islands have a moist, cool temperate climate with 
predominantly west or south-west winds. During 1972 (the only year for 
which weather data are complete; Horning 1974) precipitation occurred on 
301 days, although the total rainfall was only 1180 mm. By contrast, 930 
mm of rain fell during the 80 days that the 1982-83 expedition was on the 
island. Rainfall during December 1982 and January 1983 was 3.6 times the 
mean rainfall for the same period in the following four years (Fig. 
4.1a). The greatly increased rainfall in the summer of 1982-83 was 
associated with an even greater preponderance of westerly winds and with 
unusually cold temperatures. West or south-west winds occurred on 
significantly more days in December 1982 and January 1983 than in 1983-84 
to 1986-87 (66% cf. 24 - 45%, X24 = 27.7, P < 0.0001). In 1982-83 
temperatures were not significantly lower than in 1983-84, but both 
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Figure 4.1. Weather conditions and snipe breeding parameters 
on the Snares Islands, 1982-83 to 1986-87. 
a. Total rainfall for December and January. 
b. Dry bulb temperature at 0900 hrs, December and 
January. Vertical bars are one standard deviation. 
c. Mean and range of laying dates for first breeding 
attempts by snipe. No data were available for 
1983-84. 
d. Minimum number of snipe chicks hatched out per 
territory. 
Snipe bred late and produced few chicks during the 1982-83 
ENSO. 
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1982-83 and 1983-84 were significantly colder than the following three 
years (F = 28.2, P < 0.05; Fig. 4.1b). 
Only four breeding attempts were recorded in the ten snipe 
territories in 1982-83, and only two pairs completed incubation. The 
mean first-egg laying date for the four females was 8 January, compared 
with a mean of 15 December for first-egg laying dates of first nests in 
three subsequent breeding seasons (Fig. 4.1c). The 20% of pairs that 
successfully hatched clutches in 1982-83 was significantly less than the 
46 - 84% in the following four seasons (X24 = 13.0, P = 0.01). The two 
broods of young were five and 18 days old when I left the island, but at 
least one chick from each brood survived to age one year. As dependent 
young were always present at the end of each study season, the best 
between season productivity estimate available was the minimum number of 
chicks per territory that left nests each year. The number of young that 
left nests in 1982-83 was 0.4 chicks/territory, compared with 0.91 - 1.90 
chicks/territory in subsequent years (Fig. 4.1d). 
Overall density of adult snipe in February 1984 was the lowest 
recorded in the six years (Fig. 4.2). Low snipe density in 1983-84 was 
due to a combination of low productivity in 1982-83 and high adult 
mortality during the 1983 winter. Snipe mortality on the Snares Islands 
is density dependent (Chapter 3), but adult mortality in relation to 
density following the 1982-83 season was 2.5 times higher than the mean 
for the following four winters (Fig. 4.3)~ 
Only one Black Tit nest was found in 1982-83, compared with 11 to 37 
nests in subsequent years. Tit nests are easy to locate on the Snares 
(McLean & Miskelly 1988), so the absence of nests in 1982-83 was likely 
to have been due to widespread reproductive failure, rather than observer 
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Figure 4.2. Density of adult snipe (breeders and 
non-breeders) in the study area, 1982-83 to 1987-88. 
Density reached a low of 5.4 birds/ha in 1983-84, the year 
following the 1982-83 ENSO. 
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Figure 4.3. Winter mortality of adult snipe in relation to 
density, 1983 to 1987. Mortality was highest in the 
winter directly after the 1982-83 ENSO. 
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inexperience. The first tit fledglings found in 1982-83 were seen on 4 
January, compared with a mean of 4 December for three subsequent seasons 
(range 1 - 6 December; McLean & Miskelly 1988). 
Discussion 
The high rainfall and low temperatures recorded on the Snares Islands in 
December 1982 and January 1983 were comparable with conditions recorded 
in southern and western areas of the South Island during the 1982-83 ENSO 
(New Zealand Meteorological Service 1982 & 1983, Gordon 1985, Ward 1985). 
Although Snares Island Snipe and Black Tit bred late and had poor 
breeding seasons during the 1982-83 ENSO, the processes by which their 
breeding seasons were disrupted are unclear. 
Snares Island Snipe obtain all their food by probing in the soil 
column. A wide variety of prey is taken; important items include 
earthworms, amphipods, adult and larval Coleoptera, and dipteran larvae 
(Appendix 5). Densities of soil-dwelling invertebrates on the Snares 
Islands were not measured systematically in 1982-83, but subsequent work 
has shown that snipe breed later in seasons of low prey abundance 
(Chapter 5). Soil moisture and temperature are known to have a strong 
influence on earthworm activity and vertical distribution in the soil. 
When conditions near the surface become suboptimal, earthworms respond by 
either migrating deeper in the soil or entering a state of aestivation 
(Guild 1948, Reynolds & Jordan 1975, Edwards & Lofty 1977), and hence 
would be less available for foraging snipe. Potential effects of adverse 
weather conditions on other snipe prey are not known, however, at least 
two important snipe prey items (the large, conspicuous beetles Prodontria 
and Hadramphus) were much scarcer in 1982-83 than in subsequent years 
(pers. obs.). Low prey abundance following the 1982-83 ENSO may also 
have been responsible for increased mortality of adult snipe during the 
1983 winter. Extended periods of cold weather are known to cause 
increased breeding failure and adult mortality in the closely related 
American Woodcock Sco7opax minor (Rabe et a7. 1983b). 
Black Tits obtain most of their prey by gleaning on and within two 
metres of the ground (Best 1975). Their diet has not been studied in 
detail, but includes adult and larval Diptera and Lepidoptera (Stead 
1948, pers. obs.). No attempt has been made to study food availability 
for Black Tits. 
The poor breeding season of snipe and tits in 1982-83 was thought to 
be due to potential breeders not attempting to breed, rather than failure 
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(eg. flooding) during incubation. Nest-building behaviour and feeding of 
incubating female tits by males are very conspicuous (McLean & Miskelly 
1988) and would not have been over-looked. Snipe were studied so 
intensively in 1982-83 that the absence of a member of any pair in order 
to incubate would have been detected, even if the nest was not found. 
Although total rainfall was high in 1982-83, extensive flooding of Sooty 
Shearwater Puffinus griseus and Diving Petrel Pelecanoides urinatrix 
burrows was not observed. Burrows of these petrel species are prone to 
flooding during periods of heavy rain (e.g. in late January 1987; pers. 
obs.). None of the snipe nests that I have studied, including eight in 
late January 1987, has failed due to flooding (Chapter I). 
The poor breeding seasons of Snares Island Snipe and Black Tit in 
1982-83 contrast dramatically with the greatly increased reproductive 
success of landbirds on the Galapagos Islands during the 1982-83 ENSO. 
The exceptionally high rainfall on the arid Galapagos Islands during the 
El Nino led to unprecedented plant growth and seed production (Gibbs & 
Grant 1987, Gibbs et a7. 1987) and a greatly increased food supply for 
the landbirds (Gibbs & Grant 1987). Medium Ground Finch Geospiza fortis, 
Cactus Finch G. scandens, Large Cactus Finch G. conirostris and Galapagos 
Mockingbird Nesomimus parva1us bred repeatedly and increased greatly in 
numbers in 1982-83 (Curry 1985, Grant & Grant 1985, Gibbs & Grant 1987). 
Increased precipitation on the perpetually moist Snares Islands during 
the 1982-83 ENSO did not noticeably influence plant production. I 
suggest that the high rainfall and low temperatures on the Snares Islands 
inhibited invertebrate growth and reproduction directly by physical 
and/or physiological processes such as lowering metabolic rates, 
waterlogging the soil, and impairing movement and feeding. 
Snares Island Snipe and Black Tit occur at high densities on the 
Snares Islands (McLean & Miskelly 1988; Chapter 3). Neither species 
invested much energy in reproduction during the 1982-83 ENSO compared 
with subsequent years. Between-year variation in reproductive investment 
is well known for the Kakapo Strigops habropti7us (Merton et a1. 1984) 
but may be a widespread phenomenon in K-selected endemic New Zealand 
landbirds. I suggest that other ecologists conducting long-term studies 
in the South Pacific check their records for anomalies that may be linked 
to the major ENSO that occurred during the 1982-83 summer. 
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Chapter 5 
Food availability and the timing of breeding by New Zealand Snipe. 
Abstract 
The effects of food availability and weather conditions on the timing of 
breeding by New Zealand Snipe Coenocorypha auck7andica were studied 
during two breeding seasons, and the start of a third, on the Snares 
Islands. Food availability was measured in three-week intervals by 
sampling the abundance and energy content of soil invertebrates (kJ/m2), 
and by measuring the \cost' of probing in the soil (kJ/m2) with a 
penetrometer. The composite variable \food availability' (kJ/m2) was 
determined almost entirely by food abundance, as the cost of probing was 
minimal. Rainfall and air temperature fluctuated little within and 
between seasons, and these variations had little effect on food 
availability in most habitats. Food availability was lowest early in the 
breeding season, peaked in mid to late December, and remained relatively 
high through January and February. Body-weights of sn"ipe in November 
were highly correlated with food availability. When food was more 
plentiful, females reached threshold laying weight sooner, and laid 
earlier. In both years, the first eggs to hatch did so during the 
initial peak in food availability. Food availability during the period 
that chicks were reared was significantly higher than during the 
pre-chick period. These results support both Lack's (1968) hypothesis 
that birds should raise their young when food is most abundant, and 
Perrin's (1970) hypothesis that the date at which each female lays is 
related to the food supply at the time of laying. 
Introduction 
The relationship of breeding schedule to food supply has been a central 
theme in avian breeding ecology since the pioneer works of Rowan (1926) 
and Baker (1938) established the link between the timing of breeding and 
annual peaks in food abundance. David Lack (1954, 1966, 1968) reviewed 
this relationship for all the major bird orders, and formulated what is 
now referred to as \Lack's hypothesis': birds should raise young when 
food is most abundant, so that they " ... produce, on average, the greatest 
possible number of surviving young". Lack based his hypothesis on the 
premise that food limitation was greatest during the time of maximum food 
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demand, i.e. during brood-rearing. However, he also recognised (1968) 
that in environments with low food availability, females may be limited 
by food supply during egg formation. Thus, the breeding season may be 
limited by food supply either proximately (egg formation) or ultimately 
(selection for production of young when food is most abundant). 
Perrins (1970) developed the idea that birds should breed as early as 
possible, based on the observation that early breeders raised more young 
than late breeders (e.g. Perrins 1965, 1966, Harris 1969, Caccamise 1978, 
Finney & Cooke 1978, Slagsvo1d 1982, Murphy 1986). If there is selection 
for .ear1y breeding, all females would be constrained by nutrient 
availability during egg formation (Perrins 1970, Martin 1987). Many 
studies have shown that when food supply is increased naturally or 
artificially, birds lay earlier (see reviews in Martin 1987, Arcese & 
Smith 1988). Obviously, there could be a trade-off between the energy 
requirements of the female during oogenesis, and the energy requirements 
of developing chicks, as the two events are separated by three to over 
eleven weeks, depending on the species (Perrins 1970). 
A major problem in studies of food supply and breeding is the 
difficulty in measuring food availability from the birds' perspective. 
Most workers in this field have used indices of prey abundance based on 
techniques such as litter sampling, visual counts of flying or flushed 
insects, sweep-netting, assessing caterpillar frass-fa1l, malaise traps, 
sticky traps, the formalin method for earthworms, soil core sampling and 
pitfall trapping (e.g. H6gstedt 1974, Greenlaw 1978, Maxson & Oring 1980, 
Blancher & Robertson 1987, Green 1988). These techniques may bear little 
relationship to the difficulty birds have in capturing prey. In this 
study of food availability and the breeding schedule of New Zealand Snipe 
Coenocorypha auck7andica I devised a sampling procedure that allowed both 
food abundance and an estimate of the cost of capture to be measured in 
the same units (kJ/m2). The composite variable 'Food availability' (also 
in kJ/m2) was considered a more realistic estimate of prey availability 
than estimates based simply on prey abundance. 
New Zealand Snipe occurred at high densities on the Snares Islands 
(up to 11.5 birds/hal and many birds were unable to obtain territories or 
mates (Chapter 3). I argue elsewhere (Chapter 1) that the breeding 
system of New Zealand Snipe has been constrained through intense 
intraspecific competition for food in a stable environment. Most New 
Zealand Snipe were monogamous. Males courtship-fed females for the three 
weeks preceeding laying. Two large eggs were laid three days apart; 
incubation began when the second egg was laid, was shared equally by the 
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sexes, and took 22 days (Chapter 1, Appendix 2). The brood was split on 
hatching; the male cared for the first chick to leave the nest and the 
female cared for the remaining chick. Chicks were fed by adults until at 
least 41 days old, and reached independence at c.65 days (Chapter 1). 
Adults that lost their dependent chick (or never had one) often renested 
with their previous mate (43%); if their first mate was still caring for 
a chick, birds of either sex occasionally nested with a new mate (I4% of 
emancipated males, 25% of emancipated females). Reproductive output was 
constrained by the small clutch size, the high level of parental 
investment by both sexes, the long period of chick dependence, and the 
limited opportunities for acquiring additional mates (Chapters 1 & 2). 
The low per pair production of young (Chapter 1) and density-dependent 
mortality during the nonbreeding season (Chapter 3) indicated that New 
Zealand Snipe were constrained by food availability throughout the year. 
In this study, I investigate the relationship between food 
availability, weather conditions, and breeding by New Zealand Snipe. 
Factors considered include breeding condition (body-weights of females 
and males), commencement of laying, cessation of laying, hatching dates, 
chick-rearing and chick mortality. 
Study area and methods 
Study area 
The relationship between food availability and the timing of breeding by 
New Zealand Snipe was studied during two breeding seasons, and the start 
of a third, on the Snares Islands, south of New Zealand. The Snares 
Islands (48"02'S I66°36'E) are a small, uninhabited group of islands that 
have remained relatively unmodified by humans. The plant cover of the 
islands is comparatively simple in structure and composition, with one 
tree species and two tussock grass species covering most of the two 
largest islands (Fineran 1964, 1969). The study area used for snipe 
research was 7.5 ha of predominantly Olearia lyaIIi forest, lying between 
Boat Harbour and Punui Bay on the east coast of Main Island (Horning 
1978). Fieldwork was carried out during the periods 2 November 1985 to 
10 March 1986, 22 October 1986 to 20 February 1987, and 7 November to 
8 December 1987. 
The study area was selected for ease of access from the Biological 
Station, and for its high density of snipe (Chapter 3). Snipe on the 
Snares Islands were most numerous in areas with diverse ground cover, 
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such as occurred under the margins of 07earia and Brachyg70ttis forest on 
the low-lying eastern side of Main Island (unpubl. data). The entire 
study area was marked out in a 20 m grid. The area of different ground 
covers within each 20 x 20 m grid square was estimated to the nearest 5% 
(20 m2) during 1985-86 and 1986-87. The mean percentage areas of ground 
covers within the study area were: Bare peat 32%, Tussock (mainly Poa 
tennantiana) 29%, Fern (mainly Po7ystichum vestitum) 13%, swards of 
Ca77itriche and Crassu7a 10%, bare rock 6%, Mud 5%, Punui Sti7bocarpa 
robusta 2%, Penguin colony 2%, and open water 2%. Snipe used all 
habitats except bare rock and open water, but concentrated feeding 
activity in Tussock, Fern and Ca77itriche (unpubl. data). 
Snipe 
The study area contained about 20 snipe territories. All 45 - 64 adult 
snipe resident in the study area were individually colour-banded (total 
78). Adult snipe were recaptured regularly to monitor body-weights and 
record brood-patch, cloaca and moult condition. Most adults were 
hand-netted at night with the aid of a spot-light, but birds of 
particular interest (e.g. females that had not laid) were stalked and 
hand-netted during the day. Body-weights were recorded to 0.5 gj 12 - 25 
(mean = 17) adult males and 10 - 24 (mean = 15) adult females were 
weighed during each of the 13 three-week sampling periods. 
Pairs were identified by prolonged consorting, courtship feeding, 
mating or attendance at the same nest, observed during daily surveys of 
the study area. Laying dates for all 45 breeding attempts in 1985-86 and 
1986-87, plus five in November 1987, were determined by observations of 
pair behaviour plus body-weight changes (n = 5), watching nests during 
laying (n = 7), back-calculating from rates of egg weight-loss (n = 6; 
Chapter 2), or back-calculating from hatching dates (n = 32). Hatching 
dates were observed directly (n = 28) or back-calculated from chick 
measurements (n = 13; Appendix 2). The date that laying started each 
year was estimated by calculating the mean (and range) of first-egg 
laying dates for the first five females to lay in the study area each 
year, as only five laying dates were available for the 1987-88 season. 
Chicks were captured and banded in the nest (n = 22) or when first 
sighted away from the nest (n = 22). Chicks were recaptured by hand-
netting whenever encountered during daytime surveys, or when I was 
searching for adults at night. A chick was assumed to have died if its 
parent was seen three or more times unaccompanied by the chick, and the 
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chick was not seen subsequently. The date of death was taken to be the 
day that the chick was last seen. Live chicks were seen, on average, 
every 3.6 days (Chapter 1). 
Food availability 
Snipe captured all their prey by probing (Miskelly 1984). A wide variety 
of soil invertebrates was eaten; frequently consumed items included 
earthworms, terrestrial amphipods, adult and larval Coleoptera, and 
larval Diptera. All of the more abundant taxa of soil invertebrates on 
the Snares Islands (with the exception of adults of the large carabid 
Mecodema) have been identified in snipe faeces (Appendix 5) or have been 
seen to be eaten by snipe. 
Food abundance for snipe was estimated by systematic sampling of soil 
invertebrates. At 7-day intervals, I collected a soil sample from each 
of the following habitats: Tussock, Fern, Punui, Ca77itriche/Crassu7a 
(referred to as Ca77itriche for the remainder of this paper), Bare peat, 
Penguin colony, and Mud. Samples were taken from the nearest patch of 
the chosen ground cover to a randomly chosen grid marker within the study 
area (i.e. seven different grid markers were chosen each week). Punui 
was rare in the study area in November 1987, and so this habitat was not 
sampled that month. Samples were collected for 18 weeks in each of 
1985-86 and 1986-87, and four weeks in November 1987 (total = 276 
samples). Wherever possible, samples were collected on the same calendar 
day each year. 
Each soil sample had a surface area of 0.05 m2 (22.4 x 22.4 cm) and 
was dug with a spade to c.6 cm depth (the maximum length of a snipe's 
bill). Samples were sealed in plastic bags until they were sieved later 
the same day. Drier samples were broken up and passed through a 3.5 mm 
mesh sieve; most plant material and stones were removed at this stage, 
along with larger invertebrates (e.g. Eodri7us earthworms, adult 
Prodontria beetles, final instar Prodontria larvae). The remaining 
siftings were spread on white sorting trays to a depth of 5 mm (7 - 12 
trays per sample), then moistened with sea water. All invertebrates that 
moved or showed themselves were collected; trays (5 at a time) were 
watched closely for a minimum of 15 min, or for 10 min from the time that 
the last invertebrate was collected. Water-saturated soil samples (Mud 
and, often, Penguin colony) were broken up in a bucket of fresh water, 
then washed through 3.5 and 0.5 mm mesh sieves. Material retained in 
each sieve was carefully searched for invertebrates. All invertebrates 
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larger than mites, Collembola and nematodes were collected. Extraction 
efficiency was not measured, but the technique was extremely thorough; 
the seven samples usually took 1.5 - 2 days to collect and process. 
Invertebrates collected (n = 21 255) were stored in 70% ethanol and 
returned to Christchurch for analysis. In addition, representative 
samples of all major taxonomic groups of soil invertebrates were 
collected in early March 1986 and kept frozen until analysed. 
Each sample of invertebrates was sorted by taxa under a binocular 
microscope (most to species level and life-history stage), counted, and 
oven-dried to constant weight at 60°C. After drying, each taxon was 
weighed to 0.001 g on a Salter electronic balance, samples were then 
pooled by taxon until sufficient material was obtained (minimum of 0.4 g 
dry weight) for combustion in a Gallenkamp bomb calorimeter. Large 
and/or numerous taxa provided sufficient material for up to 17 firings 
per year (Table 5.1), but small or rare taxa had to be pooled across 
years and/or across related taxa (Table 5.1). 
Calorimetry values (kJ/g dry weight) from the frozen invertebrates 
were used to correct for changes in energy content due to ethanol 
storage. Corrected energy content values for each taxon, or taxon/year, 
are given in Table 5.1. 
Mean energy content (kJ/g dry weight) for each taxon or taxon/year 
was multiplied by the dry weight of each taxon from each sample to yield 
(by summation) the energy content (kJ/m2) for each soil sample. This 
figure is referred to as 'Food abundance' for the remainder of this 
paper. Mean food abundance (kJ/m2) for each three-week sampling period 
was calculated by weighting the energy content for each habitat by the 
total area of that habitat (m2) in the study area. Thus, each three-week 
estimate of food abundance was based on 21 (or 18) samples from seven (or 
six) habitats. 
As snipe obtained all their food by probing, the cost of food 
extraction was estimated by measuring soil penetrability with a Soiltest 
Pocket Penetrometer (Model CL-700, with CL-701 adaptor for very soft 
samples). Ten readings of soil penetrability (kg/m2) were taken at each 
of the 276 soil sample sites. As the penetrometer reading is equivalent 
to the pressure required to penetrate the soil, the force that a snipe 
would have to exert to probe the soil is the penetrometer reading x the 
cross-sectional area of the snipe's bill. Work (energy) equals force x 
distance, therefore the energy (J; 1 J = 1 kgm) required for a snipe to 
Table 5.1. Energy content of representative snipe prey items 
collected in the study area. 
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Energy content (kJ/g dry weight) 
Soil invertebrates n Mean s.d. 
Annelida 
Hirudinea 
Ornithobdel1 a 1 28.1 
Oligochaeta 
Megascolecidae 
Eodrilus (1985-86) 17 24.3 1.7 
(1986-87) 10 23.3 1.1 
(Nov. 1987) 4 22.5 0.6 
Megascolecidae spp. (1985-86) 12 27.4 1.3 
(1986-87) 5 25.8 2.2 
(Nov. 1987) 1 25.5 
Megascolecidae egg cocoon 4 22.4 1.1 
Enchytraeidae 2 23.9 0.7 
Crustacea 
Amphipoda (1985-86) 9 24.1 1.7 
( 1986-87) 5 26.0 1.8 
(Nov. 1987) 2 30.5 3.1 
Isopoda 1 29.6 
Araneae, Opiliones, Acari 1 29.6 
Myriapoda, Symphyla, Chilopoda 2 28.3 1.9 
Orthoptera eggs 2 23.7 0.2 
Coleoptera 
Carabidae adults 6 32.7 2.0 
larvae & pupae 5 32.0 2.2 
Scarabaeidae 
Prodontria adults (1985-86) 8 26.5 2.4 
(1986-87) 2 26.3 2.4 
(Nov. 1987) 2 34.5 0.7 
1 arvae (1985-86) 10 34.2 2.0 
(1986-87) 10 36.5 2.9 
(Nov. 1987) 3 31.8 0.2 
Curculionidae adults 5 28.9 4.9 
larvae & pupae 2 30.4 0.8 
other Coleoptera adults 4 28.3 2.5 
larvae & pupae 1 27.9 
Diptera 
Tipulidae larvae & pupae 2 26.6 2.8 
Syrphidae larvae & pupae 1 26.0 
other Diptera larvae & pupae 1 27.9 
Lepidoptera larvae and pupae 1 28.1 
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probe in soil with penetrability P is given by: 
E = P x A x D 
100 
where E = energy (J), A = cross-sectional area of the bill (c.O.2 cm2), 
and D = the depth probed (taken as 3 cm, half the bill length). 
Snipe captured prey using a combination of exploratory and pursuit 
probing, as described by Rabe et a7. (1983a) for American Woodcock 
Sco7opax minor. I was not able to estimate by observation prey capture 
rates in relation to prey density. To estimate the energetic cost of 
probing by snipe, I required an estimate of the number of probes per unit 
area required to locate all the prey present. Snipe probably locate prey 
using a combination of tactile information and chemoreception (Tuck 1972, 
BUrton 1974, van Heezik et a7. 1983, Gerritson et aT. 1983, Gerritson & 
Meiboom 1986). Assuming that snipe were able to detect all prey within a 
radius r of the bill-tip, the most efficient spacing of probe holes for 
maximal coverage of an area of soil would have been close hexagonal 
packing of probe holes 2r apart. Measurement of minimum distances 
between snipe probe holes in areas of densely probed mud and soft soil 
indicated a 'sensory distance' (r) of 0.43 cm, and a 'sensory area' of 
0.57 cm2j therefore, c.17 540 probes would be required to systematically 
search 1 m2 of soil. Assuming that r was constant between habitats, the 
cost of extraction (kJ/m2) for each habitat was determined by multiplying 
P by 0.105 (i.e. A x D x 0.1754). 
Food availability (or Net energy) in kJ/m2 for each soil sample was 
calculated by subtracting 'Cost of extraction' from 'Food abundance'. 
Although I have used the term 'Net energy' in place of 'Food 
availability' to save space in figures and tables, the term 'Net energy' 
refers only to the total energy content of soil invertebrates/m2 minus 
the energy required to probe intensively 1 m2, given the above 
assumptions. No attempt was made to estimate capture efficiency, 
assimilation efficiency, locomotory costs or energy budgets for foraging 
snipe. 
Weather 
Daily weather records were taken within the study area (at Station 
Point). Information used in this paper are total rainfall (mm) and the 
mean air temperature (I[max + min]) during the five days preceeding each 
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soil sampling day. 
Seasonal changes in soil invertebrate abundance are likely to be 
ultimately driven by seasonal changes in meteorological conditions 
(particularly temperature, photoperiod and precipitation), although these 
may act proximately through their effects on plant growth. The climate 
of the Snares Islands is remarkably aseasonal for a temperate land mass. 
Mean monthly air temperature in 1972 (the only year for which complete 
records are available; New Zealand Meteorological Service 1972) ranged 
between 6.9°C in June and 13.S o C in February, with a mean of 9.8 ± 2.1°C. 
Rainfall occurred evenly throughout the year, with monthly totals varying 
between 47 and 220 mm (mean 123 ± 51 mm). The periods when soil 
invertebrates were sampled in this study included the warmest months of 
the year (late summer), and so were likely to include annual peaks in 
prey abundance. 
Measurements are given as mean ± s.d. unless otherwise stated. 
Results 
Temporal patterns in food availability 
Effects of weather conditions 
Food availability (food abundance minus cost of extraction) was 
controlled almost entirely by food abundance, as the cost of extraction 
(kJ/m2) averaged less than 0.1% of food abundance (kJ/m2; Table 5.2). 
Soil penetrability (and hence cost of extraction) is determined by soil 
particle size, compaction, water content and the presence of living or 
dead organic matter, especially plant rootlets. The Snares Islands are 
blanketed by a thick layer of peat, the surface layers of which are moist 
and soft due to the combined effects of the frequent (though light) 
rainfall and the burrowing activity of abundant seabirds (Fleming et 
a7. 1953, Warham & Wilson 1982). Cost of extraction varied four-fold 
between the habitats surveyed (Table 5.2) but was not tightly correlated 
with total rainfall over the previous five days (r237 = 0.0001 - 0.079). 
Two habitats did show a significant negative correlation between rainfall 
and the cost of extraction (Tussock and Penguin colony; Table 5.2) and 
there was an overall effect of rainfall on the mean cost of extraction 
when all seven habitats were combined (P = 0.02; Table 5.2). Cost of 
extraction exceeded food abundance for 33 samples (15 from Mud, 15 from 
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Penguin colony, and three from Bare peat) where the number and size of 
prey items collected were small. The ground surface in the study area 
was never seen to be cracked or dusty, and so it is unlikely that soil 
penetrability limited snipe feeding during this study. 
Table 5.2. The effect of increasing rainfall on food 
. abundance, cost of extraction and food availability 
(= food abundance minus cost of extraction), and the 
effect of increasing mean air temperature on food 
availability for New Zealand Snipe: Energy values 
(kJ/~Z) are the means for each habltat, based on 36 
samples from Punui, and 40 samples from the remaining 
six habitats. 
Rainfall Rainfall Rainfall T~rature 
Food abundance Cost of extraction Food availability 
lIabi tat df kJ/m2 r P kJ/m2 r P kJ/m2 r P r P 
Tussock 37 454.3 0.24 0.12 0.20 -0.28 0.05 454.1 0.24 0.12 0.04 0.93 
Fern 37 183.0 -0.04 0.95 0.15 0.03 0.97 182.9 -0.04 0.95 -0.06 0.87 
punui 34 293.6 0.08 0.78 0.13 -0.24 0.14 293.5 0.08 0.78 0.21 0.25 
Callitriche 37 219.2 -0.05 0.91 0.17 -0.05 0.92 219.1 -0.05 0.91 0.05 0.93 
Bare peat 37 91.4 0.16 0.36 0.16 -0.18 0.32 91.2 0.17 0.36 0.26 0.10 
Penguin colony 37 11.0 -0.24 0.12 0.11 -0.35 0.01 10.9 -0.24 0.12 0.06 0.88 
Mud 37 14.3 -0.34 0.01 0.05 ·0.24 0.12 14.3 -0.34 0.02 -0.02 0.99 
Unweighted mean 37 179.5 0.18 0.30 0.14 -0.33 0.02 179.4 0.18 0.30 0.20 0.25 
Food abundance varied 41-fold between habitats, and was highest under 
plants (Table 5.2). Rainfall during the 1985-86 and 1986-87 summers had 
little effect on food abundance (Table 5.2). In only Mud did rainfall 
have a significant effect on both food abundance and food availability. 
As the water content in Mud increased, food abundance declined (r237 
0.11, P = 0.015). 
Air temperature from November to February al so had 1 ittl e effect on 
food availability within seasons (Table 5.2). Rainfall and air 
temperature were not correlated (r35 = 0.10, P = 0.70), and they did not 
have a synergistic effect on food availability, although they did affect 
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the mean cost of extraction (r34 = 0.45, P = 0.01). 
Differences in food availability and weather conditions between years 
There was little overall difference in food availability and weather 
conditions between 1985-86 and 1986-87. Data were collected from 
7 November to 20 February in both years; during these periods, food 
availability averaged 199.6 kJ/m2 in 1985-86 and 276.2 kJ/m2 in 1986-87 
(t30 = 1.31, P = 0.20; Fig. 5.1). Rainfall averaged 17.2 mm per five-day 
interval in 1985-86 and 24.1 mm in 1986-87 (t30 = 0.96, P = 0.35); mean 
daily air temperature was 12.2°C in both years. Both years were 
significantly warmer and drier than 1982-83, when increased rainfall and 
low temperatures were thought to have reduced food abundance (Chapter 4). 
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Figure 5.1. Variation in mean food availability in the study 
area during the 1985-86 and 1986-87 snipe breeding 
seasons, and in November 1987. Error bars represent one 
standard deviation of the mean. 
Although mean food availability did not vary between 1985-86 and 
1986-87, there were differences in when minima and maxima occurred (Fig. 
5.1). Food availability peaked earlier in 1986-87, but declined during 
February. The 1985-86 peak occurred slightly later, but food 
availability remained at a similar level until at least the end of 
February (Fig. 5.1). 
Three years of data on food availability and weather conditions at 
the start of the snipe breeding season (November) were collected (Fig 5.1 
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and Table 5.3). Food availability in November varied significantly 
between years (F2,9 = 4.30, P = 0.049) and appeared to be positively 
correlated with temperature, and negatively correlated with rainfall 
(Table 5.3), although the sample size (three) was too small for 
statistical analysis. 
Table 5.3. Mean daily rainfall, mean daily air temperature 
and mean food availability in the study area during 
November 1985, 1986 and 1987. 
Rainfall (mm) 
Temperature (OC) 
Net energy (kJ/m2) 
1985 
4.2 
9.9 
78.9 
Year 
1986 
3.1 
10.6 
189.1 
1987 
0.5 
11.4 
258.1 
Variation in female snipe body-weight in relation to the breeding cycle 
A clutch of two eggs represented about 42% of mean female body-weight in 
New Zealand Snipe (Chapter 1). Before laying, female snipe reached a 
threshold body-weight of about 142 g (Fig. 5.2), which was about 28 g 
heavier than the mean body-weight of non-laying females. Most of this 
weight gain was achieved in the three weeks before laying (Fig. 5.2), 
which corresponded to the period when females were courtship-fed by 
males, and when copulation occurred (Chapter 1). 
Seven paired females did not lay during the two years of intensive 
study. None of these birds was recorded as weighing over 122 g (mean 
maximum body-weight 116.1 ± 5.0 g, range 108 - 122g). 
Most females were able to recover rapidly from the stress of laying, 
as the mean body-weight of incubating females (121.6 ± 5.4g, range 116.2 
- 127g, n = 37) exceeded the mean body-weight of non-laying paired and 
unpaired females (113.7 ± 3.9 g, range 109.8 - 117.6 g, n = 26; Fig. 
5.2). Successful female breeders rearing a chick had a mean body-weight 
of 111.4 g, significantly less than the mean body-weight of females that 
had lost their chick (119.3 g, see Fig. 5.2 and Chapter 1). 
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Figure 5.2. Variation in female snipe body-weight in 
relation to the date of laying of the first egg in a 
clutch (day 0). Vertical lines mark the beginning and end 
of incubation (days 3 and 25 respectively). The 
horizontal dashed line represents the mean body-weight of 
females that did not lay (both paired and unpaired 
females). Open squares and dotted line = failed breeders 
(clutch deserted, the female never had a dependent chick 
due to one egg failing to hatch, or the female's dependent 
chick died); date of failure was set to day 25 for all 
failed breeders. Sample points based on 274 weighings of 
49 different females (1 - 16 per bird). Curves were 
fitted using the Maximum Likelihood Program (Ross 1980). 
Food availability and snipe body-weights 
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• 
100 
Food availability at the start of the breeding season had a significant 
effect on body-weights of both female and male snipe. Female body-weight 
increased 6.0 g for every 100 kJ/m2 increase in food availability (r254 = 
0.226, P < 0.0001; Fig. 5.3); male body-weight increased 2.1 g for every 
100 kJ/m2 increase in food availability (r258 = 0.288, P = 0.008). 
Over the entire study period, however, food availability had only a 
slight and nonsignificant effect on body-weights. This lack of response 
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later in the season was probably due to the energetic requirements of 
incubation and, especially, chick-rearing, when body-weights of both 
sexes were low (see Fig. 5.2 for females, and Chapter 1 for both sexes) . 
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Figure 5.3. The effect of between-season differences in food 
availability in November on mean female snipe body-weight 
and the date when laying started. Food availability 
increased sequentially from November 1985 to November 1987 
(Table 5.3). Body-weights based on samples of 16 females 
in November 1985, 17 in November 1986, and 23 in November 
1987. Laying date is the mean date of first-egg laying 
for the first five females to breed in the study area each 
year (see Methods). Error bars represent one standard 
deviation of the mean. 
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Food availability and the timing of breeding 
The date of initiation of laying by snipe over three breeding seasons was 
correlated with mean food availability in November (r213 = 0.356, P = 
0.008; Fig. 5.3). When food was more abundant, females reached threshold 
laying weights earlier. Those females that laid early were able to 
complete incubation at about the time that food availability peaked in 
mid to late December (Figs 5.4 & 5.5). The remaining 50 - 60% of broods 
hatched in January and February, when food availability remained high. 
In both 1985-86 and 1986-87 food availability was higher during chick-
rearing than during the preceeding six weeks (t34 = 2.76, P = 0.009). 
Survival from hatching to age one-year did not differ between 
early-hatching (older than 30 days at my departure) and late-hatching 
chicks (X2 = 0.004, n.s.; Chapter 1), suggesting that there was little 
advantage to breeding early. However, those snipe that laid early had 
more time for a second breeding attempt if the first failed. Clutches 
that failed after 8 January were not replaced (Chapter 1). 
Factors controlling the end of laying were not determined. By mid-
February, all failed female breeders had started to moult, and had 
refeathered brood patches and low body-weights « 123 g). I assumed that 
laying did not occur after mid-February, but I left the island on 10 
March 1986 and 20 February 1987. Three of the nine nests containing eggs 
in the middle two weeks of February 1987 were deserted, suggesting that 
the adults were in poor physical condition and unable to complete 
incubation. No other desertions were recorded during this study. While 
there was a decline in food availability in mid-February 1987 (Fig. 5.5) 
there was no way of knowing whether this represented the end of the 
summer plateau in food abundance. Food availability remained high in 
late February 1986 (Fig. 5.4). 
Food availability, weather conditions and chick mortality 
Deaths of chicks were not correlated with rainfall, temperature, food 
availability in the week of death, or food availability in the preceeding 
two or three weeks (Table 5.4). Multiple regression analysis did not 
reveal any relationship between combinations of these variables and chick 
mortality (Table 5.4). This was partly explained by the stability of 
environmental conditions in 1985-86 and 1986-87; rainfall, temperature 
and food availability did not show any marked fluctuations during the 
chick-rearing period. As hatchings were not synchronous (Figs 5.4 & 5.5) 
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Figure 5.4. Food availability, adult snipe body-weights, 
laying and hatching per three-week interval in the study 
area, 1985-86. Error bars represent one standard 
deviation of the mean. The first clutches hatched when 
food availability peaked in late December. The remaining 
clutches hatched while food availability remained high in 
January and February. 
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Table 5.4. The effect of rainfall, air temperature and food 
availability on snipe chick mortality, 1985-86 and 
1986-87, based on the disappearances of 21 chicks over 23 
weeks. Mortality was measured as the percentage of chicks 
present in the study area that disappeared during each 
week of brood-rearing. Rainfall (Rain) = total ra-infa11 
(mm) in the week of disappearance (death), Temperature 
(Temp) = mean daily air temperature (GC) in the week of 
death, Net energy 1 (El) = mean food availability (kJ/m2) 
in the week of dea~h, Net energy 2 (E2) = mean food 
availability (kJ/m ) in the two weeks preceeding and 
including the week of death, Net energy 3 (E3) = mean food 
availability (kJ/m2) in the three weeks preceeding and 
including the week of death. Chick mortality rates were 
not explained by any combination of these environmental 
variables. 
Residual 
mean square df r F Significance 
Ra i nfa 11 549.5 21 -0.101 0.219 0.805 
Temperature 552.4 21 -0.072 0.110 0.896 
Rain + Ternp 573.3 20 -0.017 0.170 0.916 
Net energy 1 551. 2 21 -0.086 0.156 0.857 
Net energy 2 515.1 21 0.269 1.638 0.218 
Net energy 3 540.9 21 0.161 0.557 0.581 
El + Rain 574.9 20 -0.118 0.142 0.934 
El + Temp 575.4 20 -0.114 0.113 0.940 
El + Rain + Temp 601.1 19 -O. 143 0.133 0.968 
E2 + Rain 529.0 20 0.304 1.002 0.404 
E2 + Temp 539.8 20 0.272 0.801 0.508 
E2 + Rain + Temp 555.8 19 0.307 0.660 0.627 
E3 + Rain 560.3 20 0.197 0.405 0.751 
E3 + Temp 567.9 20 0.161 0.267 0.848 
E3 + Rain + Temp 589.6 19 0.198 0.259 0.900 
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and most chick deaths occurred on the day of hatching (Chapters 1 & 3), 
dates of chick mortality were spread throughout the summer. Peaks in 
chick mortality reflected peaks in hatching rather than environmental 
factors. Adult snipe were seen to brood chicks in the nest for longer 
than normal during rainstorms (Appendix 2) indicating that behavioural 
responses of adults may counteract minor environmental perturbations. 
The high mortality of newly-hatched chicks (n = 17, 35% of chicks), 
plus two chicks that died while hatching (Chapter 1), suggests that snipe 
chicks had low energy reserves at hatching. Causes of chick mortality 
were not determined, as no dead chicks were found. Predation can be 
discounted, as potential predators are absent from the Snares Islands 
(Chapter 1). Guthrie-Smith (1936) reported moribund chicks from nests of 
Stewart Island Sn"ipe C.a. ireda7ei, and considered it "to be the custom" 
for the parents to abandon one chick at hatching. 
Discussion 
Food availability and the timing of breeding 
Historically, reproductive ecologists have argued that food supply 
constrains both mating opportunities (Emlen & Dring 1977, Dring 1982) and 
reproductive success (e.g. von Haartman 1971, Ankney & MacInnes 1978). 
The high level of parental investment by both sexes of New Zealand Snipe 
limited opportunities for access to additional mates. High parental 
investment and low potential reproductive success per pair were both 
features of a breeding system presumed to have evolved in response to low 
food availability in a stable environment (Chapter 1). Given that the 
breeding system of New Zealand Snipe appears to be food limited (see 
Introduction), how did variation in food availability affect their 
breeding? 
The timing of laying by snipe was determined by the proximate 
stimulus of food availability; female body-weight was positively 
correlated with food supply at the start of the breeding season, and 
females reached a body-weight in excess of 140 g before they laid. 
Consequently, snipe bred earlier in years when November food availability 
was higher. Those females that did not lay were never recorded to exceed 
122 g, suggesting that the decision to breed or not to breed was 
determined by the body condition of the female (see also Drent & Daan 
1980). Food availability may also have determined the cessation of 
laying, as no female heavier than 122 g was captured after the last 
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clutch was laid each year. 
H6gstedt (1974) similarly reported that the length of the pre-laying 
period in Lapwings Vane77us vane77us was highly and negatively correlated 
with earthworm abundance. Earlier laying was associated with increased 
food in 23 of 39 studies reviewed by Martin (1987) and Arcese & Smith 
(1988). These findings in themselves do not refute Lack's (1968) 
hypothesis that birds should rear young when food is most abundant; if 
the annual peak in food abundance followed the initial increase in food 
abundance by a time equal to the time required for oogenesis and 
incubation, then food supply could provide both proximate and ultimate 
control over the timing of birds' breeding seasons (Perrins 1970). 
The start of hatching for snipe coincided each year with the most 
pronounced peak in food availability (Figs 5.4 & 5.5) and hatching 
continued while food availability remained high. Chicks were reared when 
food was most abundant, as predicted by Lack (1968). Maxson & Dring 
(1980) and Lank et a7. (1985) reported similar findings for Spotted 
Sandpipers Actitis macu7aria. They recorded a bimodal pattern of food 
abundance; the first females to lay did so during the first food peak, 
and their eggs hatched during the second food peak three weeks later. 
The onset of egg-laying varied from year to year in association with food 
abundance (Lank et a7. 1985), but after laying began there was no 
relationship between food abundance and the number of eggs laid (cf. my 
Figs 5.4 & 5.5). Maxson & Dring (1980) reported food abundance (dry 
weight) in their study area to vary up to 71 fold within each breeding 
season, compared with a six fold variation in this study (Fig. 5.1). 
These two scolopacid species breed in very different environments 
(Spotted Sandpiper with superabundant food, New Zealand Snipe with low 
food) and have totally different breeding systems (polyandrous Spotted 
Sandpipers can lay up to 20 eggs in a season, Lank et a7. 1985, cf. a 
maximum of four eggs for New Zealand Snipe, Chapter 1) and yet both 
species provide evidence that food abundance during egg formation acts as 
a predictor for high food abundance during chick-rearing three weeks 
1 ater. 
Food availability versus food abundance 
This study is unique among studies of food supply and breeding by birds 
in that it includes an estimate of the cost of obtaining food. The 
composite variable 'Food availability' (kJ/m2) was determined by both 
'Food abundance' (kJ/m2) and 'Cost of extraction' (kJ/m2). I was able to 
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estimate the 'cost' of prey capture by snipe because of the stereotyped 
feeding method of snipe - all food was captured by probing. Other 
species that could be studied using this technique include other snipe 
and woodcock species (all year round), plus godwit, curlew and sandpiper 
species on their nonbreeding grounds. Green (1988) considered both prey 
abundance and soil penetrability when investigating environmental factors 
affecting the timing of breeding by Common Snipe Ga77inago ga77inago, but 
he considered them as separate variables (measured in g wet weight and kg 
respectively) rather than merging them into a single measure of food 
availability. 
Soil penetrability had very little effect on food availability for 
snipe on the Snares Islands; penetrometer readings were consistently low 
in all habitats and in all sampling periods. Even in habitats with low 
food abundance, the mean cost of extraction never exceeded 1% of the mean 
food abundance (Table 5.2). Soil penetrability may have more influence 
on food availability in winter, depending on how low food abundance 
becomes. 
Weather conditions and food availability 
The relationships between rainfall, temperature and food availability 
shed some light on how the severe weather conditions in 1982-83 may have 
influenced food availability (Chapter 4). While small variations in 
rainfall and temperature within breeding seasons had little effect on 
food availability (Table, 5.2), between year variation in weather 
conditions at the start of the breeding season appeared to affect the 
timing of peaks in food availability; in years with high temperatures and 
low rainfall, food availability in November was higher (Table 5.3). 
Perhaps the low temperatures and high rainfall (3.6 times the mean for 
the succeeding four summers) in 1982-83 dampened the magnitude of the 
summer peak in food abundance. Food abundance in Mud declined with 
increasing rainfall (Table 5.2). In 1982-83 the entire study area was 
continuously muddy (Johns et a7. 1983, pers. obs.); high soil water 
content may have reduced food abundance for snipe in all foraging 
substrates. 
Environmental stability and the breeding system of snipe 
The Snares Islands are a very stable ecosystem; there was little 
fluctuation in weather conditions and food availability both within and 
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between seasons. During six years of fieldwork, the only major 
environmental flux coincided with the 1982-83 El Nino event - the 
strongest oceanographic disturbance in the eastern Pacific this century 
(Chapter 4, Cane 1983). Environmental stability is likely to have been 
one of the factors that has led to the highly K-selected breeding system 
of New Zealand Snipe (Chapter 1). 
Within each breeding season, food availability fluctuated less than 
56% once the initial peak in food availability was reached (Figs 5.4 & 
5.5). The long plateau in food availability each summer may have led to 
the rather asynchronous breeding season of New Zealand Snipe: laying in 
three seasons extended over 71 - 89 days (Appendix 2). Chicks raised 
early or late in the season had equal chances of surviving to one-year, 
indicating little advantage to breeding early, especially given the high 
rate of nest success (Chapter 1). Environmental stability, acting 
through asynchronous hatching as well as the relatively constant weather 
conditions and food availability, was also considered the most likely 
explanation for the absence of association between dates of chick death 
and minor fluctuations in rainfall, air temperature and food 
availability. 
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General discussion and conclusions 
Food availability, intraspecific competition and breeding 
On the Snares Islands, New Zealand Snipe Coenocorypha auck7andica have 
few biotic constraints on population size. The terrestrial ecosystem has 
a simple structure, with low species diversity of vascular plants 
(Fineran 1964, 1969) and of breeding landbirds (Warham 1967, Williams 
1981). Terrestrial mammals are absent, and no resident predatory birds 
specialise on landbirds or their nests (McLean & Miskelly 1988). The 
snipe is the only resident landbird on the Snares Islands that feeds 
exclusively on soil-dwelling invertebrates, and it is also the only 
species that forages at night as well as by day. Snipe on the Snares 
Islands are not preyed upon at any stage of their life history, and they 
have no foraging competitors other than conspecifics. In addition, I 
never saw a diseased bird in six years of field work. In the absence of 
predation, interspecific competition and disease, the only biotic factor 
likely to limit the snipe population on the Snares Islands is 
intraspecific competition for food, mates and territories (see Lack 1954, 
Krebs 1978, Stamps & Buechner 1985). The high population densities, high 
hatching success, and high survival rates of adult and juvenile New 
Zealand Snipe are attributed to the absence of predators (Chapters 1 & 
3) . 
Theoretical ecologists have argued that species which live in stable 
environments will be at saturation densities, near the carrying capacity 
K, and will be subject to density-dependent controls (e.g. predation, 
food shortage and disease) rather than density-independent controls 
(mainly climate)(see MacArthur 1962, Cody 1966, Krebs 1978, Ricklefs 
1980). The environment that snipe inhabit on the Snares Islands is very 
stable, with little within-year variation in rainfall and temperature 
(New Zealand Meteorological Service 1972), and little within- and 
between-breeding season variation in rainfall, temperature and food 
availability (Chapters 4 & 5). Density-dependent mortality during the 
nonbreeding season (see Chapter 3) and an extremely K-selected breeding 
system (see Chapter 1) are prima-facie evidence that New Zealand Snipe 
are limited by food availability through intraspecific competition. 
Reduced clutch size and high parental investment per offspring are 
characteristic of almost all insular bird species (reviews in Cody 1966, 
1971, Stamps & Buechner 1985). As most insular landbirds also occur at 
high densities (see Stamps & Buechner 1985), a small clutch may be a 
consequence of high population density, rather than an insular effect 
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per se. Species that are limited by density-dependent processes should 
reallocate reproductive energy into producing fewer, more competitive 
young; i.e. food limitation at high population densities is the ultimate 
cause of small clutch sizes (Cody 1966). That food limitation reduces 
clutch size at high population densities was demonstrated experimentally 
by Arcese & Smith (1988). They supplied supplementary food to selected 
pairs in a dense insular population of Song Sparrows Me70spiza me7odia, 
and found that experimental birds laid earlier, laid larger clutches and 
produced more independent young than controls. Arcese & Smith concluded 
that clutch size was controlled by the amount of food available for each 
pair, therefore low reproductive output when at high densities was due to 
intraspecific competition for a limited food supply. 
New Zealand Snipe had lower potential reproductive output, and higher 
parental investment than any other scolopacid for which information is 
available. Compared with Common Snipe Ga77inago ga77inago, New Zealand 
Snipe had courtship-feeding, large eggs, a long egg interval, a small 
clutch, shared incubation, a long incubation period, slow chick growth 
rates, a long period of chick dependence, and a long relaying interval 
following breeding failure (Chapter 1). 
A major problem with any comparative study of reproductive ecology is 
choosing a suitable species or population for comparison (Lack 1968, 
Woinarski 1985). All extant populations of Coenocorypha snipes are 
confined to small oceanic islands that resemble the Snares Islands in 
lacking potential predators and competitors, hence intraspecific or 
intrageneric comparisons are of limited value when investigating 
ecological correlates of breeding systems. Of the 19 remaining species 
(3 genera) in the subfamily Gallinagininae, the Common Snipe is the only 
species for which the breeding system is well known (Chapter 1). 
However, there are two possible reasons why Common Snipe may not be an 
appropriate species for comparison of breeding ecology with New Zealand 
Snipe: 
(1) Environmenta7 differences. 
ecosystems to New Zealand Snipe. 
Common Snipe inhabit very different 
Most detailed studies of Common Snipe 
breeding ecology have been carried out in Britain (e.g. Green 1985a, 
1988, Green et a7. submitted MS) and in North America (e.g. Tuck 1972), 
where snipe must contend with high seasonality, a variety of indigenous 
mammalian and avian predators, hunting, migration, and potential 
competition from sympatric scolopacids. Differences in the breeding 
systems of New Zealand and Common Snipes may reflect a suite of 
environmental differences, both biotic and abiotic, rather than being due 
O~ 
to a single factor. 
(2) Phy70genetic differences. Although no-one has estimated how long 
the genera Coenocorypha and Ga77inago have been separated, Coenocorypha 
is often considered an ancient, generalised form, with Ga77inago a 
derived, specialised form (Lowe 1915, Tuck 1972, Strauch 1978). Lowe 
even referred to the Chatham Island Snipe C. pusi77a as a ijliving 
fossil". Differences in the breeding systems of Coenocorypha and 
Ga77inago could be due to Coenocorypha retaining plesiomorphic characters 
that have been lost by Ga77inago, or Ga77inago may have autapomorphic 
characters evolved since the split with Coenocorypha. This 
interpretation is untenable on two counts. Firstly, all members of the 
four scolopacid genera that breed south of the equator lay clutches of 
only 2-3 eggs (Table 1); a small clutch must have evolved at least four 
times independently, as the nearest relatives of each group contain 
species with the \ancestral' (sensu Maclean 1972) 4-egg clutch. 
Secondly, some features of the breeding systems of Coenocorypha snipes 
have not been reported for any other scolopacid (e.g. courtship feeding, 
3-day egg interval, prolonged feeding of chicks by adults; Chapter 1). 
Gallinagininae are a specialised branch of the Scolopacidae (Strauch 
1978), therefore snipe species are unlikely to have plesiomorphic 
characters that are not found in any other member of the family. 
The unusual features of the breeding systems of Coenocorypha snipes 
are best interpreted as adaptations that have arisen as evolutionary 
responses to intraspecific competition for food in a stable environment. 
Food availability also limited breeding proximately; female body-weights 
(and laying dates) were strongly correlated with November food 
availability, and hatching was coincident with peaks in food abundance 
(Chapter 5). 
Competition for mating opportunities 
Food was not the only resource that New Zealand Snipe competed for; 
territories and mates were also limiting (Chapter 3). A high proportion 
of resident males was unable to obtain territories, as the entire study 
area was divided into contiguous territories by alpha males. In Chapter 
3, I argued that subordinate male snipe were tolerated within territories 
because they had nowhere else to live, and because it was not 
energetically feasible for alpha males to evict persistent, cryptic 
intruders. A topographically fixed territory was a prerequisite for 
obtaining a mate, but males that had territories and mates defended only 
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the female, and not the food resource within the territory. 
The high level of parental investment by both sexes of New Zealand 
Snipe (i .e. courtship feeding, shared incubation and prolonged chick-
rearing by both sexes) placed severe constraints on additional mating 
opportunities (see Emlen & Dring 1977). Males were unable to assist with 
more than one nest (or brood) at a time (Chapter 2), and few unpaired 
females attempted to incubate alone. The time and energy constraints of 
chick-rearing prevented alpha males from maintaining their territories, 
and so subordinate (beta) males were able to gain territories (albeit 
temporarily) and court receptive females. 
The one-chick-one-parent system for brood-rearing by New Zealand 
Snipe permitted some flexibility in reproductive output. Failed breeders 
(singly, or as a pair) always evicted any subordinate birds that had 
claimed their previous territory, and hence were able to renest (with 
either the same mate or a new mate). In theory, it would be possible for 
a sequentially polygynous or polyandrous bird to produce three fledglings 
(c.f. a maximum of two for a monogamous pair) if its first mate continued 
rearing a chick, and if the second breeding attempt produced two chicks. 
This was never observed, but one female that lost her first chick still 
produced two fledglings (one from each brood). 
Common Snipe may have a territorial system similar to that for New 
Zealand Snipe, as Tuck (1972: 138) records: "Unless a snipe makes itself 
conspicuous by calling continuously or by some form of agonistic display, 
it is allowed to trespass in another's territory without being 
challenged. A trespassing male which calls insistently quickly elicits 
response ... and the intruder is soon harassed and put to flight". Male 
Common Snipe also assist with brood-rearing, although they do not 
incubate. Tuck (1972: 137-138) further reports: "During the late stages 
of incubation, part of the territory occupied earlier may be usurped by 
another bird ... the first male soon becomes involved with the hatching and 
care of the chicks and no longer actively defends his former territory. 
The activity at this time, by late-prospecting birds, may account to some 
extent for the supposed sexual resurgence in snipe reported by several 
authors ... five marked individuals recaptured in pre-empted territories 
had all been banded as chicks the previous summer and were yearlings 
breeding for the first time ll • Tuck does not explicitly state that these 
males were associated with nests, but these anecdotal observations 
suggest that the mating systems of New Zealand and Common Snipes are 
similar. 
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Summary of factors constraining breeding by New Zealand Snipe 
The size of the breeding population of New Zealand Snipe was determined 
by density-dependent mortality during the previous winter (Chapter 3). 
Many birds (predominantly one- and two-year-olds) were unable to obtain 
territories or mates due to exclusion by dominant males. A higher 
proportion of birds was excluded from breeding in years of high 
population density. Most matings were monogamous as high parental 
investment by both sexes precluded additional mating opportunities. The 
two polygynous males did not produce many more offspring than monogamous 
males, as breeding success of females that incubated unaided was very low 
(one successful nest from four known attempts; Chapter 2). 
Increasing food availability at the start of the breeding season was 
a proximate stimulus for laying (Chapter 5). Female body-weights and 
laying dates were highly correlated with November food availability; 
females reached a threshold body-weight of c.142 g before laying. The 
32% of paired females that did not lay were never recorded as weighing 
over 122 g. 
Each pair of snipe had very low potential reproductive output, as the 
2-egg clutch and the long period of chick dependence did not allow 
sufficient time for two broods to be reared in a season. Hatching 
success was 80%; most failures were due to desertions during periods of 
low food availability. Chick mortality on the day of hatching was 35%, 
but was not correlated with fluctuations in food availability or climatic 
conditions. Chick survival subsequent to hatching was high (Chapter 3), 
and 46% of fledglings (30+ days old) were recaptured in following years. 
Breeding birds were highly faithful to their territory and mate 
between seasons, regardless of their breeding success the previous year 
(Chapter 3). Hence, young birds could only enter the breeding population 
if a paired bird died. Although males and females were physiologically 
capable of breeding in their first year, most did not get an opportunity 
to breed until two- or three-years-old. Nonterritorial males that 
maintained a home range including part of a territory always succeeded in 
gaining the territory if it became vacated, either temporarily (during 
chick-rearing of the original territorial pair) or permanently (following 
death of the previous owner). 
Although the snipe population on the Snares Islands was predominantly 
controlled by intraspecific competition for food, mates and territories, 
the abnormal weather patterns associated with the 1982-83 El Nino event 
had a marked effect on natality and mortality (Chapter 4). The 
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population reached its lowest recorded density (5.4 birds/ha) in the 
breeding season following the El Nifio. These findings support the 
hypothesis that landbird populations on oceanic islands are limited by 
intraspecific regulatory processes, while recognising that occasional 
stochastic events (in this case climatic) can also limit populations. 
Implications for management of New Zealand Snipe 
The present distribution of New Zealand Snipe is only a fraction of their 
former range. Snipe became extinct on the New Zealand mainland during 
Polynesian colonisation, and have disappeared from at least 14 different 
islands since AD 1800. These extinctions have been attributed to the 
introductions of kiore Rattus exu7ans, ship rats R. rattus, cats Fe7is 
catus, pigs Sus scrofa and Weka Ga77ira77us austra7is, or a combination 
of these species (Appendices 1 & 3, Miskelly 1987, Galbreath & Miskelly 
1988, Holdaway 1989). However, all surviving forms of New Zealand snipe 
have substantial populations on island Nature Reserves that are free of 
introduced predators. 
While none of these snipe populations is , to our knowledge, 
declining, there is no room for complacency regarding their future 
survival. Bitter experience has taught us how rapidly ship rats can 
eliminate snipe on an island considerably larger than the Snares Islands 
(Appendix 1, Bell 1978). The first requirement of a management plan for 
snipe is to ensure that potential predators (particularly rats and cats) 
do not colonise snipe islands. Barring such ecological catastrophes, 
there should never be a need to actively manage snipe on the islands 
where they currently occur, as the snipe are already at carrying 
capacity, and the populations are self-regulatory. 
However, there are at least five compelling reasons why snipe should 
be reintroduced to islands where they once occurred, or perhaps to 
islands where they may have occurred, if these are clear of predators. 
Potential benefits include: (1) reducing the chances of an ecological 
catastrophe eliminating one of the populations, (2) restoration of a 
pre-existing ecosystem, (3) genetic conservation, (4) educational assets 
- few people ever get to see a New Zealand Snipe, and (5) aesthetic 
benefits (see Atkinson 1988). 
This study has established that snipe on the Snares Islands are 
limited by intraspecific competition, and that a large proportion of the 
population are excluded from breeding each year. These 'surplus' birds 
(mainly one- and two-year-olds) could be transferred to a new habitat 
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without detriment to the breeding population on the Snares Islands. 
Indeed, reducing the population density on the Snares should enhance 
survival and reproductive success of the remaining birds (Chapters 1 & 
3) . 
Recognition of subordinate birds would require intensive study of a 
marked population before a transfer was planned. However, removal of a 
'random' sample of snipe from all social classes probably would not 
disrupt the social structure, as gaps in the breeding population were 
filled rapidly in this study. 
Establishment of a snipe population on a new island would provide an 
id~al opportunity to test some of the conclusions of this study. Snipe 
at low density in an environment with a previously unexploited food 
resource would be expected to have higher survival rates, lay larger 
clutches, have a shorter egg interval, have higher hatching success, have 
faster growth rates, breed at a younger age, and perhaps be able to breed 
more than once in a season. Lower population density could also create a 
more labile social structure, with lower rates of territory and mate 
fidelity, and longer natal dispersal distances. 
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THE IDENTITY OF THE HAKA W AI 
By C. M. MI SKELLY 
ABSTRACT 
The hakawai was a 'mystery bird' formerly found on islands off Stewart 
Island; although never seen , its startling call was heard at night. The call 
of the hakawai, and its distribur ion and decline are described. The hakawai 
(under several spelling variations) is widely mentioned in myths and legends 
of the Maori throughout New Zealand; these records arc summarised and 
the various theories for the hakawai's identity arc discussed. 
Evidence for non-vocal aerial di, playing by New Zealand sn.ipe (CoclWco,)'pha) 
is presented. The hypothesis that the hakawai was an aerial display of Stewart 
Island Snipe (c. auckiandzca IrCdaiei) was investigated by comparing the 
distribution and decline of snipe with that of the hakawai , and by playing 
a tape recording of an aerial display of Chatham Island Snipe (c. plwlla) 
to people who had heard the hakawai. TIlese data support the hakawai = snipe 
hypothesis. T he historical distribution of Stewart Island Snipe induded Big 
South Cape , Pukeweka, Solomon, Poutama, Jacky Lee, Herekorarc, 
Ruapuke and Green Islands in the last 100 years. T he extinction of snipe 
on these islands is attributed to introductions of ship rats ( Rill/US raelUS, two 
islands), weka (Gallirallus australis, four islands) and a combination of web 
and ca ts (F elis calUS, two islands). 
It is proposed that subtoss il re ains of COelwco,)'pha from the North Island 
and the South Island be referred to C. a. bamercnsi., Oliver 1955 and C 
a. iredalei Rothschild 1921 re~pcctivdv. 
INTRODUCTION 
The early ornithological and anthropological literature of New Zealand 
contains many tantalising references to the birds encountered by the Maori 
before the arrival of Europeans. Many of the traditional oral accounts given 
describe species that are familiar to 20th century observers, but others can 
only refer to some of the 35 or so bird species known to have become extinct 
during about 1000 years of Polynesian colonisation up to AD 1800. While 
legends or descriptions of huge moa and the giant eagle Harpagomis have 
long captured the public's imagination, the recent interest in sub fossil 
deposits of our smaller prehistoric inhabitants invites re-examination of 
accounts of less spectacular animals. Was kopa the extinct owlet-night jar 
(Megaegotheles) ? What of the poua on the Chatham Islands, or the mysterious 
ruruwhenua? (See Beattie 1954: 40 .) 
Trying to match fragments of an oral tradition with bone fragments of 
extinct birds is an intriguing pastime, but it is difficult to progress beyond 
speculation. However, not all mythical birds belong to such distant times . 
The hakawai was last reporte in 1961 (Bell , B. D. & Merton, D. V. 
A classified list, with notes on e species, of birds of Big South Cape Island, 
April 1961. Unpubl. report NZ Wildlife Service) . It is still fresh in the 
memory of many people who hold muttonbirding rights to the islands off 
Stewart Island. The story of the hakawai has an added piquancy; although 
many people can recall the lou , startling cry of the hakawai, the animal 
responsible has not been seen. 
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MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF THE HAKA WAI 
Although I have chosen to use the name hakawai , used by the southern 
muttonbirders, many variations in spell ing and pronunciation are in the 
literature (Table I). The usual va riant is the northern Maori fl oklOi; the 
equivalence of the different names has been pointed out by Tregear (1897: 
79), Bes t (I942 : 152), Beatt ie (1 954: 37), Reed (1963 : 387) and Williams 
(1 97 1: 33, 57 & 239) . I will llse hokioi or hakawai while discussing myths 
and legends to match the sourc s quoted; other variants will be given only 
in direct quotations . 
TABLE 1 - Alternative spell ings of 'hakawai' 
ha i uwdi \~ hite 1887 ; Best Jl421. 198<; Jon l ," 1970 ; \oIlllid "" 1971 
hdio·.·,., BeHtie 1954 
har ~. - oh -\·Jh y Henderson 19B I 
hOlioi Hda,t l e73 ; T,-ege c IA97 ; h"'( 192. d 10 b. 1942 ; Re"d 1961 " 1963 
hM10 tihlte lBeS ; Tn.'qe r 1807; ,~l\lld'!l<;' 1971 
ok i 0 rlqdld 1970 
okioi Tr eqear 1897 ; \~11 lams 1<;171 
The hakawai was one of the I I tapu (sacred) birds of Rakamaomao (the 
wind) and was said to have been a descendant of Tangaroa (god of the ocean) 
and Rehua (the star Antares, guardian of the uppermost heaven) (Best 1982: 
265 & 563). In Maori legends and proverbs, the hakawai was a mythical 
bird dwelling afar in celestial space and only descending to earth at night. 
It was "the bird elusive and never seen, By the multitude in their thousands" 
(Ngata 196 1: 261), -
Several proverbs refer to the nocturnal habits of the hakawai, or its ability 
to conceal itself: "Pekapeka rere ahlahi, hokioi rere po (The bat flies at twilight, 
the hokioi at night)" (Reed 1963: 387); " ... ko [aua manu he pena hoki me 
te Hokiwai, he manu whak.angaro i lOna linana" (that bird is like the Hakawai, 
it makes itself invisible) (Urumotu & Kerehoma 1872), 
T he hakawai lived in the heavens (White 1887: 130) and was considered 
the ancestor of ceremonial kites built by the Maori . A charm-song for an 
aWe bird (kite built of paper mulberry) given by Pio (1 901) finishes: 
Pik llia e koe ki to mallia, hi a Hakllai 
Ki to rupwza . kill Rehlw i Ie rangi-e . 
"Cl imb thou to thy ancestor , the Hakawai, 
To thy ancestor . Rehua in the heavens " 
The most widely quoted legend about hokioi refers to a comp tition 
between hokioi and kahu (the h wk) to see who could fly the highest . This 
story explains why hokioi desc nds only at night and why he calls out his 
name. Different versions are given by Grey (1872), Best (1 924a: 21 5-216, 
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1942b: 57 & 1982: 563-564) and Reed (l96l: 193-194 & 1963: 387), but 
the legend is as follows: 
An argument drll,e between Kahu and H"kiui 'I' tu whu euuld I1v the highest. 
Kahu taunted H"kllli, saVIng that he could n\, no beller th,m Matata ,the 
fcrnbird;' This so angered H"kioi that he challenged Krlhu to a trial, as to 
which could asccnd the highest. Then both kft the ground dnd flew tu a 
great height. As he flew upward, Kahu kept continuous watch un the earth, 
as is his hahit. Soon he s<\W some fern 011 fire and, fc)rgetTing rhe challenge, 
de,cended to prey on the creatures fkeing from the names. Hokioi cried 
out to Klhu He plIklz:'alw koc ["You are a hO'lster"jthen continued his flight 
until he lost sight of the earth. H"kioi never returned to earth again, hut 
sumetimes at night he is heard calling <lUI his uwn name in derision of Kahu: 
!Joln"ll //okll".' [[Ill 
The last word hu represents the rushing sound of his f1ight, as heard 
by the Maori folk of this world. 
There IS nothing \(J be seen. but \'()u he"r a cry. a dreadfullaughrer noating 
down fmm Ihe h<'ights. "Hokioi·I1okioi" is rhe cry. ancl as it c<'as<,s you hear 
that eeril' whistle as a bird swoops down and lip '1gain inro rhe blackness 
and silence nf the night sky ,Reed 1961: 193 .. 
The legend guve: ri~e to a proverb which is applied to boasters: E hoa.' 
He hakuwai Ie manll e karanga 101111 ana ilOna il1goa, (Oh friend I The hakawai 
is the bird that is ever calling out its own name.) 
To hear the crv of the hakawai was a bad omen. White (1885: 166) stated 
that the hakawai ~as heard on the eve of war) and that the cry was "caused 
by the choking of the bird with the hair of the heads of those warriors who 
are doomed to fall in the battle". In more recent times, the call of the hakawai 
was thought to forecast a southerly gale (Native 1931, Beattie 1954: 37, Jenkin 
1970: 157); although it could be argued that bad weather will always follow 
u clear moonlit night in the stormy latitudes of the muttonbird islands. 
Many muttonbirders believed that the hakawai could be heard only 
towards the end of the muttonbird season (May). From this arose the idea 
that the hakawai was the father of the muttonbirds (Puffinus gn'sells) , calling 
them away on their northern migration (Edwards 1954, Blackburn 1965). 
Some say that when the hakawai called all the muttonbirds came to the mouth 
of their burrows and listened (Beattie 1954: 38). The idea that the hakawai 
called only at the end of the muttonbird season is probably a result of 
observers being out at night mostly at the end of the season, when young 
muttonbirds come out of their burrows and can readily be caught. Earlier 
in the season, young muttonbirds are taken by day, from their burrows 
('nanaoing'). Also, towards the end of the season most of the adult 
muttonbirds have departed on their northern migration, and so the nights 
are quieter and other sounds may be heard more easily, The mutton birders 
are not on the islands from the end of May to mid-March. 
Bell & Merton (unpubl.) heard hakawai in April, and Billy McQuarrie 
(pers. comm.) heard it in June, Several people that I spoke to thought the 
hakaV'.'ai could be heard at any time of the year, 
KaiDorohu told James Drummond that the hakawai lived in the clouds 
over Fove:mx Strait, hovering invisibly (Beattie 1954: 36). Its call was first 
heard in l. lC ' "~h ) then in the south, east and west. The hakawai was thought 
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alw. ,ys to ny in the same directi n when giving its call , given as east to weST 
for Herekopare Island by Dempsey (1 967 :96) . 
THE DI STRIBUTION O F THE HAKAWAI 
The range of the hakawai had decreased steadily up to its disappearance in 
the early 1960s. Often informatio n on the past d istribution of the hakawai 
is vague , and it is difficult to assign dates to many records . T he fo llowing 
summary starts with the most recent records and works back to pre-European 
days; this sequence roughly fo llows a outh to north geograph ical sequence . 
Where possible, the decline of the hakawai on each island has been compared 
with the date of introduction uf one or more of the follow ing terrestrial 
predators: ship rat (R allus mllus), cat (Fell s calliS) and weka (Ga llimllus 
aus tralis) . 
A. The islands off the south-west coast of Stewart Island 
BIG SOUTH CAPE ISLAND 
Big South Cape Island (Fig. I D), the largest muttonbird island (930 ha), 
was long considered the stronghold of the hakawai. This was the only island 
where hakawai survived alongside the weka, which the mutton bi rders 
introduced to many of the mutton bird islands for food and , on some, to 
control rodents. 
Hakawai were usually heard over the low pakihi vegetation in the centre 
of the island, part icularly between the two high po ints Mt Onion and 
Paopoko . I have one record of a hakawai being heard over the fo r sted oastal 
slopes (Rongo Spencer, pel's . comm .) . On Big South Cape 1. weka were 
mainly found under the fores t (Guthrie-Smith 1936: 183 , Richdale [no date 
a], Bell & Merton unpub!.) but have occupied the pakihi since the rat invasion 
(Bell , B. D. & O'Brien, J. F . 0. , 1964. Big South Cape Island, ~-2 8 April. 
Unpub l. report NZ W ildlife Service). 
Hakawai were heard regularly on Big South Cape 1. until the plague 
of ship rats which followed the 1963 muttonbi rd season . T he last wri tten 
report is that of Bell & Merto . No one has heard the hakawai since the 
rat invasion, although N ki Barrett (pel's. comm. ) claimed to have heard 
the first part of the call near the south end of the island in 1983. 
POUT AMA ISLAND 
Poutama Island , whic h lies 300 m south of Big South Cape 1. , held a 
hakawai population unti l at lea~t 1931 (Anon . 1931 ). Native (1931) heard 
hakawai on Poutama on 10 May 19 13, and Peter Beaton heard them during 
the 1920s (Jack McKay, pel's. comm .) . Jack McKay fi rst went to Poutama 
in 1932 but did not hear hakawai there (although he heard them on Big South 
Cape 1. in 1933). Weka had bet::n introduced earl ier to Poutama and were 
common in 1932. Ship rats reached Poutama in 198 5. 
SO LOMON ISLAND 
Solomon Island (26 hay Ii e ~ about 200 m north of Big South Cape 1. 
Hakawai were heard on Solomon 1. in 193 1 (Anon . 1931) and earlier (Eileen 
Willa, pel's. comm.). I do not kn w whether hakawai were heard on Solomon 
1. after 1931. Weka have been there since at least 1913, when Guthrie-Smith 
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FIGURE 1 - Localities mentioned in the lext. Those island groups underlined in 'A' 
still have snipe. There are reliable reports of hakawai from Ruapuke, 
Green, Jacky Lee, Herekopare, Solomon, Big South Cape and Poutama 
Islands in the last 100 years 
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(1925 : 118) saw one or two pairs, but they are kepr at a low density by the 
muttonbirders. Solomon I. was ne of the three islands affected by the plague 
of rats in 1964. 
BIG MOGGY ISLAND (MOKlNUI) 
Big Moggy Island is about 8 km north of Big South Cape 1. Edwards 
(1 954) stated that the hakawai "has not put in an appearance at Mokinui 
Island for some years" . O . B. ilsen (pers . comm .) informed me that his 
mother had heard a hakawai on Big Moggy Island "one very bright moonlight 
night, 40 odd years ago" . Neither J. A. Hart (pers. comm.), who fi r:;t visited 
the island in 19 18 , nor Paru King (pers. comm.), whuse family started birding 
on Big Moggy I. in about 1890, had heard of hakawai being there. 
Kiore (Ratlus exulans) were al ready on Big Moggy I. in 1890, cats have 
been there since about 1915 an weka since befo re 1918 (J. A. Hart & Patu 
King, pers . comm .). 
KUNDY ISLAND 
Kundy Island (22 hal , one of fo ur islands comprising the Boat Group, 
is about 15 km north-east of Big South Cape I. Russell Smith (pers. comm.) 
told me that hakawai had been heard there very occasionally in the past. 
Russel T row (pers. comm.), who has been bird ing on Kundy I. since 1949 
and whose grandparents birded there from 1905 , was unaware of hakawai 
having been there. 
Weka were introduced to Kundy I. in about 1947 (R. Trow, pers. 
comm .) and were removed by the NZ Wildlife Service in 1984. T he island 
has no rodents. 
B. Solander Islands 
T he Solander Islands lie about 60 km west-northwes t of Stewart Island 
(Fig. IB). Blackburn (1 965) quoted a muttonbirder as saying that he had 
heard the hakawai on Big Sout Cape and Little So lander Islands in "recent 
years". None of the muttonbirders that I spoke to had heard of hakawai 
on the Solander Is, or of any ne staying overnight on Little Solander I. 
I spent two nights on Little Solander I. (8 hal in July 1985 , but heard 
no hakawai. Solander I. (l 00 hal has had weka on it for over 150 years 
(Cooper et al. 1986) but neither island has rodents. 
C. The islands off the north-east coast of Stewart Island and in 
Foveaux Strait 
HERE KOPARE ISLAND 
Herekopare Island (28 hal lie 8 km north-east of Halfmoon Bay (Fig. 
IC) . It is the only island away fr m the Big South Cape group that is generally 
recognised as a 'hakawai' island. 
T hree of the people that I spoke to had heard hakawai on Herekopare: 
Russell Smith and P. R. & E. Willa. Russell Smith, who first went to 
Herekopare as a young boy in the early 1920s, heard hakawai there only 
during the 1920s . T he late P. R. (Buddy) Willa had heard the hakawai on 
Herekopare in the first decade of this century; Mrs Eileen Willa heard it 
during her only stay on the island, in 1924. Dempsey (1 967: 95-97) also 
mentioned hakawai on Herek pare . 
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Guthrie-Smith is said to have heard the hakawai on Herekopare CR. 
Smith, pers. eomm.; Dempsey 1967: 97). Although he stayed overnight on 
Herekorare in October and :\ovemher 1911, he diu not mention hakawai 
in his I'! 14 book. 
Guthrie-Smith U 914: 15) heard one \veka on Herekopare in January 
1911, hut the weka died out or were removed during the next muttonbird 
season CP. R. Willa, pers. comm.). Weka were reintroduced in the early 
1920s (R. Smith & P. R . Willa, pers. comm.) but were not reporteu 'ay 
Wilson (1959) whcn he ,md Edgar Stead visited Herekopare in 1932. Weka 
were apparently present in 1944 (sec Fitzgerald & Veitch 1985) and were 
common in 1952 (Dempsey 1967: 87), but they were removeu by 
muttunhirders before 1965 ,Fitzgerald & Veitch Ins). 
Cats were intruuuced to Herekopare in 1924 (P. R. & E. Willa, pees. 
eomm.; and were exterminated by rhe NZ Wildlife Service in 1970 
(Fitzgerald & Veitch 1985). 
JACKY LEE ISLAND 
Hakawai were 'formerly' heard on Jackv L:e Island (Bell & Merton 
unpubL), which is 1.5 km north-west of Herekopare L Web, introduced 
to Jacky Lee 1. some time after 1901, were common in 1932 (Wilson 1959: 
60) . 
RUAPL'KE ISLAND 
Ruapuke is a large islanu in the eastern approaches to Foveaux Strait, 
30 km north-cast of Stewart Island. Hakawai were reported from Ruapuke 
last century (Billy !'v1cQuarrie, pers. comm.). The island, being farmed, 
presumablv has cats. Weka arc on Ruapuke (Watters 1963), and house mice 
(Mus musculus) colonised when the Elizabeth Henriella ran aground on 25 
February 1824 (McNab 1907: 236). Kiore have becn reporteu (Atkinson 
19n) but whcther other rat species arc prcsent is not known. The presence 
of a eoloIlY of White-faced Storm Petrels (Pelagodroma marilla) in 1941 
(Wilson 1959: 105) argues against Rallils being there then, if current theories 
on petrels being vulnerable to rodent predation (Imber 1975, Atkinson 1985) 
are correct. 
GREEN ISLAND 
Green Island lies about 2 kill cast of Ruapuke 1. Alfie Ryan told me 
that his grandfather had heard hakawai on Green I., probably late last 
century. It is one of the locations given by Beattie (1954: 37). Web were 
present, bur scarce, in 1941 (Wilson 1959: 110) and arc still there (Thomas 
1982). 
D. The main islands of New Zealand 
STEWART ISLAND 
Native (1931) mentioned hakawai being heard at South ami East Capes, 
and Dempsey (1967: 96) mentioned the East Cape of Stewart I.; they gave 
no dales. Weka 3re indigenous on Stewart 1.; there arc feral cats and all three 
species of rat CR. [Xu/ailS, R. ralllls& R. nor'Z'eglcus - Taylor 1978). 
SOUTH ISLAND 
Billy McQuarrie and Mrs Eileen Willa both told me of very old reports 
of hakawai being heard at New River Estuary (Fig. I B). Old Timer (1931) 
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recalled hearing a hakawai at C lac Bay, Southland , in 1895; the loca l Maori 
at the time agreed that "one h d never been seen on the mainland". 
H enderson (1981: 221 ) ga\ e an undated reference to a hakawai being 
heard (and seen) at T asman Bay, Nelson. 
NORTH ISLAND 
A Maori song given by Ngata (1970: 102-107) refers to the hakawai flying 
from Hikitia, Bay of Plenty. 
T H EORIES FOR THE IDENTITY OF THE H AKA W AI 
Although many people tried to catch a glimpse of :l hakawai in their torch 
beam, no-one succeeded. T his was easily explained by those who held that 
the hakawai was a spirit bird (Edwards 1954, Dempsey 1967: 97); it could 
not be seen anyway. The rest of the muttonbirders disagree as to the size 
of the hakawai ; some insist that it must have been a large bird to make such 
a loud noise (Billy l\kQuarrie, pers. comm. , N ative 1931, Old Timer 1931), 
whereas others are equally sure that it must have been a small bird to avoid 
being caught in the torch beam (Clal'de Skerrett & Rongo Spencer , pers. 
comm.). 
There are several accounts of large birds with multiple wing joints being 
found around the Stewart Isla d region, and some people have suggested 
that these could be the hakawai. N ative (1931) mentioned a part skeleton 
of a bird unearthed at New River Head; one wing was intact and reckoned 
to be seven feet in length, with nine joints . Beattie (1954: 38) referred to 
a strange bird washed ashore on Horomamae Island (Fig. I B) that was 
mottled and the size of a gannet. T he wing spread was disp roportionately 
large , and there were seven joints in the wing . It had a straight , unhooked 
bill and the wing feathers were 12 to 14 inches in length with rounded tips. 
On page 36, Beattie claimed t at the hakawai was "supposed to be a big , 
white, land bird with seven joints in its immense wings". Thcn he mentioned 
the hokioi of the T uhoe people "which lived in the sky, flew only by night 
at a great height, and had fo ur joints in each wing". < 
The mOot elaborate description of a hokioi was given to Si r George Grcy 
(1872) by a Maori: 
This bird, the Hokioi, was seen hy our ancestors. We (of the prc:;cllt day: 
haw not seen it .- that hird has disappeared now-a· Jays. The ,aa[Clllent 
of OUl" ancestor was that it WaS a powerful bird, a vcr,- powerful bird. It 
was a \"l"ry large hawk. Its resting place was on the top of the mountains; 
it did not rest un the plains. On the days in which it was on the wing our 
ancc:;tors saw it; it was not seen (VCI"\" day as its abiding placc was in the 
I11Il11ntains. Its colour was red and hlack and white. It \\·a s a hird of (hlack) 
fealhers, tinged with yellow and green; it h'ld a bundl of red kathlTS (In 
the lOp ot its head. It \Vas a large bird, as Ltrgc as [he .\ioa. 
This is a plau:;ible descript'on of the plumage and behaviour of a large 
eagle, perhaps Hillpagorllis, an :<lgle known only from subfossil bon;o:s and 
estimated to have weighed up to 13 kg (R. N. Holdaway, pers. comm.). 
As far as is 1 flown, Harpagomi! had the normal complement of wing joints. 
It is inconceivable that a huge, potentially hominivorous diurnal rapt or 
could remain undetected on a 20 ha island. I suggest that over many 
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generations the eerie call of the unseen hakawai has been linked with racial 
memories of the most powerful flying bird known to the Maori. 
Naturalists from a more prosaic culture haw: advanced a number of 
theories to explain the hakawai phenomenon; all but one of the species 
suggested are seabirds thal would come to land only to breed or if storm-
driven. Sir Walter Buller and James Cowan favoured the frigatebird (Fregata 
sp.; see Haast 1873 and Beattie 1954: 36). Like the Sooty Tern (Swrna 
Juscata) suggested by Dempsey (1967: 96), the frigatcbird can be discounted 
because it is an infrequent straggler to New Zealand; neither has been 
recorded in the Stewart Island region. 
Neither the Black Petrel (Procellana pmkinsom) suggested by James 
Drummond (Beattie 1954: 36) and Edgar Stead (Wilson 1959: 148) nor the 
Shoemaker (P. aequmoClialis) suggested in Jenkin (1970: 157) breeds near 
Stewart Island . Although both species may occur in the seas around Stewart 
Island , their known calls do not include anything li ke the hakawai, and they 
are unl ikely to occur over any island on which they do not breed. 
Lance Richdale was said to have favoured the Mottled Petrel (Pterodroma 
inexpectata) as the hakawai's alias (Beattie 1954: 36), and Beattie also 
mentioned the Diving Petrel (Pelecanoides urinalrix) . Both these species still 
breed on many islands around Stewart Island and elsewhere, and their past 
distr ibutions have always been more extensive than that of the hakawai. 
Perrine Moncrieff (1931 ), in a long letter to the Southland Times, 
suggested that the call of the hakawai was "likely to be produced by one 
of the larger shearwaters who are celebrated for the weird noises they make". 
T he only large shearwater known to breed on the islands off Stewart Island 
is the Sooty Shearwater (muttonbird), which i ruled out of contention by 
its vast numbers and wide dist ribution. 
T he idea that the Stewart Island Snipe might be the hakawai was fi rst 
suggested in an article in the Southland Times (Anon. 1931). Points in favour 
of the snipe were that related species overseas had an acoustic aerial display, 
and that the Stewart Island Snipe had a similar restricted distribution to 
the hakawai (although the historical distribution of the Stewart Island Snipe 
has not been investigated in depth previously). However, the hakawai had 
not been reported from the other New Zealand island groups with snipe: 
The Snares, Auckland, Antipodes and Chatham Islands (Fig. lA), and many 
people considered the flying ~bility of the Stewart Island Snipe to be 
inadequate for such a display. Indeed, Guthrie-Smith (1936: 186) considered 
the Stewart Island Snipe to be flightless. 
Moncrieff (1931 ) argued against snipe being the hakawai from her 
experience with Common Snipe (Gallinago gallinago). "Surely if the 'Hakawai' 
were a snipe it would have been located ere now, as snipe make a drumming 
noise during the breeding season early in the morning, at midday and 
occasionally on moonlight nights. They are day-birds and would have been 
observed flying during the daytime". After describing the calls of three 
Northern Hemisphere snipe species, she concluded that "although peculiar, 
the noises of the snipe tribe are none of them in the least awe-inspiring or 
reach the volume of sound attributed to the 'Hakawai' ". 
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Aerial displays are given by almost all the world's snipes and woodcocks 
(Tuck 1972, Sutton 198 1, Kalchreuter 1982), yet the idea that New Zealand 
snipe do not have an aerial display is firml y entrenched. T he first sentence 
describing New Zealand snipe in Tuck's monograph (p. 53) states that they 
"do not have nuptial flights" , while Coenocorypha is not even mentioned in 
Sutton's review on aerial and ground displays of the world's snipes . 
Evidence for aerial displaying by various forms of New Zealand snipe 
has accumulated since November 1982 , when Don Merton (pers. comm.) 
heard essentially the same hakawai call on Mangere Island (Chatham Islands) 
as he had heard on Big South Cape Island in 196 1. I studied Chatham Island 
Snipe on South East and Mangere Islands during November 1983 to January 
1984 and in July 1986 , and recorded th ree different kinds of aerial displays. 
All these displays were performed at night ; the most spectacular display 
included both a vocal and a on-vocal component (Fig. 2A) . This display 
was indeed hair-raising whe I first heard it. The vocal component was a 
disyllabic call , repeated five times, identical to one of the ground diplays 
given by territorial male Chat am Island Snipe (Fig. 2B). This was followed 
by a loud roar , similar to a j t passing overhead, as the bird swooped over 
the 6 m canopy at high speed. The non-vocal component of the call had 
three stacked bands (0.7 kHz, 0.9 kHz & 1.2 kHz) and lasted for about 1.5 
seconds. 
kH , 2 'I"r ~: "/~ ~; i"". ,;..,\ ,,,.....~ 
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FIGURE 2 - Sonographs of displays by Chatham Island Snipe, recorded on South 
East Island, c.2330 han 9 January 1984. The first syllable of both calls 
was not recorded . The two calls were given by d ifferent birds. 
A. Aerial display, showing a series of five disyllabic vocal ph rases (a1) 
followed by a non-vocal 'roar' (a2). 
B. Ground display given by a male, showing the same song structu re 
asin 'a1'. 
As yet no-one has managed to see a Chatham Island Snipe perform the 
display, but high-flying snipe have been seen in spotlight beams on nights 
when birds have been displaying, and I have seen snipe performing a 
separate, purely vocal aerial display. 
If this aerial display of Chatham Island Snipe is homologous with the 
'drumming' or 'bleating' of Gallinago snipes, the non-vocal part of the call 
is likely to be created by air urrents making the tail feathers vibrate as the 
bird dives at speed. I found' direct evidence of this on two of the 24 adult 
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male snipe that I handled on South East Island in November 1983-January 
1984. Their tail feathcrs had unusual wear. The shafts of all 14 rectrice~; 
had snapped off ~bout 5 mm from the tip, creating ~ V at rhe tip of each 
feather. I attribute this unusual feather wcar to vibrational stress during the 
display. Other snipe species show tail we;J[ caused by their aerial displays; 
male Wilson's Snipe (G. f{a!1inaf{o deliwla) can be distinguished during the 
breeding season bv their frayed tail feathers (Tuck 1972: 167, and see 
frontispiece in Sutton 1981). 
The unusual wear of tail feathers described above can also be seen in 
museum specimens (Fig. 31. At least ten snipe skins in New Zealand 
museums show such wear: three or four fmm the Chatham Is, two from 
islands off Stewart 1., four or five frOir the Auckland Is and one from 
Antipodes L (Table 2). Table 3 gives how often I found tail wear among 
New Zealand snipe, separated by sex and by island group. As feather wear 
would be most pronounced before moult ~ll1d specimens have been collected 
or handled throughout the year, I can draw little conclusion from tail-feather 
wear about the frequency of aerial displaying by the different snipe taxa. 
Note two points, however: this form of rail wear is found mainly in male 
snipe; and there is no evidence for such tail wear in Snares Island Snipe 
(G. a. hucgelz). 
The only evidence to date for aerial di:iplaying by Auckhmd Island Snipe 
(G. a. allcklllndica) is tail-feather weur in the four or five specimens given 
in Table 2, but I have sinc~ r~ceived corrohorating evidence for aerial 
displaying by Antipodes Island Snipe (C u. IIIc!ner!z!zIlRcIlIlC). D. S. Horning 
(pers. comm.), who was on Antipodes I in December 1978, writes: 
The hird wa, heard at daw!) ,before the Slln eame OI·er the horizon·. iln 
,vlondav, 4 Deeembn 197X. I was silting on 'ome tussllck at the clift edge 
. land witnessed1 a snipe :from 20 m or so; dil'ing. I took notice of Jt 
because I held not 'cell Ihis behaviour al The Snares. It dil'ed onll' three 
time, that I scm - 'I vcrv steep dive but not straight down. The b·ird did 
not make am· calling sounds that Ieould hear and there was a wing ru,tle 
at the bottom ofthc dl\'C. It thcn di,appeaced into the russllck and new inl<l 
the air again laboutl 3-4 minute, later, repeating th" dive. There was another 
bird inl'olved. but I cllldd nllt sal' [that] onlv one hird did the diving. 
It is ironic that the most intensively studied population of New Zealand 
snipe - that on The Snares - is the only population for which there is no 
evidence for this l()rm of aerial display. I have handled adult snipe 577 times 
on The Snures during 15 months of fieJd work between December 1982 and 
February 1987 and have yet to hear the display or notice the characteristic 
tail-feather wear. I have, however, morphological and behavioural evidence 
that Snares Island Snipe have less f1ying ability than other New Zealand snipe. 
WAS THE STEWART ISLAND SNIPE THE HAKA WAI? 
Given the apparent extinction of hoth Stewart Island Snipe and hakawai, 
and the ahsence of tape-recordings of hakawai, it is not possible to test directly 
the hypothesis that the hakawai was the Stewart Island Snipe giving an aerial 
display. However, two avenues for investigation remain open: how do the 
geographical and historical distributions of hakawai and snipe compare, and 
how similar is the aerial display of the Chatham Island Snipe to human 
recollections of the hakawai? 
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FIGURE 3 ~ Tail -feather wear in ma le Chatham Is land Snipe (NMNZ DM 720) 
attributed to aeri al displaying. The shafts of the rectrices have snapped 
near th e tip 
TABLE 2 - ~J ew Zealand snipe spec imen s in New Zealand museums tllat show tail-
feather wear attributed to aeri al displaying. AI M = Auckland Institute & 
Museum; CM = Can terbury Museum; NMNZ = National Museum; 
OM = Otago Museum. AIM AV 774 and 78.9 may have suffered feather 
damage for reasons other than aerial displaying. OM A 07 101 seems to 
be incorrectly sE,xed. 
-
~- ----
--
Chatham Island Snipe (101 AV 1804 ,outh East i [Dan ne fae ,-rl/O ' Conno r ] 
( Coeno~pJ!.a E"s~) CI-! ~. I,I 2757 Chatham Is [O'Conno , collect ion] 
1,:·\f;Z m'l 720 ,f ~outh East 1939 
Al l-! AV 7R . 9 Chatham Is [Dannefaerd] 
Stel<J art Island SnIpe UI AV 729 Il?Jac " If' Lep..,iSoloJ1lon" [qead collect ion] (£. . duck l_d r ~<!..lc_a i red~l..9..i) Gl AV 732 "?Jad: Ie lpt:"i/Solonon" [Stead collection) 
AUCkland Island Snipe I,'·ltll D'" 17515 Adams 
" 
J Jan 1973 
(f · a . au0~lan~d) l:r'lId 0',1 17516 Adar'S I 30 Del 1972 
fU·lf '? DH 17517 Adam'" I . 30 Dec 1972 
or·' A 17 10 1 "~ " Aud,ldnd 1.:., . ~ d ,-ctl 1907 
AI I-l rw 77 . 4 [no datd , pOOr' c.ond 1 t Ion] 
Ant i podes Island Snipe W'WZ 01·1 14538 Ant JPodes ! . 4 Feb 1969 
(f · a . me i ner- t zhagenae) 
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TABLE S - The jrlK'juen;yof tall.leather WQ8t attributed to aerial fotmd 
in NewZeruand 6nll'& 
MALES FDtAlts 
110. han<!led 119. with No.Mlldle1l No. with 
tan wear tail wear 
i,Ws Ilia live (South Jfi t 39 1 
East t) 
ll!llse;JIII stills 7!$ 3{1'4/ 3& 0 
TOTAL 7f: !i{1li) is 1 
£ . .1, ~ IlIUsel.!lll likins 4 2 3 0 
f·!·~ live Jro 1) 251 Q 
m\;~UIIt skins 7 (; 6 I) 
TQ;(IIL ze·] a l!:1l3 0 
!!t .1. !ucklalld'fca _,,;JIll sUns 7 3(14} Ui (7l) 
£. 1_ mel nertzha!l!flIte museWl skins 5 1 4 I) 
1. mSTOlUCAL DISTRIBUTION OF SNIPE ON MAINLAND 
NEW ZEALAND AND ADJACENT ISLANDS 
The only :islands from which there are docUlllf.'tnted 
Lee I.> where Travers collected 
end Capel. (two~ 
September 1964). Sixskim E. F. Stead and held at Cantemury 
.Museum. are labelled JaeQues!Ws~no ./reSoa1)o!"IDOd ofn'S"~'e !lid 1m skim are probably pe 1., as there uti 
Lee {}f b (Stead 1932, WUoon 1959); Stead ei,ht egs 
of C. u. iredalri, now in C!'!nterbury Mu~eum, on Big South Cape T. in 
December 1931. 
Guthrie-Smith was deliberately vague when describing where he had 
seen snipe. In 1936 he wrote (p. 175) " ... I knew [snipe] TO be resident 
on many of the small islands east of Half ,\1oon Bay; I had seen specimens 
of them on former expeditions", yet he dljes not mention snipe in his 1914 
book describing his experiences on Herekopare, North and 'neighbouring' 
islands. 
The distrihution of Stewart Island Snipe, South Island Snipe CG. a. 
subsp.) and North Island Snipe (G. a. ?barriercnsis) gi\'en below was 
composed from the scant information in the literature, conversations and 
correspondence with mutton birders, and from subfossil remains held in New 
Zealand museums. Refer to Fig. 1 for the location of the various islands. 
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A. The islands off the south-west coast of Stewart Island 
Big South Cape I slan d 
T he last offic ial record of ' tewart Island Snipe was of two birds captured 
by NZ Wildlife Service taff on Big South Cape I. on 30 August 1964 (Bell, 
B. D . , Southern islands bird transfer expedition, August-Septembn 1964. 
Unpub!. report NZ Wildlifc ervice) during a bid to save vulnerable bird 
species from a plague of ship rats. T hese two birds died before they could 
be moved to another island and are now in the National Museum. Two 
muttonbirders have reported slghtings of snipe on Big SOllth Cape 1. in 1965, 
1978 and 1984. 
Guthrie- Smith (1936: 18 1) saw snipe on Big South Cape 1. (which he 
called by the fictiti us name Kaipara) during an hour ashore in late December 
1913. T he snipe were in "the woodlands" (i .e. near the coast) and Guthrie-
Smith was not aware of weka eing present. In November 1923 weka were 
plentiful , apparently havin 1 been liberated duri ng the ensuing decade 
(Guthrie-Smith 1936: 182). Snipe were found only on the heights and burnt-
out centre of the island , whereas weka were confi ned to "the fertile bush 
and luxurious underg rowth" of the euastal fringe. 
Stead and Wilson saw snipe "above the bush line" on Big South Cape 
I. in December 193 1 (Wilson 1959: 49) and found "a good numher" of weka. 
Richdale (no date a) found ~ w weka and few snipe in January 1945, but 
did see one weka well above t e bushline. Belt & Merton (unpubl. ) say. only 
one snipe during a month's :, tay in April 1961. 
Solomon Island 
Wilson (1979: 81) and Bell (1978) recorded snipe as formerly occurring 
on Solomon I. Bell misquo ted Guthrie-Smith (1925), who did not mention 
seeing snipe on Solomon I. (for which he invented the name Kotiwhenu). 
Guthrie-Smith in 191 3 and Stead and Wilson in 1931 had to travel across 
to Big South Cape 1. from S lomon 1. to view snipe . 
P ukeweka 
Pukeweka is a small islet (c. 1.5 ha l lying between Solomon and Big 
South Cape Is. Phillip Smith (pefs . comm .) had seen snipe on Big South 
Cape I and Pukeweka before the rat plague. Pukeweka has heen suggested 
as the site where ship rats got ashore in the South Cape group, before 
spreading to neighbouring Big South Cape and Solomon Is in 1963. 
L ittle M oggy Island (Moki-ltl/ 
Patu King (pers. comm. ) reports having seen snipe on Little Moggy 
Island , which lies 500 m north-east of Big Moggy I., and he suspects that 
they could still be there. L itt le Moggy I. is thought to be rodent free, but 
weka were "plentiful" in Mar h 1965 (Blackburn 1965). Snipe were not seen 
in March 1965 (B . D. Bell, pers. comm.) . 
K undy Island 
Oliver (1930) and Richdale (no date b) gave Kundy as one of the islands 
where snipe occurred , although Oliver (1 955) excluded this locality without 
comment from the second e ition of N ew Z ealand Birds . Neither author 
indicated the source of the record. Stead and Wilson visited Kundy I. for 
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a month in November 1929 (some 18 years before weka were introduced 
- R. Tm\\', pers. c()mm.) hut did not- record snipe. Russel Trow, whose 
family have been muttonbirding un Kundv 1. since 1905, was not aware of 
snipe having been there. 
B. So lander Islands 
Falla (1948; heard a "snipe-like call" on unmodified Little Solander 
Island during a hricflanding on 20 Julv 1948. I found no evidence of snipe 
during two days on the island in July 1985 (Cooper ct al. 1986). 
C. The islands off the north-east coast of Stewart Island 
and in Foveaux Strait 
Herckuparc Island 
Harold Ashwell and Alan Skerrett hoth told me of the former occurrence 
of snipe on Herekopare Island, although the three people who had heard 
hakawai on Herekopare could not recall seeing snipe there. Snipe are 
presumed to have died out in the mid-1920s after cars were introduced and 
weka reintroduced. 
It is possible that Guthrie-Smith saw snipe on Herekopare and/or Jacky 
Lee Is in 1911, as he stated that he had seen snipe on islands off Half Moon 
Bay (1936: 175). The absence of references to suipe in M1l1101l Birds and Orher 
Birds (1914) mav he part of the deception iiltended by the use of the ficritious 
names Kaipara and Kotiwhenu for Big Suuth Cape and Solomon Is. \Xlhile 
Guthrie-Smith's motive for deception - to protect the hirds and islands from 
those who would exploit them - is bevond reproach, the net result 70 years 
later is an unnecessary knot in the tangle of intrigue surrounding snipe and 
habwai. 
Jacky Lee Island 
I presume weka were absent from Jacky Lee Island when H. H. Travers 
collected snipe there in March and October 1897 and April 190 I. 
Muttonhirding ceased in 1929, three years before the visit by Stead and 
Wilson (Wilson 1959: 59). Web were "very plentiful" in December 1932. 
Wilson (p.60) wrote: "We found no trace of the snipe which had been 
reported from the Jacques Lees; but from the number of wekas we saw and 
their predatory habits it was evident that, if snipe had inhabited the island, 
they could not have survived long after thc webs had arrived". Eight years 
later weka numbers had "increased tremendously" and had decimated Diving 
Petrel and prion populations (Wilson 1959: 101-102). 
Ruapuke Island 
Billy M.cQuarrie informed me of old reports of snipe on Ruapuke Island; 
this is confirmed by subfossil remains in the Canterburv Museum. 
NatiDe Island 
This small island is in Paterson Inkt (Fig. I C). A part clavicle of 
Cuenucolypha from a 'moa-hunter midden' on Native Island is in the 
Canterburv Museum. 
0. The main islands of New Zealand 
Stewart Islalld 
Subfossil remains of snipe collected at The Neck (southern entrance of 
Paterson Inlet) are in Canterbury Museum. 
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South hlllnd 
Bones of CIICllucIJI),pha have been found in dune deposits at Martell's 
Beach, Marlborough (Scarlet t 1979) and in caves near Kararnea , Punakaiki, 
W aipara, T imaru and Te Anau. Given the distribution and degree of 
subspeciation of C. aucklalldica , it is likely that the South Island held a 
distinct subspecies. H owever , the presumed range of C. a. ircdalei reached 
within 12 km of the SOllth Island coast (at Ruapu ke 1.) . Unless consistent 
differences are found betwee bones of Sou th Island and Stewart Island 
Snipe, I suggest that all sho ld be referred to C. o. ircdalci. 
North Island 
On 30 August 1820 Maj r Richard Cruise shot a snipe on Motukorea 
Island (Browns 1. ) in Hauraki Gulf. He wrote (Cruise 1823 : 225): "[the snipe 
was] the only one that any of us had seen in this country: in its p lumage 
it resembled those fou nd in England, but the bird itself was much smaller". 
T he only existing snipe skin from the North Island region was taken on Little 
Barrier Island (Hauraki Gulf) i 1870 (Hutton 1871 ; see discussion in Turbott 
196 1) . Although this unique specimen was named the Little Barrier Snipe 
(C . a. bl1lrierensis) by Oliver ( 1955), Little Barrier I. was probably merely 
the final refuge of the North Island Snipe, which is known from subfossil 
deposits in the King Country , Hawke's Bay and W airarapa (Medway 1971, 
Paulin 1973 , Milliner 1981, Horn 1983) . T hus, North Island records of 
Coenocorypha should be referred to C. a. ban-ierellsis in the absence of evidence 
to the contrary. 
T able 4 compares the hIstorical d istributions of snipe and hakawai 
around mainland New Zealand and offshore island groups. Given the 
uncertainties of the data set , oth geographical distribution and the decline 
over time agree surprisingly Te ll between snipe and hakawai. Snipe were 
known from five of the seven acceptable 'hakawai' islands off Stewart Island , 
and hakawai were known fro m five of the six 'snipe' islands. On most islands 
the decline of the hakawai is better known than that of snipe, p robably 
because observers took more not ice of hearing t he hakawai. T he isolated 
records of hakawai from Kundy and Big Moggy Is suggest that there was 
some movement between islands. 
On Big South Cape I. even the habitat p reference of snipe and hakawai 
agree (at least after the introduction of weka), both being fou nd in the central 
pakihi areas of the island . 
II. RESPONSE TO TAPE OF AERIAL DISPLAY OF 
CHATHAM ISLAND SNI PE 
On playing a tape recording of the aerial display of Chatham Island Snipe 
represented in F ig. 2A, I had a response from ten people who had heard 
the hakawai in the previous 20-60 years. Seven of the observers had heard 
the hakawai on Big South Cape I. as recently as the early 1960s, and three 
had last heard it on Hereko are 1. in the 19205. 
Four people (including B. D . Bell and D. V. Merton of the NZ Wildlife 
Service) thought the tape to be a fair representation of the hakawai's call. 
The three others from Big S uth Cape 1. did not think that the tape was 
the hakawai, but considered it the nearest likeness to the call of the hakawai 
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that they: bad heard. Di.tIerences stressed (:independently) were tbat the voad 
rompGlnent Wwai, Imk,wai , ., W$ too high pitched IDld "!Wt human 
the tape, AU three. said thaI the non-vocal 'roar' reminded tluml 
of ai. Note that none of th~ :tkst!.1¢ven considered the habiwlU 
to sound like a cb,ajn rattle. 
The thRe observei'S :£lx>m l{erekop~ .did trot r~se the tape 
recording, and again 'stressed the human-like sound ",f the bird ca.lJ.ing out 
1m name, Two empha8ised the cMin rattle description for the non .. vooal 
component, It iJ a sba.rne that none of theH people had heard the hakawai 
on Big South Cape I. bid the call differ from island to island, or W$ I 
expecting tOO much from rerolle<::tio:mof 6Qyear'$ ago? 
TABLE -4 - ThIt dtattibufion e,nd dei:!lins ot bakawai anti shijle on the main islanda 
of New Zasland and adjacent offshore Islands; Islands given inboldlype 
are oonslder9<:l to tlsV$ hel4 hakawai andiorgoipe in tha last tOO years. 
See text for atflhGJiticfty of roooras, 
Ap'proxlMateda'te IJf disappearance 
Localtty H.akl!Wai Snl!le 
lIif S41ttfh \:ape 19.60.$. ('possibly surviving) ,i96()s {pllssib.ly surviving). 
·Pv~k& 
-
1960$ 
$OlQlll(l:n 1930$ 11930$(1 rre:gu j .ar) 
.... t .. 19B!). 
-
1 !tulKly ?l·9'Z()s ?192O$ 
1 LIttle M099Y - /!(>s s HH jt SuI',,; vi nl} 
t 8ig M099Y 1I940s 
-
? Little Solaooer aft!!!' 19SO a·fte:r f96() 
dacky Lft 1920. 1920~ 
IfImtkejlllre 19205 1920., 
Ruapvte late 18005 late 1:800. 
Green late 1800s -.-
Native 
--
5ul>fo$s11 
Stewart IslalKl Hate 1l!OO$ 'Subfoss·il 
South 151 and late ll!OOs (souttter" coast) sul>fllSsil 
l.ittle Barrier 
--
1870s 
Motukorea 
--
1820$ 
fIol'th l.s laM pre-tl!OO {gay of Plenty) subfossil 
CONCLUSION 
Many l>ieeesoi the hakawai puule are ~~.probablyforev:er,and other 
pieces have htlen ih~-~oJ:ned .into plaeeJ bnt all the available eri~ 
indi~testhat the hakawai of thesontbem mmollbitd islands 'WB an aetia1 
display <if Stewart ISland Snipe, Fwthet north. away from the last reAtge 
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of 'mainland' snipe, memori s of the awe-inspiring nocturnal call of the 
unseen hakawai appear to have been blended with traditional recollections 
of a fearsome diurnal presence, perhaps the extinct eagle HarpaWli'nis. 
Some of the differences described between the call of the hakawai and 
the tape recording of an aerial display of the Chatham Island Snipe may be 
due to differences in body size. T he Stewart Island Snipe is estimated to 
have weighed 30'% more than the Chatham Island Snipe (mean male 
bodyweight 76 g; Fig. 4), and s its call may have had a lower pitch. Territory 
calls given from the ground by Chatham Island Snipe are markedly higher 
pitched than homologous calls given by Snares Island Snipe (mean male 
bodyweight 103 .5 g) . 
FIGURE 4 - Male Chatham Islan Snipe - the unpretentious source of a legend? 
T he characterist ic tail -feather wear described for New Zealand snipe 
is, in my opinion, caused by vibrational stress during aerial d isplay. Non-
vocal acoustic displays produced by flight feathers are known for two New 
Zealand honeyeaters (Craig 1984 & 1985 , Onley 1986). Structural 
modifications to the outer primaries of T ui (Prosthemadem noz)aeseelalldiaej 
and Bellbirds (Anthorms melanura) are thought to be the cause of whi rring 
produced in flight; whereas modification to snipe rectrices is thought to result 
from their aerial d isplay . If the amount of wea r affects the quali ty of sound 
produced during the d isplay , this may account fo r d iffe rent desc riptions of 
the non-vocal component of the hakawai's call. 
If we can accept that the akawai was a nocturnal display of Stewart 
Island Snipe, our knowledge of the recent distribution of the snipe is 
extended. Islands thought to h ve held Stewart Island Snipe in the last 100 
years arc Big South Cape, Pukeweka, Solomon , Poutama, Jacky Lee, 
Herckopare, Ruapuke and Grel n Is. Isolated records ofhakawai from Kundy 
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and Big Moggy Is suggest that there was some movement between islands. 
The disappearance of snipe from these islands can be attributed to ship rats 
(Big South Cape and Pukeweka Is), weka (Solomon, Poutama, Jacky Lee 
and Green Is) and a combination ofweka and cats (Herekopare and probably 
Ruapuke Is). What about those islands which, from their size, location and 
vegetation, should have held snipe, but from which there are no records: 
Putauhinu, Codfish, Edwards and Bench Is? Putauhinu has had kiore and 
cats, Codfish 1. has kiore and weka, 1.dwards 1. has weka, and Bench 1. 
has Norway rats and weka. The inference 1S that Stewart Island Snipe caI1I1ot 
last in the presence of cats or any species of rat and may be wiped out by 
weka. The successful reintroduction of Chatham Island Snipe to Mangere 
Island by the NZ Wildlife Service in 1970 and 1972 adds support to these 
conclusions; snipe had disappeared after cats were introduced in the 1890s 
(the cats had died out by 1960). That snipe survived on Big South Cape 
1. in the presence of weka could be explained by the large size of the island, 
the diversity of habitats, and the very effective control of the weka by 
muttonbirders. These conclusions place severe constraints on what islands 
can be used for relocating snipe. 
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Appendix 2 
Breeding ecology of Snares Island and Chatham Island Snipes. 
Abstract 
Snares Island Snipe (Coenocorypha auck7andica huege7i) were studied on 
the Snares Islands during parts of six breeding seasons between 1982 and 
1987. Laying occurred between 4 November and 19 February; the breeding 
season (including chick-rearing) spanned the months November to May. 
Nests were well concealed among dense vegetation with solid overhead 
cover (e.g. branches or fern trunks); 33 nests (73%) were simple scrapes 
in detritus under fern clumps; 12 nests (27%) were well-formed cups of 
grass or sedge leaves among a tussock or sedge clump. Most matings were 
monogamous, with shared incubation of the two-egg clutch. Spot-checks at 
32 nests revealed that males incubated for 51% of the time, mainly at 
night and during late afternoon. Females were on nests 49% of the time, 
mainly during the morning and early afternoon. The eggs hatched 
synchronously and the chicks stayed in the nest for less than 13 h. The 
male cared for the first chick to leave the nest. Development of chicks 
is described using Gompertz growth equations. Full juvenile plumage took 
about 54 days to attain. Full adult size in all growth parameters was 
attained soon aftar independence (c.65 days). 
Chatham Island Snipe (C. pusi77a) were studied on Rangatira Island 
during the 1983-84 breeding season. Laying was estimated to extend from 
September to January. Most nests found (86%) were under Carex sedges. 
Incubation of the two-egg clutch was shared, but incubation patterns were 
not determined. The eggs were 19% smaller in relation to predicted 
egg-weight than those of Snares Island Snipe. The eggs hatched 
synchronously and the chicks stayed in the nest for less than 11.5 h. 
The male cared for the first chick to leave the nest. Full juvenile 
plumage took about 47 days to attain. The bill grew much more rapidly 
than for Snares Island Snipe and chicks became independent much earlier 
(c.41 days old). 
Introduction 
New Zealand snipes (Coenocorypha spp.) are among the least studied of New 
Zealand's endemic birds. Local extinctions have confined these snipes to 
islands that do not have introduced predators (Appendices 1 & 3). On 
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these islands, snipe occur at high densities in the absence of effective 
predators or foraging competitors (Chapters 1 & 3), occupying tussock 
grasslands, megaherb gardens, scrub, forest and areas of sedge. Our 
limited knowledge of the life histories of Coenocorypha snipes is due to 
the remoteness of the islands, their dense vegetation, and the secretive 
behaviour of snipe (Stead 1948, Warham & Bell 1979, Appendix 1). Only 
the Snares Island Snipe (C. aucklandica huegeli) and Chatham Island Snipe 
(C. pusilla) have been studied enough for their behaviour and ecology to 
be compared (e.g. Chapter 1, Appendices 1 & 4). 
Chatham Island Snipe are about 30% smaller than Snares Island Snipe 
(Chapter 1) and have lower wing-loadings and greater flying ability 
(Appendix 4). Recently, I summarised features of the breeding systems of 
Snares Island and Chatham Island Snipes that I considered had arisen due 
to severe food limitation during the breeding season (Chapter 1). 
Compared with Common Snipe (Gallinago gallinago), Coenocorypha snipes 
occurred at high densities and had courtship feeding, large eggs, a long 
egg interval, a small clutch and shared incubation. Hatching success was 
high, but chick growth rates were slow and there was a long period of 
chick dependence (Chapter 1). 
In this paper I describe breeding seasons, nests, eggs and chick 
development of Snares Island and Chatham Island snipes, and the roles of 
the sexes during nest site selection, incubation and hatching. This 
information should be of use in designing captive-rearing programmes for 
snipe and as a baseline for comparative studies of Auckland Island Snipe 
(C. a. aucklandica) and Antipodes Island Snipe (C. a. meinertzhagenae). 
Study areas and methods 
Snares Island Snipe were studied during seven expeditions to the Snares 
Islands (48°02'S 166°36'E) between December 1982 and December 1987. 
Fieldwork of 477 days, spanning September to March, included parts of six 
breeding seasons. The 7.5 ha study area of Olearia lyalli forest held 
about 20 pairs of snipe, all of which I individually colour-banded. I 
found nests by tracing the source of calls (n = 20), systematic searching 
(n = 19), chance disturbance of incubating adults (n = 4), or following 
returning adults (n = 2). Detailed descriptions were taken for 36 nests. 
Eggs were measured to 0.1 mm with vernier calipers. 
Nests were checked daily, or more frequently during laying and 
hatching. Hides were erected at four nests and five 24-h observations of 
incubation patterns were undertaken in the middle of the incubation 
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period. A chart recorder, light beams and photo-electric cells installed 
at one nest gave a trace showing activity during laying of the second 
egg. If a bird sat on the nest the two light beams were broken, 
activating an ink pen on a revolving drum. The pen returned to base 
level when the bird left the nest and the light beams were uninterrupted. 
First-egg laying dates for 25 nests were calculated from hatching dates 
by subtracting 22 days for incubation and three days for egg interval 
(Chapter 1). 
Each of 35 known-age chicks was captured 4.6 ± 5.0 times (range 1 -
18 times) between hatching and age 78 days (total = 160 handlings) and 
standard measurements taken. Linear measurements were recorded to 0.1 mm 
and weights to 0.1 g. Patterns of growth were found to conform most 
closely to the Gompertz equation, as in other Charadriiformes (Ricklefs 
1973, Green 1985). Gompertz curves were fitted to chick growth 
parameters using the Maximum Likelihood Program (Ross 1980); the 
equations were of the form: 
Y = A + C x exp(-exp(-D(T - M))) 
where Y is the measured parameter, T is the age in days, and A, C, D and 
M are constants. The asymptote of the curve is equal to A + C. Growth 
constants (KG = e x dY/dT at the point of inflection; Ricklefs 1967) for 
weight and culmen-length were obtained by preparing the data as 
proportions of the asymptote, and then solving Equation 2: 
dY/dT = B x C x exp(-exp(-B(T - M) + B(M - T))) 
at the point Y = l/e. Growth rates of known-age chicks were used to 
calculate hatching dates for 38 chicks of unknown age. Thus, hatching 
and laying dates were calculated for all 58 breeding attempts recorded in 
the study area over five breeding seasons. 
Chatham Island Snipe were studied on Rangatira (South East) Island 
(44°21'5 176°10'W), 25 November 1983 to 18 January 1984. The 4.3 ha 
study area of 07earia traversi and P7agianthus regius forest contained 
about 24 snipe territories. Observation techniques were similar to those 
outlined for Snares Island Snipe. 
Fourteen nests were found by systematic searching, and 28 eggs 
measured. Laying dates were estimated from hatching dates by assuming 
that incubation length and egg interval were similar to those for Snares 
Island Snipe. Each of 28 known-age chicks was captured 2.4 ± 1.4 times 
(range 1 - 4) between hatching and age 89 days (total = 66 handlings). 
Gompertz curves were fitted to chick growth parameters, and growth 
constants for weight and culmen-length calculated using Equation 2. 
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Hatching dates for 21 chicks of unknown age were estimated by comparing 
development with growth rates of known-age chicks, allowing hatching and 
laying dates to be estimated for all 40 breeding attempts recorded within 
and around the study area. 
Measurements are given as mean ± s.d., with range in parentheses, 
unless otherwise stated. 
Results and discussion 
Breeding season 
Snares Island Snipe: The date of the first egg laid over five breeding 
seasons ranged from 4 to 28 November (mean 16 November). The last egg 
in three breeding seasons was laid between 7 and 19 February (mean 12 
February). Laying during these three breeding seasons extended over 79 ± 
9 days (71 - 89 days). As incubation and chick-rearing took about 87 
days (Chapter 1), the breeding season on the Snares Is typically extended 
from mid-November to mid-May. Horning & Horning (1974) saw a small downy 
chick on 4 May 1972, which must have hatched from a clutch laid in early 
April. However, as no other small chicks had been seen for several 
months, this record was considered exceptional (D.S. Horning pers. 
comm.). 
Chatham Island Snipe: Laying in 1983 was estimated to have extended from 
23 September to 29 December. Ignoring possible failed early nests, 
laying extended over 97 days, and was almost two months earlier than for 
Snares Island Snipe. As incubation and chick-rearing took about 63 days 
(Chapter 1), the 1983-84 breeding season was estimated to have extended 
from late September to the end of February. Laying occurred earlier in 
1981; Mike Dennison (in 7itt.) saw a small chick on Mangere Island on 28 
September that must have hatched from an egg laid in the first week of 
September. The latest breeding record is of a bird sitting on two eggs 
on 5 February 1985, Rangatira Island (Gaze 1986); if these eggs were 
fertile, they must have been laid after 14 January. 
Laying by snipe on the Snares Islands coincided with an annual peak 
in prey abundance between late November and early February (Chapter 5). 
The much earlier laying season of Chatham Island Snipe suggests that peak 
prey abundance was two months earlier on the Chatham Islands. 
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Mating system 
Snares Island Snipe: About 95% of matings at the beginning of the 
breeding season were monogamous; the remaining 5% were cases of 
simultaneous polygyny (Chapter 1). Monogamous pairs shared incubation at 
the same nest (described below). Details of female single sex incubation 
(associated with simultaneous polygyny) were given in Chap",er 2. 
Chatham Island Snipe: All matings seen were monogamous, bu~ the sample 
(10 nests) was too small for rare mating strategies to be I'oticeable. 
Nest sites 
Nest sites were chosen by courting pairs, but only females were seen to 
construct nests (although, incubating males rearranged neSL materials). 
Nests were constructed from materials within reach of the !!est, except 
for two nests where Poa leaves had been carried at least 1 - 1.5 m. 
Snares Island Snipe: They made two types of nest depending on the site 
chosen. Type I (Fig. 7.Ia) nests were in fern clumps (n = 33, 73% of 
nests found). Most (n = 24) were on the downhill side of (lumps of 
prickly shield fern (Polystichum vestitum) , with the nest !heltered above 
by a solid Polystichum trunk and at the sides by the skirt of dead 
fronds. The remaining nine Type I nests were in clumps of shore 
spleenwort (Asplenium obtusatum) and/or coastal hard fern IBlechnum 
durum). Type I nests were formed from plant detritus that had gathered 
under the skirt - generally fern fragments but also tree lEaves and 
fragments of bark. The eggs were laid in a shallow natural depression, 
if there was little detritus, or in a bowl up to 6 cm deep. Mean bowl 
depth for 24 Type I nests was 1.8 ± 1.8 cm. The internal (iameter of 23 
nests was 10.0 ± 1.4 cm (8.5 - 13 cm). Of the 33 Type I nEsts, 32 had 
solid wood or matted stipes 18.6 ± 5.4 cm (10 - 30 cm) abo\e the bowl. 
Type II nests (Fig. 7.Ib) were found in the heart of Cirex trifida 
sedges (n = 9) or Poa tennantiana tussocks (n = 3). A Type II nest has 
also been found in a Poa astonii tussock (P.M. Sagar in litt.), Nests 
were well-formed cups constructed of substantial amounts of Carex or Poa 
leaves. Mean cup depth of 10 nests was 4.0 ± 2.4 cm (1 - 10 cm). The 
internal diameter of the cup was 11.1 ± 1.3 cm (9 - 13 cm). Of the 12 
Type II nests, eight had solid wood 18.6 ± 8.9 cm (7 - 30 em) above the 
cup. The remaining four nests were protected above by a dEnse crown of 
sedge or tussock leaves. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Figure 7.1.a. Snares Island Snipe Type I nest under 
Po7ystichum vestitum fern. A simple scrape in 
detritus, surrounded by fern fronds. 
7.1.b. Snares Island Snipe Type II nest under Carex 
trifida sedge. A well formed cup of Poa 
astonii and Carex leaves. 
7.1.c. Hatching Chatham Island Snipe in nest under 
blackberry. This nest was unlined, but 86% of 
nests were lined with sedge or grass leaves. 
Of eight females for which 2 - 5 nests each were found, four 
constructed only Type I nests (n 14 nests) and four constructed both 
types of nest (6 x Type I, 7 x Type II). The choice of nest site (and 
type) seemed to depend on what sites were available - those females wh)se 
mate's territory did not contain extensive areas of Poa or Carex 
constructed only Type I nests. 
Empty scrapes were often found during systematic searches, and so 
snipe may make more than one nest before laying. This was confirmed iii 
the following case. Two empty nests were found 2 m apart on 25 Novembpr 
1987. The resident female was seen within 3 m of these nests on four 
occasions over the next five days (the male was never seen near the 
nests). Small amounts of detritus placed daily in the nests were remol'ed 
or incorporated into the nest. On 30 November, 
Nest B at 0840 hrs, and on Nest A at 1450 hrs. 
between 1450 and 1605 hrs. 
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the female was sitting on 
An egg was laid in Nest A 
Three nest sites were used more than once. One site was used in 
three different seasons by three different pairs. The second site was 
used in two consecutive seasons by the same male with different females. 
The third site was used in the same season by the same male with two 
consecutive mates (his first mate had used a second site before the male 
returned to the first site with his second mate). No female was found to 
reuse a nest site. 
Chatham Island Snipe: 12 of the 14 nests found were under"ifida, one 
was under blackberry (Rubus fruticosusj Fig. 7.1c) and one was under 
Yorkshire fog grass (Ho7cus 7anatus) and bracken (pteridium esculentum). 
Nests were shallow cups of Carex or Holcus leaves (n = 12) or simple 
unlined scrapes (n = 2j Fig. 7.1c). 
A major cause of nest loss for passerines on the Snares Is and 
Rangatira I. is damage by 'crash-landing' petrels (Cemmick & Veitch 1985, 
McLean & Miskelly 1988, pers. obs.). Sooty Shearwaters (Puffinus 
griseus, mean adult body-weight 819 g) breed at an average density of 
11 600 pairs/ha under 01earia forest on the Snares Is (Warham & Wilson 
1982). Snipe nests on the Snares Is were all well protected above by 
solid wood or matted vegetation or were in areas with a very dense 
01earia canopy. Chatham Island Snipe nests on Rangatira I. were less 
well protected, often under small Carex se~ges in clearings or at forest 
margins. The predominant petrel species breeding on Rangatira I. 
(White-faced Storm Petrel Pe7agodroma marina, 55 gj Broad-billed Prion 
Pachyptila vittata, 202 g) are much lighter and land more gently than 
Sooty Shearwaters. Thus, the weight and landing habits of locally 
abundant nesting petrels may influence nest sites chosen by Coenocorypha 
snipes. 
Laying 
I determined laying time within six hours for nine Snares Island Snipe 
eggs. Eight were laid between 0910 hrs and 2050 hrs (mean 1458 hrs ± 2 h 
55 min), the ninth was laid during the night. The two eggs in each 
clutch were laid three days apart (n = 5j Chapter I). 
Activity at one nest was followed in detail for 8 h 20 min until the 
second egg was laid (Fig. 7.2). A bird visited the nest briefly 6 h 07 
min, 4 h 55 min and 3 h 50 min before the egg was laid. The female was 
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on the nest continuously for 2 h 06 min until the egg was laid, with much 
vigorous movement during the last 1 h 18 min. Steady incubation began as 
soon as the second egg was laid. 
I have no information on laying for Chatham Island Snipe. 
2nd egg laid 
+ 
j .n .f1lu~t41~ Bird on nest -
----',- JI,--__ ...... 1,,1 ~ I ~./J.j.~ Bird off nest 
Eggs 
-6 -4 -2 o 2 
Time in relation to egg laying (hrs) 
Figure 7 2. Activity at a Snares Island Snipe nest during 
the 71/2 hours before laying of the second (final) egg. 
The tracing was obtained using an activity recorder (see 
Methods). A blurred trace is caused by frequent movement 
of a bird at the nest; a smooth trace indicates 
i nact i vity. 
Snares Island Snipe: The eggs were bluntly ovoid, light to very pale 
brown, and marked with dark brown, pale brown and mid-grey spots and 
blotches, especially around the larger end. Length was 43.9 ± 1.1 mm 
(39.1 - 46.4 mm, n = 81) and width was 31.9 ± 0.6 mm (30.4 - 33.1 mm, n 
81). Fresh weight was estimated as 23.7 ± 1.1 g (21.1 - 26.7 g, n = 81; 
Chapter 1). Estimated egg-weight loss during incubation was 15.9 ± 2.3% 
of fresh weight (n = 40). 
Chatham Island Snipe: The eggs were pale pinkish brown, marked with fine 
spots of dark brown and larger blotches of mid-grey around the widest 
part, but sparsely marked elsewhere. Length was 38.7 ± 1.5 mm (35.9 -
41.9 mm, n = 28) and width was 28.1 ± 0.6 mm (27.1 - 28.9 mm, n = 28). 
Mean fresh weight was estimated as 16.1 g (Chapter 1). 
Eggs of Snares and Chatham Island Snipes differed in their size, 
colour and markings (Fig. 7.1), but both species laid eggs that weighed 
19 - 20% of mean female body-weight (Chapter I). Egg-weights of birds do 
not increase in direct proportion to body-weight; a regression equation 
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for Charadriiformes was given by Rahn et a7. (1975). Eggs of Snares 
Island Snipe (mean female body-weight 116.0 g) were 22.8% larger than 
expected, whereas those of Chatham Island Snipe (85.4 g) were only 3.9% 
larger than expected. Large eggs are considered an adaptation to a poor 
or unpredictable food supply, as the young hatch more fully developed 
and/or with a large yolk supply to compensate for the low rate of food 
intake after hatching (Martin 1987 and references therein). The 
relatively (and absolutely) larger eggs of Snares Island Snipe may 
indicate that food is less available on the Snares Islands during the 
breeding season than on Rangatira Island. 
Incubation 
Snares Island Snipe: Three 24-h watches at three nests with shared 
incubation revealed that males incubated for 60.4 - 64.0% of the time, 
and females 36.0 - 39.6% (Chapter 2). However, 531 spot checks at 32 
nests throughout the day and night revealed almost equal sharing of 
incubation by the sexes (Fig. 7.3). Males tended to incubate from 
midnight to dawn (c.0600 hrs) and females from dawn to noon or early 
afternoon. There were frequent changeovers during mid-afternoon through 
to dusk, with either bird sitting at nightfall (c.2200 hrs). 
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Figure 7.3. Daily pattern of incubation sharing by male and 
female Snares Island Snipe based on 531 spot checks at 32 
nests. Males were on nests 51.3% of the time, and females 
48.7%. 
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As male Snares Island Snipe did most of the nocturnal incubation, 
females were able to forage at night. At night, snipe frequently were 
seen up to 120 m from the nearest cover (Appendix 4), feeding in exposed 
swards of Callitriche antarctica and Crassula moschata that they did not 
use during the day. These swards contained huge numbers of amphipods (up 
to 12 000/m2; pers. obs.), a major snipe food (Appendix 5). Nocturnal 
foraging by female snipe during incubation may have evolved to allow 
rapid recovery from the energefic stress of egg production; the clutch 
represents about 41% of female body-weight for Snares Island Snipe. 
The longest incubation shift recorded for a male at three nests was 
12 h 48 min. For females, the longest incubation shifts recorded were 8 
h 32 min (nest with shared incubation; three nests observed) and 10 h 27 
min (at one nest with female-only incubation; Chapter 2). 
The well-concealed nests of Snares Island Snipe were very difficult 
to find. Recognising the incubation pattern (Fig. 7.3) greatly improved 
my nest-finding; the same technique may be useful for locating nests of 
Auckland Island and Antipodes Island Snipes. Male Coenocorypha snipes 
defended their territories with loud calls - a vibrant chup repeated 
5 - 19 times at a rate of about twice per second, and/or a disyllabic 
queeyoo repeated 2 - 5 times (Warham 1967, Warham & Bell 1979, Appendices 
1 & 4). Female snipe occasionally answered their mate's call with a 
softer chur repeated 2 - 4 times. Between 0600 hrs and 1200 hrs most 
male snipe were foraging (Fig. 7.3) but I could prompt them to call by 
playing back tape-recorded territorial calls. If a male called within 
20 m of the nest, his incubating mate often replied and then I could 
usually find the nest after a few minutes' searching. Pairs that were 
not incubating typically foraged together; I would start nest-searching 
whenever I made regular sightings of a solitary bird from a known pair. 
Chatham Island Snipe: 58 spot checks at 10 nests between 0600 hrs and 
0200 hrs revealed no pattern in diurnal division of labour by the sexes. 
Between these hours, 67.2% of records were of females and 32.8% of 
records were of males. Observations were too few to show whether females 
spent more time on the nest than males; if males incubated more from 0200 
to 0600 hrs, incubation could have been shared equally. 
Hatching 
Snares Island Snipe: The eggs hatched at any time of the day or night 
(determined to ± 5 h for 28 eggs). The two eggs of the clutch hatched 
5 h 3 min ± 4 h 32 min apart (0 - 12 h 40 min, n = 11). The time spent 
LJI) 
in the nest was determined to within 1 hour for five chicks, and ranged 
from 2 h 48 min to 12 h 43 min (mean 6 h 41 min). Chicks that hatched 
out overnight were kept in the nest until dawn; likewise, chicks stayed 
in the nest longer during wet or cold conditions. Egg shells were left 
in the nest (n = 28) or within 0.5 m of it (n = 2). 
The male led the first chick from the nest in all 10 double-chick 
broods observed during hatching. At four nests where only one egg 
hatched, the male took the chick in two cases and the female in two. In 
the first two cases the remaining egg was infertile or the second chick 
died while hatching. In the second two cases the second egg had been 
cracked and addled well before the eggs were due to hatch, and so when 
one egg has hatched, the female may not continue to sit on the second egg 
if it is noticeably damaged. Single eggs left in the nest were not 
incubated for more than a day after the first egg hatched. 
Two of twelve pairs of New Zealand Snipe swapped their chicks within 
the pair within a day of leaving the nest, but no other within-pair 
exchange was recorded. One between-pair chick-swap was observed; a male 
swapped his 2 - 3 week old chick for the 3 - 4 week old chick of a 
neighbouring female. Each adult cared for the \fostered' chick for at 
least 20 days after the swap was first noticed. 
The sex of chicks was independent of the sex of the adults caring for 
them (n = 28, X2 = 0.144, P = 0.71). 
Brooding was observed only on the day of hatching. Chicks were fed 
entirely by adults for the first fortnight; the youngest chick seen to 
feed itself (probing) was 13 days old (culmen length 28.3 mm). 
The sexes were equally good as parents with respect to growth rate 
and survival of the chicks. Increase in weight of chicks (g/day) reared 
by either sex was similar (Parallel curve analysis; F1,84 = 1.015, n.s.). 
Chick survival until my departure from the Snares Islands (83% for 41 
cared for by males; 77% for 34 cared for by females) and until age one-
year-old (37% for male-parented; 32% for female-parented) did not differ 
between the sexes of parents (X2 = 0.054 and 0.072, n.s., respectively). 
Chatham Island Snipe: The eggs also hatched at any time of the day or 
night (n = 8). At four nests, the two eggs hatched 7 h 36 min ± 7 h 3 
min apart (range 2 h 30 min - 18 h). Five chicks spent 1 h 15 min to 
11 h 15 min in the nest (mean 7 h 09 min). At five nests where both eggs 
hatched, the male took the first chick to leave the nest. 
Chatham Island Snipe were observed brooding young only on the day of 
hatching. The youngest chick seen probing was 18 days old (estimated 
culmen length 27.9 mm). 
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Development of young 
At hatching 
Snares Island Sni pe: Newly-hatched chicks had uniformly dark grey dowl l 
tipped with pale brown, slightly paler ventrally (Fig. 7.4a). A thin 
blackish line extended from the nostril to the eye, an d another reach(~d 
the top of the crown from the base of the culmen. The overall appearince 
was of uniform charcoal grey wHh flecks of brown. The billl was blac l. , 
and the legs and feet grey with black on the sale and the back of the 
tarsus. The egg tooth was lost within a day of hatching (n = 7). 
Measurements of 28 chicks at hatching were: culmen-length 15.8 ± 0.7 rm 
(14.3 - 16.6 mm); tarsus-length 19.3 ± 0.7 mm (18.0 - 20.5 mm); mi d tee & 
claw-length 26.8 ± 0.9 mm (25.0 - 28.5 mm). Weight was 15.5 ± 0.9 9 
(14.0 - 18.0 g). 
c. b. 
Fi gure 7.4.a. Newly hatched Snares Island Snipe ch i ck. 
7.4.b. Newly hatched Chatham Island Snipe chick. 
Chatham Island Snipe: The chicks (Fig. 7.4b) had dark grey down with 
brown and buff tips, more rufous on the nape, bu t the same head markings 
as Snares Island Snipe. The overall appearance was of pale rufous brown 
because of more brown on the tips of the down feathers. The bi ll was 
black, and the legs and feet lead grey, darker on the sale and the bac 
of the tarsus. 
Measurements of 12 chicks at hatching were: cU l men-length 12.7 ± 
0.6 mm (11.5 - 13.5 mm); tarsus-length 16.8 ± 0.6 mm (16.0 - 17.7 mm); 
mid toe & claw-length 22.4 ± 0.8 mm (20.9 - 23.4 mm). Weight was 11.0 ± 
0.7 g (10.0 - 12.0 g). 
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Feather deve70pment 
Feather development and down loss of Snares Island Snipe chicks took 
about 7.5 weeks (Table 7.1). Plumage development of Chatham Island Snipe 
chicks was similar to that outlined for Snares Island Snipe (based on 23 
handlings of Chatham Island Snipe chicks 13 - 51 days old). However, 
after day 40, Chatham Island Snipe lost their down more rapidly and had 
shed the last traces by day 47 (n = 4). The youngest Chatham Island 
Snipe chick seen to fly was about 3 weeks old (Mike Dennison in 7itt.). 
Table 7.1. Plumage development of Snares Island Snipe 
chicks, based on 160 handlings of known-age chicks between 
hatching and 78 days old. N = number of chicks handled per 
time interval. 
Age N Development 
(days) 
0 - 6 40 
7 - 10 8 
11 - 13 7 
14 - 16 7 
17 - 19 10 
20 - 23 12 
24 - 27 12 
28 - 35 21 
36 - 44 17 
45 - 53 14 
54+ 12 
Growth rates 
Totally downy 
Scapular feathers starting to emerge from sheaths, belly 
feathers in sheath 
Scapular feathers 10 mm out of sheaths, primaries in 
sheath 
Back and part of belly and flanks well feathered; primaries 
1 - 9 mm out of sheaths 
Extensive down, thinning on back and belly; primaries 
6 - 14 mm out of sheaths 
Well feathered; dense down around head and rump, sparse 
elsewhere; primaries 12 - 32 mm out of sheaths 
Down on head and rump, sparse on upperwing coverts, traces 
elsewhere; primaries 27 - 53 mm out of sheaths 
Fully feathered; down on head and rump, traces on upperwing 
coverts; primaries 40+ mm out of sheaths; can flutter 
along ground from day 30 
Down on nape, chin and frons, trace on rump 
Trace of down on nape 
Down-free 
The asymptotes for six growth parameters of Snares Island Snipe chicks 
fell between the mean adult male and mean adult female measurement for 
each parameter (Table 7.2), indicating that chicks reached full adult 
size in all parameters soon after independence. The asymptote for 
=-41 
Chatham Island Snipe chick weight was only 96% Df mean adult male weight, 
but the other three asymptotes (Table 7.2) all exceeded mean adult male 
dimensions. Snares Island Snipe chicks had exceeded 95% of the asymptote 
for all parameters by the time they reached independence (age c.65 days; 
Chapter I). Chatham Island Snipe chicks did not attain 95% of the 
asymptote for weight and culmen until about a week after becoming 
independent (age c.41 days; Chapter 1). 
Table 7.2. Characteristics of the Gompertz growth equations 
determined for Snares Island Snipe and Chatham Island 
Snipe chicks. (See Methods for details.) Growth 
equations for Snares Island Snipe could be used to 
estimate ages of chicks of the similar sized Auckland 
Island and Antipodes Island Snipes. Asymp. = asymptote* 
Start time Gompertz constants 
r2 Parameter (days) A C D M Asymp. 
5.1. Snipe 
Weight 1 -45.88 150.54 0.06 -1.17 0.95 104.66 
Culmen 0 -4.18 62.66 0.05 2.73 0.99 58.48 
Tarsus 0 18.80 6.11 0.14 6.48 0.93 24.91 
Mid toe & claw 0 6.27 27.61 0.08 -15.44 0.88 33.88 
Wing 21 56.05 53.34 0.16 23.10 0.94 109.40 
Tail 28 20.30 20.29 0.17 35.06 0.90 40.60 
C. I. Snipe 
Weight 1 1.72 70.01 0.08 9.90 0.94 71. 73 
Culmen 0 10.13 35.13 0.07 12.72 0.99 45.26 
Tarsus 0 15.95 7.50 0.10 7.53 0.95 23.45 
Mid toe & claw 0 -709.59 740.81 0.05 -83.62 0.96 31.22 
*Asymptote measurements in mm, except weight (g). 
Ti me to 
95% Asymp. 
(days) 
59.6 
61.2 
17.0 
19.9 
37.3 
48.3 
48.7 
49.8 
25.4 
32.6 
Chicks of Chatham Island Snipe Were about 30% smaller than those of 
Snares Island Snipe (Fig. 7.5; Table 7.2). The growth constant (KG) for 
Snares Island Snipe weight was 0.070, compared with 0.074 for Chatham 
Island Snipe, indicating similar growth rates for the two species (see 
also Fig. 1.3). 
The culmen of Snares Island Snipe chicks grew much more slowly in 
relation to their growth asymptote than those of Chatham Island Snipe 
chicks (Fig. 7.6; Table 7.2), The growth constant for Snares Island 
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Figure 7.5. Weight gain of Snares Island Snipe chicks (solid 
squares) and Chatham Island Snipe chicks (open triangles). 
Details of Gompertz growth equations given in Methods and 
Table 7.2. 
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Figure 7.6. Culmen growth of Snares Island Snipe chicks 
(solid squares) and Chatham Island Snipe chicks (open 
triangles). Details of Gompertz growth equations given in 
Methods and Table 7.2. 
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Snipe culmen was only 0.055, 38.3% of that for Chatham Island Snipe 
(KG = 0.143). 
As snipe get all their food by probing in the soil (pers. obs.), 
bill-length must be a major constraint on the foraging ability of 
developing chicks. Chicks of both species started to probe for 
themselves when the culmen was about 28 mm long. With rapid bill growth, 
Chatham Island Snipe chicks may become independent sooner than Snares 
Island Snipe chicks (41 v. 65 days). However, Snares Island Snipe became 
independent 18 days later in relation to bill-length than Chatham Island 
Snipe, and so there may be behavioural as well as morphological 
differences between the two species in the development of foraging 
ability. Food may have been less available on the Snares Islands, 
prolonging the period of dependence on parental feeding. 
Conclusion 
Snares Island Snipe and Chatham Island Snipe were similar in their 
breeding ecology, although data on laying and incubation by Chatham 
Island Snipe are incomplete. Both species had prolonged breeding seasons 
during the spring and summer. Most matings were monogamous, with 
courtship feeding of the female by the male during egg-formation (Chapter 
1) and shared incubation of the two-egg clutch. Nests were concealed 
under vegetation; solid overhead cover was a feature of Snares Island 
Snipe nests, probably as protection from crash-landing Sooty Shearwaters. 
Broods were split soon after hatching, the male caring for the first 
chick to leave the nest. 
Chatham Island Snipe differed from Snares Island Snipe in breeding 
two months earlier and laying smaller eggs. The bill of Chatham Island 
Snipe chicks grew more rapidly and they attained independence three weeks 
sooner than Snares Island Snipe chicks. These differences in breeding 
ecology may have been due to differences between the two islands in the 
timing and size of annual peaks in prey abundance. This hypothesis could 
be tested by systematic sampling of soil invertebrates during spring and 
summer on Rangatira Island by techniques similar to those used on the 
Snares Islands (Chapter 5). 
Appendix 3 
The Little Barrier Island snipe. 
Notornis 35 (1988): 273-281. 
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THE LITTLE B I\RRIER ISLAND SNIPE 
Bv C .v1. .\USKELL Y 
\BSTR.\CI 
.\ Single snipe "a:; '''II'' un'd , n Lillie BalTier IsLIIld III U;711. The histon' 
of this SpeCiI11l'I) tLICCJ lip te- ils design~\[iun as lhl' ()( (:Ot"llOc01yph;l 
(lucklllWlic(! hOlru )'()I/,q',\ 8S y'ear:; laicr. Other r\:,cnrd::: 01 in the ,\uLkland 
area SCClll lo rL'ilT In the one Litt!L' Tbrricr ';I~l'l:inlcn III to ()tlH_'r 'TlCL·ii...·" ot 
\\'~~dL'r . 
~nll'c apl'arc'llll, dlSapl'Carl'd from little Barrier bbl\d ill rhe 187!h. IIlllli 
,:11\ hCLClll1e estahlished, but " l'l'ar,,"tl\' were rarc' helme Ihen. Rckrlllle:; 
hI' R. H. Shakcspear 10 '''nip,, '' Ill] I .iule Barrier hLlll'.1 arc gil·ell. h1lt aI',.' 
rl'.\.!.;!l"lkd ;1\ pr()b,\hl~' referri l g t() tither "PL'l'W,\ 
THE SPECL\1E:--r FROM LITTLE BARRIER ISLAND 
On 10 October 1870, Ca[ltain F .W'. Hutton exhibited a speCimen of snIpe 
to <I meeting of rhe Auckland Institute :IIutton 187Ja Thc bird had been 
"captured at the Link Barrier Island Iw Captain Bennett, of the scho()ner 
JIm\' A 1111, and presented to th: imtitute hy Mr. T.B. IIill". Hult()n stated 
that: 
l\\,(} SjlL'l'i1l1CllS onl~' \ ... ·crc seen , of which lllC \Jne no\\' ~xhihilCd W<.\S ,--"aught 
:!Iive hilt died in confinement : the other escaped. It aWiwcrecl toler""I" well 
If! the dc"niplio!l or (;O//;I/(I/',O /l1l.\lI!a, Lluller, although it aJ'pea,.,:d ;'alhcr 
larger Ihal1 tl1al hiI'd :!nd so mewhat differelll in l'ollllll But as Bullcr\ 
descril'tilll1 was fmlll Ihe sing le specimen captured at the Chatham lc.l:md c •. 
Illuch irnpllrrancc ellul,1 IHl! he attached to the discrepancies. whi,:ll "cTc' 
nf ;t [l',i\'i~d I1Jlurc . 
. vlr. Baber ,,,J[ed thai hc kId sce ll thi·; hml ill I IillNlll\ 8<1\', :\Ik'kLllld "'11,,· 
years ago 
Ruller IS6l) had describer, his'; Little Snipe" from the Charham Islands 
only the year before, and no skins ()r Chatham Island Snipe were al'arlable 
to compare with thc new specJmen. The snipe wa; added to the collection 
of the Auckland Institute and N1usellm, then eur;ncd bv T. Kirk :Curatm, 
IS6K-IK74 - Powell \967:. 
The next mention of the ~ nipe in the recllfds uf the museum was in a 
large catalogue entitled '\'c/)..' Lea!ulld and F(}(cl.~1/ Vertcbrares. This register 
;the "BIlle H()()k" uf Gill I SJ84' was evidently made 111 111911. The Lntry IS 
in T.F. Cheeseman's handwrJ[il1g, Jnd reads: 
.~umber i When I Name I F~om whom reee i ved I Rece i veci 
~--j-G-a-l1-i-n-ag-O-PU-S-i I ~iI I Ri Ri ,to")' 
Loca li ty 
B69 
-+---_._--
Little Ga(r'ie)' rsland 
872 ~ I 1870 Ga 11 i nago pus ilL:: Presented by Hr T. B. Hi 11 Raglan District 
C:heesem~lIl was Cura[l)r, Auc k land Institute and Museum, from 1874 to 
1 SJ23. The crossings-out were hv ChCeSel1ldn (G. Archcv, unpublished letter 
ro E.G, Turhott, 9 ,v1areh 1959), Archey interpreted the crossing~ - oL1l as 
shOlving that Cheeseman "evid ently thought .IUDSfljl/em!\, that I ~6'::!1 was the 
Linlc Harrier specimen" (Arc hey's emphasis 
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Number When I 
Recei ved 
/lame F room whom r ece; ved Local ity ! Remdrks 
IS , 
tA t· 1810 
J Ga 11 i nago pus ill a 
Gall inago pusi l1a Presented oy :-1 . 6 . Hill 
little Barrier Is land 
Ra~la", 9 15,". ;et J 
AV 7R. ! 
AV 78 . 2 , 1389 .. 
See Proc. NZ 
lnst. yol . 3 , 
I p . 86 . 
The crossing-out, ar row, and cumments in the remarks column were 
made by E .G. Turbott in 1953 ( npuhlished letter to Archey , 15 April 1959). 
Turbott was Ornithologist at Auckland Ins titute and lvluscum from 1946 
to 1957 (Powell 1967) . 
Griffin started to transcrib all the details from New Zealand Mammals 
and Birds to cards in 1924, and gave each specimen an "AV" number (B.J. 
Gill ;n lilt. ) . 
In 1953 , W .R.B. Oliver (u published letter to T urbott , 24 April ) asked 
about the snipe from "the Raglan District" mentioned by Buller ( 1888) and 
asked to burrow the specimen frum the AllL'kland Institute and Museum. 
On receiving the specimen, Oliver realised that it was distinct /i'om the other 
forms of New Zealand snipe, and that it may have been the unc mentioned 
by Hutton (l S7Ia) from Little Barrier Island . Oliver's comments prompted 
Turbott (unpublished letter to Oli\'er, 3 August 1953) to search through 
the uld consecutive catalogue and discover the mix-up in lahelling of "1 8S" 
and "186". Turbutl and Oliver agreed that 186 was the bird men tiuned by 
Hulton (l 871a), and Turbott s ggested that the locality " Raglan" had been 
given in error by either CheesJ an or , more likely , Ki rk, who was Curator 
in 1870 . 
If 186 \vas the L ittle Barrier Island specimen , why was 185 labe lled 
"Little Barrier Island"? T urbott. unpu blished letter to O liver, 3 August 1953) 
sugges ted that "185 was a stray bird in the cullectio ns and tha t the localitv 
'Little Barrier Island' had been ,lttached to it bv mistake", and [loskd bo th 
spec imens to Oliver. 
OlivC[ ZlInpllblished letter to Tllrl)()tt, 9 AllgU·; t 1953 ) recugnised IX~ 
a~; an Auckland Islund Snipe C. i1. aucldandica: 
T hl' 1;lrgc nne is aULkl;l ll'.lica doesn't altLT the positioll;ls regards the small 
olle. It dncs in a 11;11' e()l1lilm the localll\" of the sm;dl specimen 3S Lillie 
Barner h land, as ohvimlsil' t!lis localil\" is wrong [(II' the large bini hUI 
presumahly WaS intended for tbe S 11111 I I bird, Cheesemafl evidently f'lrgetling 
which one came [rom Lillle Barrier hllll1d. Kaglan is 1 su ppose Hil!,s address. 
Taking all I hings IOgcthcr 1 th ink Il is safe to sal' that the small spec imen 
",hld 1 does n()[ definitely agree wirh allV described suhspecies, comes from 
Lillk Barrier Island .. was colk ctccl 111' Captain Benne'l I.,it], and gi'c'1\ :n 
the ,\\USl'UIll h\ T. R. Hill. 
It was at [his st3ge that Turbolt made the changes to Griffin's entry in 
the cata loguc CI'urbott, unpublished letter to Archev, 15 April 1(59). 
Oliver (1955: 275) descrihed the Little Barrier Snipe as a new subspecies, 
(:. a. han'jerel/sis, based OIl the unique specimen in the Auckland Institute 
and Museum. The specimen (now A V 1389. I, Fig. \) is must like the 
Stewart Island Snipe C. u. 1(t'd(J./ei in size Cfable I). The bi rd, which had 
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FIGURE 1 - The Liltle Barrier Island snipe , Auckland Museum AV 1389.1 
been mounted as a display specimen, is very faded on its right side; the left 
side may also be somewhat faded. Compared with C a. irdalci, the Littk 
Barrier snipe has a greater amount of buffy white on the chin and throat, 
has light, mid-brown crescentic subterminal bars from upper throat to mid-
belly, and has the lower belly unbarred. Stewart Island Snipe have a heavy 
gorget of blackish blotches extending from upper throat to lower breast, 
and their belly is buffy white with some blackish bars. Overall, C. iI. 
barrierellsis has finer, lighter markings on the undersurface, compared with 
the bold gorget of C 11. iredalei. 
TABLE 1 - Comparison of measurements of the holotype of Coenocorypha 
aucklandica barrierensis (LBI) with measurements from ski ns of C a. 
Iredalei in Canterbury Museum. National Museum. and Blltlsh Museum 
(Natural History). All measurements in millimetres 
L B I C. a. iredalei 
SD Range 
Culmen 5l.9 53. 1 II 3.40 46. I - 58.3 
Ta rs u s 2l. 3 24.0 0.64 23.2 - 25.0 
I'lid-toe and claVi 29.0 33.0 l. II 32.2 - 34.9 
Ta i 1 32.0 39.S I. 83 36.7 - 41.6 
fli ng 103 108 2.8 105 - 113 
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There \\'a~ fUrl her corre~ .p()nJcncc lln the Liltle Barrier snipe bet ween 
Turi1lltt ;rhen Assistant Director anu Keeper of Zoology, C:anterbury 
Museum. ~\I1d Sir Gilbert Archey (Direetur, Auckland Institute and ,\luseuJl1, 
I 924~ I 964: from February to April 1959. Turbotl \\~IS working lln a 
manuscript on the birl\;; of Little Barrier Island published in Ham il ton 1961 
ill which he included an account of the snipe. This corresponucncc 
culminated in Turbott writi ng a I1<:W label for the Little Barrier specimen 
and Archey assigning i1 a new cataloguc number as the hojol\·pe fur C. a. 
hamCiclIsis,Gill I 9X3" ,\ftcr 89 vears in the collect ions of Auckland Institute 
and ,\1useum, the Little Barr ier snipe had been recognised as distinct and 
the true collection details were entered on its label. 
Oliver was yuite correct when he guesscd that Raglan was Hill's address, 
Turbott succeeded in tracing T. B. Hill through the Waikaro Brandl of the 
Royal Society and the Raglan Old Se tt lers' Association; the following 
infurmation IS from unpublished letters to Turbott from CG, Hunt in 
Februan and ,\1arc11 1962. 
Thomas Boucher Hill 0 'ned a chcmist's shop in Mt Edcn,;\uckland; 
and hought a farm in the Te Mata district IlC,lr Raglan in the !atl: IR6()s. 
He eveIllually sold his :'v1t Eden business and set ur as a chemist in Raglan 
township, where, in the absence oi:l local mcdical practitioner, hlC was in 
effect the local doctor. ,vir Hill had many inrcre;,ts, not least of which was 
a keen in terest in naturl! his tory. He died ill Rag lan about 1920, aged 8X, 
and is buricu In the Raglan ravcvard. 
One mystery remains: what was the provenance of X69 .. now AV 77.4), 
an Auckland Island Snipe with no (;)llccrion data, that once hore the lncalit\' 
"Little Barrier bland"? 
SNIPE ON LITTLE BARRIER ISLAND 
Although the unique specimen uf C (/. bainerellw has received;roradic 
attention over the year,; , little is known abuut the fate of snipe on Little 
Barrier Island. T'urblltt \ I 96 1) suggested that snipe became extinct (J\ving 
to the introductillI1 of l'ats. 
\X'hen cats were intmduc.:d to Little Barner 1. is uncertain. The\· were 
cu lalllh· present by IX85, along with wild pigs and dugs (Reischek 1886b, 
I XXoc, 18R6d, although Hamilton 1961: 134 suggested that pigs on Little 
Barrier Island were confined t() a small area of coastal forest behind 
Ngamanauraru Bay). Reischek visited Little Barrier Island five rimes between 
Octoher 1880 and May 1885 (Reischek 1887a;. Referring to the Stitchbiru 
CVOIlOIIIYSli, eil/Cla;, Reischek (I X8ba) wrute: 
Thc:-;c H:ry f<lre hirJs will ~i()( n di:.;appear, even froln lhcsc ionLiy \viiJ~;) owing 
ill the d()!l1Csric wLlJ C<ll:-;. wI ich arc \'C0" I1UlllCrlll1S) ~!nd c()lnmil great havoc 
~lIn{)ng t hcrn 
Thne is circumstantial e idence that cats became established on Little 
Barrier 1. in the 1870s: Hutt 111 (IS69; reported Saddlebacks (PhileSlUrnll\ 
wi'lIn(1I1alllS; as very commor on a 4~da\' visit in December IS67, whereas 
Reischek (l887b) found then! to be rare in October lS80, still scarcer in 
October ISS2, and not at all S lbseqL;ently. Turbot( (1947 and 1961) argued 
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that cats w~re responsible for the extinction of Suddleback UQ Little Barrier 
I.; this is supported by the successful reintroduction of Saddleback to the 
isbnd in 1984, afrer the eradication of cal s by the :--JZ Wildlife Sen'ice in 
1';)80 Veitch 1985:. 
Veitch, 1\)85. gave the dare of cat introduction as "about 187()", on the 
strel1gth of Hutton's (1869: and Reischck's U887b) observations ;c:.R. 
Veitch, pers. eomm.:. 
If cats did hecomc feral on Littl~ Barrier I. in the 1870s, lhis agrees 
well wirh the presumed dare of disappearance of snipe, the on'" record of 
snipe OQ Little Barrier Island being the two seen in 1870 (Hutton 1871 a) 
Howe\,er, snipe were prohahly rare on Little Barrier Island even hefore cats 
were present, as Layard (1 S63; and Hutton (1869: did not record snipe. 
Reischek (an u\'id collector of rarc birds) made n() mention of seeing snipe 
during his "ten months" on the island b~tween IS80 and 1885. 
I suggest that snipe w~re scarce on LiLlle Barrier 1. in 187() because of 
predation hy kiore (Ralllls ('xulans;, and perhaps wild pigs and dogs. :\0 
other form of New Zealand snipe is known to have sun'i\'ed in the presenc~ 
of .my species of rat (Miskelly 1987). Perhaps kiore had 110t, in 1870, been 
on Little Barrier I. long enough to eliminate snipe. The imroduction (If cats 
would have scaled the fate of snipe. 
HO\\,ever, there arc records of "snipe" from Little Rarriel' I. long alter 
ca ts were intt'od uced. 
Little Barrier 1. was purchased as a reser\'e for the preservation of rare 
birds in 1894 (Hamilton 1961). The last of the pre\'ious Mauri owners were 
remo\'ed in 1896. R.H. Shakespear, u[lpointed curatm of Little Barrier Island 
Reserve bv rhe Auckland Institute, WaS on the island from 19 ]anuun' IX97 
until 28 Februarv 1910 (Hamilton 1961;' During his 13 years on Little 
Barrier I.. Shakespear kept.a meticulous diay, which included mal1\' natural 
hisrory observations, and he also corresponded frequentl\' with T. F. 
Cheeseman (then Curator of Auckland Institute and ,'v1useum and 
Shakespear's superior;. These unpublished diaries and letters arc in the 
Auckland Institute and ,\1useum Librac\'; I thank Ian Thwaitcs for 
permission to quote from them. 
ShakesJ1ear made several rcfncllces to ''snipe'' or snipe-like birds~ these 
are quoted as written: 
Wednesday 29 Septemher 1897 (diary\ 
(iluriomlv tine da, ... went around in the hoat to 1 he west side in order to 
collcci th~ remain; of the whale.,. we also saw a heautifllilittk- snipe. he \I'~S 
vcr" tame &. allowed liS to JPproach within J !,:w Icel. he was keding on 
the whak. the tOP o( his head WJS a rich brown ! SCIW no white stri!'-e. 
Mondav 4 Oetoher I R97 (letter 
... The" had 'TrI' ruugh weather dllWIl here &. ne'er expected to sec me. 
there hJd been an unusual I" severe Easterl" gale with high tides & there 
was a heav" ,sea running here lln M(lnd;lv 127 September] ... ! ;tm SOtT" 1(\ 
S;tV the whale was washed ;l\\'a\', btlt so Llr we ha"e mJIl;tged to c(\llce[ tn,'st 
oithe bones ... ! noticed a most beauuiullillic snipe feeding llntlle remains. 
he W;IS J real snipe. &. ,'cry tallle. his Illarkill~s \I'ere rather I110re like a 
\\'(\lldCllCk th'll1 a snipe. "estertl;I\' whell we put him up he flew tip Turner's 
Gul.h-, so I'erhal':; he may remain here, 
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lhl:re used to be a snipe mam' I'ears ago illdigenou'; to the island bUI I his 
one seems to llle more like the :\ul'klalld Id. species , hOll'ever he IS a yen' 
we lcome I'i sitor & his fl ight malk me Ihink of other da ys, he had a redd ish 
hrown pa tc h on hi s head - & hi" marking" wcre lllueh darker Ihan Ihe (\!'dinan' 
snipe more mottled on the wing feathcr:-;. 
Wed nesdav 27 October 1897 (dia ry) 
!'inc dav. S,S,\V, brccze, S'lll' a largl' snipe' tocl 'IY, a ditTnent variety to 
the one lI'c' saw by the \\'hal< . Ihi" hiI'd sC<.'Il1,'d rather largl:r than the English 
Slllp l.: . 
Fridav 29 Oc tober 1897 (le tte r) 
[ told \,oulhat we saw a beaUl ifulli li le snipe by the whale\ re 111 a ill' , it staved 
about ]()!' some lime, the pa lch OJl the top of it s head was a ['fch li:Jrk browJl, 
vest erda l' I saw anolher sn ipe he IVa, d()lIn hI' the b()athouse. he IVas a LH' 
IcIrgc rbird , & breast & wing feathers lighter , he got up jlls t like' an ordinclj'\' 
snipe & gave the same cry. the Ix\\' sal\' him keeling up Turner's IhlS ll1mning 
cI()se to the creek, I think he is aitogethl'i' anolher variety ," 
Monday 1 November 1897 (d iary) 
It commenced I() rainlhis morning aholl lS a. rn, & Ulrtlinued untii 9 'Ull",! 
saw the bird thai I thought was a snipe, It is far larger th'\IJ the l'eal snipe 
which we saw al the earcase of Ihe whal e, 
'T'his is ~l very hanch{)rl1c bird & ve ry tanH.:. I anl going 10 try & g l't ~l ph()lll. 
abollt 8 inches long. strong pointed heak . ahoul I V2 inches long , palish hrown 
wilh grevish while tint which ran through all the k at hers, so thai looking 
at hill) you would say he \\ as greyish \vhitc deepening intn a rid1 hrov.'n 
on till' back, Sides of the throat whiti sh grey. bl'<lIVIl p"tch OIl the lOp nl 
tilt' head, but n()t nearly <) [ such rich a hue as the liltle snipe, 
Thursday 6 October 1898 (diary ) 
Squallv 1l1<) rniIl~, \\!ind S. \V. fresh brl'e/,t', 
The children SCI II' a hil'd wh IC h Ihe\' descrihe as surnething like a s"ipe wilh 
'I Vel'\' I()ng beak, il lVas ()n the spit. probabl\' I <,hall coml' aem" itto lI]oIlOW. 
Friday 7 Octoher 1898 (diary) 
c:\oudy m()rn ing, \X' esterl\' wind, I'resh brel'le, 
Ill1he evelling we caught a hird sn l1lL'thing like a large lurk\\" it \vas l1e<lrl y' 
dead wilh exhaustion & wa nl ()fCo<ll1. it tried to swallow the worms we gave 
it , but could not & died dur ing the evening so ! shall Pllt It in spirits I(Ir 
Mr. Cheeseman, 
lvlonday 20 N ovemher 1 S99 (diary ) 
Weat her. rai ning harJ, Wi nd Northerl,' 
r lI'a" al()ll.'~ 'II the spil in the morning & again ,II .,unset. I flushed I he r .in lc 
Barrier Snipe, & he wenl IIp rurner's Crk. (h,' has heen about now rill' ahout 
i II days', 
Sunday 14 Septemher I I)02 (diary) 
Wealhel - storm\', sky ";i<lci\',, scud coming over fast lrom \1( .S.\X'. \X'ind 
W, strung breeze, glass iIlcl'ned I() rise, sume sea ()n the lI'est landing, A 
';pecinl"11 ()f the "I -itlie Barrier Snipe" WaS on the lawn this Illorning Ii(' lVas 
ve ry tame , & ( had a g<)()d look at it through Ihe glasses, it was v~ry lame 
s.: in Ihe el'Cning was slill u<) Ihe lawn ;1\ the hack ()f Ihe hOllse, 
Sunday 19 Octohl:r 1902 diary) 
\\'eathcr sljuali" sky cloudv. thick over the mainLrnd W'ind, Sou We;I: 
qrong hl<'l'(e, f"lr sea Oil. glass low &: ste'ld\', ,Hlowing & [''lining all day. 
he'lvv sea running ... A IIhip uf snipe abollr r" IIcre OIl Ihe flat vcstl'fdav, 
&. today, ! have not seen al" like them belore, They arc vcrI' h,IIIl!,:()ll1l' 
lillie birds, I watched Ihcm fm soml' lime through mv field :gLIssl's, 
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WednesJay 2 :--:ovemher ILJ04 \diary' 
\'(leClthn. imprO\·ll1g. sh·. cloud, with SUI1Sllllle. Wind. Sou \'\'csl moderaiC 
hrL'Cle ... The "snipe" still remain roulld lhe house. 
It is apparent than Shakes [lear used "snipe" <IS a general term for 
shorebirds. I suggest that most, if not all, of the sightings refer to stray Arctic 
or locd waders. First, all the records arc from Septemher to Novemher, 
when Arctic waders are arriving in New Zealand from their breeding 
grounds. SeconJly, all hut one of the records followed had weather and strong 
winds - likely conditions for migrants to get hlown off course. ThirJlv, 
all uf the sightings were from the cuast or around Shakespear's house at Te 
Maraeroa - likely habitats for vagrant wadl'[s. 
From my own experience with New Zealand snipe and Little Barrier 
Island, I suspect lhat snipe would have survived longcst in areas of sedge 
at the mouths of streams and wherever damp, forested gullies had dense 
ground cover. New Ze<lland snipc are not known to feed in the open during 
the day and so would he unlikelv on ~\ bwn. Shakespear also mentioned 
flushing snipe and having them fly considerable distances. It is unusual for 
extant forms of Nev-' Zeland snipe to flv more than 30 m if Hushed during 
rhe da\' (pers. obs,l, althuugh C. a. ban'in-ellsls was apparently the form or 
CocllocOIypha that flew hest CYl.iskelly in prep.:. 
If Shakespear was not seeing Little Barril'[ Snipe, what was he looking 
at) Six species of waders have been recorded as stragglers to Little Barrier 
1. Hulton (IXoSl) and Rcischek (IXX7a; recorded Variable Oysrercatcher 
,HaemalOpus un/colnr) , Turbott (l Sl(1) recorded Banded Dolterel (Charadrills 
hle/nolls), Far-easrern Curlew (,VulI/clIllIS madagasCGl1cllsis;, Bar-tailed Godwit 
(l_lmnsa lapponim) and Pied Stilt (HimanlOtms lzimanlOpllS) , and Veitch (pers. 
comm.; reported Least Golden Plover (PIII'Vlalis jii/va); other species arc 
likelv also. 
The bird seen on 2Sl Sep 1897 may have heen a Sharp-tailed Sandpiper 
(Calidn's acumlnata), judging hv its small size, the reddish-hrown top of its 
head and "no white stripe". The larger, greyish "snipe" with a 11/2 inch bill 
of 27 Oct - 1 1\'ov 1897 muv have heen a Knot (Cahdris (allullIs) or :-\ew 
Zealand Dotterel (Charadrill's ohscul1ls). The "large curlew" caught Oil 7 Oct 
1898 cannot be truced in the collecrions of Auckland Institute and Museum 
lB.}. Gill, pers. comm.;. 
Shakespear's other records arc too vague to allow speculation as to 
identitv, hut the 15 hirds seen on ILJ Oct 1902 were ohviously not snipe, 
which do not flock. The balance of evidence suggests that snipe disappeared 
from Little Barrier 1. soon after they were discovered in uno, 
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I 'Iill indebted to Dr Ilrl<ln Gill ,Curator 01 B;rds, Auckland Inslitllte and 
.V\USeUIll. fur all<ming access to the Little Rlrrier snipe spL'Cimen, ['[(widing 
copies of the OlivcrTurhott, Turho\! .\rchcy and Turbott Hunt 
corresp{)l1lience, and answering 11]'111\' yunies about the early days of the 
Institute. I am \'crv grateful to Ian Thwaites and Peggv Sayes \Auekland 
Institute and ,\'\useum Lihr~Jr\': I!lr locating the snipe references In 
Shakespear's diaries and ictlers ,md gj\'jllg permls.siun to qUOle frolll them. 
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Appendix 4 
Aerial displaying and flying ability of Chatham Island Snipe 
and New Zealand Snipe. 
Emu (in press). 
Abstract 
Chatham Island Snipe Coenocorypha pusi77a and New Zealand Snipe 
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C. auck7andica were studied 'intensively during one and six breeding 
seasons respectively, and observations of aerial displays and related 
behaviours recorded. Chatham Island Snipe gave three types of acoustic 
aerial displays. The displays were performed only at night. Type 1 was 
a strident monosyllabic call, also given in several contexts on the 
ground. Type 2 was a series of disyllabic calls identical to a common 
territorial display given on the ground. Type 3 began with a series of 
disyllabic calls and ended with a non-vocal 'roar' considered homologous 
to the 'drumming' displays of Ga77inago snipes. Evidence for non-vocal 
acoustic displaying by three subspecies of New Zealand Snipe is 
discussed. The intensively studied Snares Island Snipe C. auck7andica 
huege7i was not seen to give aerial displays. Chatham Island Snipe were 
flushed significantly more frequently and flew further than Snares Island 
Snipe, and had significantly lower wing-loadings. The aerial displays of 
Chatham Island Snipe were similar to descr'iptions of aerial displays of 
the 'Chubbia' snipes of South America: Cordilleran Snipe Ga77inago 
strick7andii, Andean Snipe G. jamesoni and Imperial Snipe G. imperia7is. 
Introduction 
Snipe (Scolopacidae: Gallinagonini) are well known for their complex 
aerial displays. Of the 15 species in the genus Ga77inago, only the 
lek-breeding Great Snipe G. media does not have an aerial display. The 
other 14 species all have a non-vocal acoustic component in their aerial 
display ('drumming' or 'bleating'), generally accepted to be caused by 
air currents vibrating the rectrices as the birds dive at speed (Tuck 
1972, Sutton 1981, Hayman et a7. 1986). The monotypic Jack Snipe 
Lymnocryptes minimus also has an acoustic aerial display; this is 
considered to be mainly vocal (Sutton 1981), although Blair (1936) 
described a whirring noise rather l"ike the drumming of Common Snipe 
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G. galljnago, thought to be produced by the 'pinions'. 
The remaining genus of snipe comprises two species now confined to 
four isolated island groups off New Zealand: New Zealand Snipe 
Coenocorypha aucklandjca which occur on the Snares (C. a. huegelj), 
Antipodes (C. a. mejnertzhagenae) and Auckland (C. a. aucklandjca) 
Islands, and Chatham Island Snipe C. pusjlla. Coenocorypha snipes have 
often been described as lacking aerial displays (Manson-Bahr 1931, Warham 
1970, Tuck 1972, Johnsgard 1981, Jehl & Murray 1986). However, Miskelly 
(Appendix 1) presented evidence for acoustic aerial displaying by 
Coenocorypha snipes, and argued that the nocturnal aerial display of the 
extinct Stewart Island Snipe C. aucklandica jredalei was the legendary 
hakawai, a mystery bird of the Maori people in New Zealand. 
Here I present sonagrams of three types of aerial displays by Chatham 
Island Snipe and discuss evidence for aerial displaying by three 
subspecies of New Zealand Snipe. To investigate the flying ability of 
Chatham Island Snipe and Snares Island Snipe I compared wing-loadings, 
assuming that forms with smaller wings in relation to body size (i.e. 
higher wing-loadings) had reduced flying ability. These results are 
compared with assessments of the flying ability of these two forms 
obtained in the field. Aerial displays of Coenocorypha snipes are 
compared with published accounts of displays by other snipes. 
Study areas and methods 
Chatham Island Snipe were studied among Olearja traversj/Plagjanthus 
regjus forest on Rangatira (South East) Island Nature Reserve (44°21'S 
176°10'W), Chatham Islands, 25 November 1983 to 18 January 1984, and 7 -
15 July 1986 (61 days, 20 nights). Snares Island Snipe were studied 
under Olearja lyallj forest on Main Island, Snares Islands Nature Reserve 
(48·01'S 166°36'E) during 477 days and 134 nights of fieldwork between 
December 1982 and December 1987; research was carried out in the months 
September to March inclusive, and encompassed six breeding seasons. 
Snipe were sexed by measurements (females are larger; unpubl. data) and 
by sex-specific calls after colour-banding. 
Tape recordings of nocturnal aerial displays by Chatham Island Snipe 
were made with a Sanyo M 1150 cassette recorder and a BST super-cardioid 
condenser microphone on 9 January 1984 and 11 July 1986. The acoustic 
components of the displays were analysed on a Kay Sonagraph 6061-B, using 
the 80-8000 Hz scale (linear setting) and the wide band pass filter. 
Flushing rates of snipe {proportion of nights when snipe were 
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flushed) were recorded. Distances that snipe flew after flushing were 
estimated to the nearest 5 m (up to 20 m) or nearest 10 m (up to 70 m). 
Left wing outlines (primaries slightly spread) of 29 live adult 
Chatham Island Snipe (15 ~t, 14 S~) and 29 live adult Snares Island Snipe 
(16 66' 13 ~~) were traced on to paper. Wing areas were determined from 
outlines using a polar planimeter (mean of three replicates from each of 
two pole positions). Moulting birds were not included in the samples. 
Wing-loadings (Nm- 2) were calculated by multiplying the body mass (kg) of 
each bird by the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 ms- 2) then dividing by 
twice its measured wing area plus the dorsal area between the wings (m2) 
(see Pennycuick 1987). All measurements are given as mean ± standard 
deviation. Comparisons of mean wing-loadings between sexes and 
populations were made using a jackknife test (Sokal & Rohlf 1981). 
Results 
Aerial displaying 
Aerial displays of Chatham Island Snipe were heard on five (36%) nights 
in 1983-84, and two (33%) nights in July 1986. All seven nights on which 
displays were heard were calm and clear, but displays were not always 
heard on such nights. 
Three types of aerial displays were recorded for Chatham Island Snipe 
(Fig. 9.1). Type 1 display was a strident chep or yip given continuously 
at the rate of one call every 0.8 s (n = 1), or as irregularly spaced 
single calls. The calls shown in Fig. 9.1a were given by a bird in fast 
horizontal flight about 20 m above the ground (observed in torch beam) on 
11 July 1986. Type 1 calls were also heard from flying birds on 
2 December 1983 and 8 July 1986. The same call was frequently given from 
the ground at any time of day or night and appeared to be contagious, 
with up to six birds of both sexes calling on the ground simultaneously, 
but asynchronously. Contexts in which this call was given on the ground 
included: (1) as a response to a chick being handled (2 days); (2) as an 
observer with a light walked nearby (6 nights); (3) in response to other 
birds giving Type 2 and Type 3 aerial displays (4 nights); (4) by females 
in response to male territorial calls given on the ground (3 days); (5) 
in response to adults giving distress calls (2 days). The contexts in 
which Type 1 calls are given in the air are unknown. 
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Figure 9.1. Sonagrams of aerial displays of Chatham Island 
Snipe. A. Type 1. A strident chep. Recorded 20:40 11 
July 1986, Rangatira Island. B. Type 2. Disyllabic 
whistle. Recorded 20:30 11 July 1986, Rangatira I. 
C. Type 3. Disyllabic whistle followed by non-vocal roar. 
Recorded 23:30 9 January 1984, Rangatira I. 
Aerial displaying was not observed for Snares Island Snipe, but they 
gave Type 1 calls infrequently from the ground (8 days, 7 nights). 
Type 2 display (Fig. 9.1b) was a disyllabic queeyoo queeyoo given at 
a rate of approximately 2/sec and repeated four to eight times (n = 21). 
This call, although given in flight, was identical to a common 
territorial call given on the ground by male Coenocorypha snipes (see 
sonagrams for Antipodes Island Snipe in Warham & Bell 1979; and for 
Chatham Island Snipe in Appendix I). At least five Chatham Island Snipe 
gave Type 2 calls in the air at night on 11 July 1986, and isolated calls 
were heard on three nights in 1983-84. Male Snares Island Snipe gave 
this call every day as a territorial display on the ground, but I never 
heard it from a flying bird. 
The most spectacular aerial display (Type 3: Fig. 9.1c) included a 
non-vocal component. This display started with the same vocal calls as 
4 
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in Type 2 (usually repeated five times, n = 10), but as soon as these 
calls ceased there was a loud roar, similar to a distant jet passing 
overhead and lasting about 1.5 s (n = 3). Type 3 displays were heard on 
four nights in 1983-84. D.V. Merton (pers. comm.) has heard this display 
on Rangatira and Mangere Islands (Chatham Is) in every month except 
April, July, August and September. 
Although Chatham Island Snipe is the only form of Coenocorypha for 
which there are tape-recordings of aerial displays, there are written 
descriptions of Type 3 displays for two subspecies of New Zealand Snipe 
(ie. Antipodes Island Snipe and the extinct Stewart Island Snipe; 
Appendix 1). 
The non-vocal component of Type 3 aerial displays is thoUght to be 
caused by air currents vibrating the rectrices, homologous with the 
'drumming' or 'bleating' of Ga77inago snipes. Unusual tail-feather wear, 
attributed to aerial displaying, was found on ten Coenocorypha snipe 
skins in New Zealand museums (Appendix 1), including Chatham Island 
Snipe, Stewart Island Snipe, Antipodes Island Snipe and Auckland Island 
Snipe. Three live Chatham Island Snipe with worn tail feathers were 
found among 147 handled on Rangatira Island. The only living form of 
Coenocorypha snipe for which there is no evidence of aerial displaying is 
the Snares Island Snipe. 
Aerial displaying is thought to be performed predominantly 
as only one known female with worn rectrices has been handled. 
Snares Island Snipe, 11 of 88 (12.5%) male Coenocorypha snipes 
by males, 
Excluding 
handled 
had worn tail feathers, whereas only one of 97 (1.0%) females did. 
Displaying probably occurs at any time of year; observations are too few 
to assess whether the frequency of displaying varies with season. 
Flying abil ity 
Coenocorypha snipes are confined to small, isolated islands free of 
terrestrial predators (Appendix 1). During daylight hours snipe stayed 
under forest, or among dense tussock grass Poa or sedge Carex, presumably 
to avoid diurnal aerial predators. Coenocorypha snipes generally only 
flew during the day if flushed (eg. by people, or crash-landing Sooty 
Shearwaters Puffinus griseus). Other than wing-assisted jumps up or down 
from logs and banks, I saw only three 'voluntary' daytime flights during 
18 months observing Coenocorypha snipes. All three were under forest, 
and were by males (two C. a. huegeli and one C. pusilla) flying near the 
ground for 10 - 25 m towards other males calling within the fliers' 
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territories. Most snipe, when disturbed, moved off on foot or avoided 
detection by 'freezing'. If flushed, Coenocorypha snipes usually flew 
for less than 5 m. Exceptionally, snipe flew 40 m when flushed under open 
forest with little ground cover. Anderson (1968) claimed flights of 
"several hundred yards" for C. a. huegeli, but how these were determined 
is not known as except in a few localities the topography and vegetation 
of the Snares Islands make it impossible to observe such distances. 
At night, snipe of both species frequently fed up to 120 m from the 
nearest cover. Snipe flushed more readily at night, taking off 
vertically, then allowing the wind to carry them along. Chatham Island 
Snipe were flushed significantly more often than Snares Island Snipe (35% 
of 20 nights for C. pusilla, 13% of 134 nights for C. a. huegeli, 
X2 = 6.6, P < 0.01). Chatham Island Snipe also flew for significantly 
greater distances (50 ± 14 m, n = 6) than Snares Island Snipe (14 ± 6 m, 
n = 17, Mann-Whitney Us = 102, P < 0.001). 
Chatham Island Snipe have flown greater distances. Snipe 
reintroduced to Mangere Island in 1970 and 1972 subsequently colonised 
Little Mangere Island - this involved a flight of 300 m across sea, and a 
vertical rise of about 100 m. Snipe recently sighted on the east and 
north-east coasts of Pitt Island, Chatham Islands presumably flew from 
Rangatira Island (2.5 km) and Star Keys (15 km) respectively. Chatham 
Island Snipe, other than those flushed or performing aerial displays, 
were seen in flight at night three times. I have never seen Snares 
Island Snipe in flight at night except when flushed. 
Male Chatham Island and Snares Island Snipes had lower wing-loadings 
than conspecific females. The intersexual difference in wing-loadings 
was significant for Snares Island Snipe (6646.1 ± 2.6 Nm- 2, 99 48.8 ± 
4.7 Nm- 2, t27 = 2.57, P = 0.02), and approached significance for Chatham 
Island Snipe (Jd 38.2 ± 2.0 Nm- 2, 99 40.4 ± 4.7 Nm- 2, t27 = 1.76, 
P = 0.08). These results support qualitative assessments of intersexual 
flying ability for both populations: males flushed three times as often 
as females for both species, and aerial displays of C. pusi77a were 
thought (based on tail feather wear) to be performed mainly by males. 
Chatham Island Snipe had significantly lower wing-loadings than Snares 
Island Snipe (o~ t29 = 10.32, P < 0.001; 9R t25 = 6.86, P < 0.001). 
Discussion 
Reduction in flying aboility of Coenocorypha snipes is apparently a 
recent trait. All living forms are thought to have flown to their remote 
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island homes from mainland New Zealand, probably since the end of the 
Otiran Glaciation 10,000 years ago (Fleming 1982), yet no form is 
considered capable of prolonged flight now. The decline in flying 
ability of Coenocorypha snipes was possibly due to a combination of 
selective pressures against flying. Coenocorypha snipes are 
non-migratory, and as they occur on islands lacking ground-dwelling 
predators there is little need for escape flights. Little is known about 
movement of snipe between islands within an archipelago, but these 
distances are generally small « 15 km). There are apparent costs 
associated with flights by Coenocorypha snipes, including exposure to 
aerial predators (eg. Southern Great Skua Stercorarius skua 7onnbergi, 
Southern Black-backed Gull Larus dominicanus, Red-billed Gull 
L. novaeho77andiae, Australasian Harrier Circus approximans and New 
Zealand Falcon Fa7co novaesee7andiae) and the risk of perishing at sea 
while attempting to move between islands. The poor flying ability of 
Coenocorypha snipes has rendered them vulnerable to recently introduced 
ground-dwelling predators. Weka Ga77ira77us austra7is, feral cats Fe7is 
catus and ship rats Rattus rattus have eliminated snipe from at least 11 
islands in the last 100 years (Appendices 1 & 3). 
Aerial displays by other species of snipe are also given mainly by 
males, and are tho~ght to be used in mate attraction and territory 
defence (Tuck 1972, Cramp & Simmons 1983). Snares Island Snipe performed 
these functions using ground displays. However, the sexual difference in 
wing-loadings of Snares Island Snipe suggests that either aerial displays 
have only recently been lost from the display repertoire, or there is 
some other benefit to males having greater flying ability than females. 
Non-vocal acoustic aerial displaying evidently arose before the split 
between the Ga77inago and Coenocorypha lineages. Aerial displays by the 
world's snipes have been reviewed by Tuck (1972) and Sutton (1981). Most 
species have a predominantly non-vocal 'drumming' display that may be 
punctuated by bouts of vocalisations. However, the three 'Chubbia' 
snipes (sensu Peters 1934) of South America have a predominantly vocal 
aerial display immediately followed by a non-vocal acoustic display. 
Cordilleran Snipe Ga77inago strick7andii, Andean Snipe G. jamesoni and 
Imperial Snipe G. imperia7is display only at night or during twilight, 
and have displays qualitatively similar to Type 1 and Type 3 displays of 
Coenocorypha snipes (see descriptions by Reynolds 1935, Vuilleumier 1969, 
and Terborgh & Weske 1972 respectively). The main display of Cordilleran 
Snipe and Andean Snipe begins with a loud cha-woo (Reynolds 1935) or 
whee-tschwu given at about two calls a second (Vuilleumier 1969) and 
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followed by a 'whir' (Reynolds 1935) or muffled bellow (Vuilleumier 
1969). 
Structural similarities between the 'Chubbia' and Coenocorypha snipes 
have long been recognised (Hutton 1871, Seebohm 1888, Iredale 1913, Lowe 
1915, Meinertzhagen 1926, Kirchner 1972, Tuck 1972, Hayman et al. 1986), 
although the 'Chubbia' snipes are 2 - 3 times larger (Tuck 1972). The 
similarities in aerial displays reported here supports a common ancestry 
for these two groups of southern hemisphere snipes. 
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Appendix 5 
Faecal analysis of the diet of New Zealand Snipe on the Snares Islands. 
Table 10.1. Soil-dwelling invertebrates identified from remains in faeces of Snares Island Snipe. Numbers 
for oligochaetes (setae) on the semiquantitative Index 0-4 (absent to abundant), other numbers 
Indicate minimum number of individuals present. ~ = percent occurrence, n = total minimum number 
of each prey item represented, (£) larvae, (a) = adults, P = present. From Hlskel1y (1984). 
FAECAL SAMPLES 
ADULTS CHICKS % n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1213141516 17 18 19 20 
O1lgochaeta 
gen & sp. 1 2 1 4 3 3 1 2 4 2 3 3 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 100 -
gen & sp. 2 1 3 2 1 3 3 2 2 2 45 -
AIr,phi pod a 3 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 3 5 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 95 37 
(paJ'orchestia sp. ) P 
(/olakawe par-JIl) p p p 
(Transol'cnes t ia 100 Hons i) P 
(TaLorcnestia patersoni) P 
Opil iones 
laniatores 
Hendea sp. 1 5 1 
Aranea 
Agelenidae 
Myro sp. 1 1 1 15 3 
Acari 1 1 1 1 2 1 30 7 
Orthoptera 
Stenopelmatidae 
ZeaLandoBCZ1ldr~ Bl.IoantaJ'cticus 1 5 1 
Col eoptera 
Carabidae 
Necodema aLtemc:r.s (£) 1 5 1 
DigLymma castigatum (a) 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 45 10 
Sy"te~tua oualus (a) 1 5 1 
leiodidae 
PaI'acatops sp. (a) 1 1 1 I 1 25 5 
Staphylinidae (t & a) 1 1 1 1 2 25 5 
Scarabaeidae 
Prodontria Longitarsus (t) 6 1 10 7 
" " 
(a) 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 40 9 
8yrrh i dae 
Ep";cMrius tU'1)ideIZus (a) I 5 
5ynorthuB i71sularis ( £) 1 2 2 1 1 1 30 8 
,. ., (a) 1 1 10 2 
Anthri bidae 
Ccraephatus auckZandicus (a) 1 1 10 2 
Curcul ionidae 
Notcrccrlles plcnidorDuD (a) 1 1 lD 2 
Phrynizus laqueor~ (a) 1 5 1 
GIOmiZUS Za.qUiSC!l"U'n (a) 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 45 10 
Nestr1.UD lQfjueon,," (a) 1 1 1 1 20 4 
Diptera 
Tipul idae 
LeptotaJ'sus sp. (t) 3 5 3 
% vegetat ion 25 20 10 - P P 5 25 5 - 5 P - P - - 5 P - - 65 -
